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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION, STATE OF IDAHO
PATRICK W. WILLIAMS,

)
)
)

Petitioner,

I.C. No. 2006-509079
PETITION FOR DECLARATORY
RELIEF

)

-vs-

)
)

BLUE CROSS OF IDAHO,

)
)

=R=e=s~p~o=n=d=e=n~t~.

Comes

_____________________ )
now the

above named Petitioner,

by and

through his

attorney, Joseph Jarzabek, and hereby petitions this Commission for
entry of an Order pursuant to Rule 15 (F) (3) of the Judicial Rules
of Practice and Procedure under the Idaho Workers' Compensation Law
for a ruling that lump sum proceeds paid to an injured worker in
Idaho pursuant to a lump sum settlement agreement, including those
proceeds paid to this Petitioner, are exempt from the claims of all
creditors including Blue Cross of Idaho and for a further Order
directing Blue Cross of Idaho to take no further action against
Petitioner and make no further threats against him.

PETITION FOR DECLARATORY
RELIEF

-1-

Idaho Code §

I.C. No. 2006-509079

i

72-802

provides

that

no

claims

for

workers

compensation

are

assignable and all compensation and claims are exempt from the
claims of creditors except for court ordered child support. Blue
Cross of Idaho and Regence Blue Shield of Idaho have for years made
claims

against

proceeds

workers

receive

pursuant

to

lump

sum

Many injured workers in years past have

settlement agreements.

paid to Blue Cross and/or Regence Blue Shield portions of their
settlement.
are

Attorneys for Blue Cross and/or Regence Blue Shield

believed

to

undertake

collection

actions

against

injured

workers pursuant to fee agreements they have with these insurance
companies whereby they are paid on a contingency basis out of the
monies

they collect

monies

exempt

and

from inj ured workers.
Blue

Cross

and/or

Not

Regence

only are
Blue

those

Shield

not

entitled to receive them but the attorneys, in receiving a fee, are
being paid attorney fees out of work comp proceeds allocated to the
inj ured worker

where

such

fees

have

not

been

approved by the

Industrial Commission.
Actual controversy exists over the construction, validity and
applicability of

Idaho

injured April II, 2006.

Code

§

72-802.

Peti tioner

herein

was

A Complaint was filed with the Industrial

Commission December 15, 2006.

In its Answer dated January 26, 2007

defendants denied compensation was due Respondent.
On August 6, 2007 attorney Timothy Walton sent to Petitioner's
____~ounseL correspondence requesting payment to Blue Cross of fu_n_d_s_ __
PETITION FOR DECLARATORY
RELIEF

-2-

I.C. No.

2006-509079

exempt by statute; a copy is attached hereto, labeled Exhibit "A",
and by this reference incorporated herein as if set forth in full.
On November 30, 2007 Mr. Walton sent another letter to Petitioner's
counsel

requesting

information

regarding

Respondent's

workman

compensation claim; a copy is attached hereto, labeled Exhibit "B",
and by this reference incorporated herein as if set forth in full.
On January 17, 2008 attorney Walton again sent correspondence
to Petitioner's counsel,

alleging that said attorney had a duty

pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct to hold in his
trust account money to which Petitioner was lawfully entitled.
copy of that correspondence is attached hereto,
"C

ff
,

A

labeled Exhibit

and by this reference incorporated herein as if set forth in

full.

Petitioner's counsel believed Blue Cross was threatening him

with a bar complaint.

On January 24,

2008 attorney Walton again

sent a letter demanding Petitioner's counsel withhold monies from
Petitioner's workman compensation proceeds;
hereto,

labeled Exhibit "0",

a copy is attached

and by this reference incorporated

herein as if set forth in full.
January 28,

2008 Petitioner's counsel replied to attorney

Walton; a copy is attached hereto, labeled Exhibit "E", and by this
reference incorporated herein as if set forth in full.

On January

31,2008 attorney Walton again wrote Petitioner's counsel; ; a copy
is attached hereto,

labeled Exhibit "F",

and by this reference

ed herein as if set forth in full.
PETITION FOR DECLARATORY
RELIEF
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I.C. No. 2006-509079

3

On February 7,
Insurance Fund,

2008 Ronald D.

Coston,

Walton information regarding

Petitioner was exempt from disclosure.
informed Mr.
subrogation
against

hereto,

State Insurance Fund also

Walton it did not recognize any alleged right of
or

State

petitioner.

State

In this correspondence

wrote attorney Walton.

State Insurance Fund informed Mr.

attorney for

reimbursement
Insurance

asserted

Fund

A copy of Mr.

labeled Exhibit "G",

for

by Blue

monies

Cross

that

might

of
be

Idaho
paid

Coston's correspondence is attached
and by this reference incorporated

herein as if set forth in full.
On or about March 18, 2008 the Industrial Commission approved
a lump sum settlement of Petitioner's workman compensation claim.
A copy of that agreement is attached hereto, labeled Exhibit "H",
and by this reference incorporated herein as if set forth in full.
On April 17,

2008,

attorney Walton,

on behalf of Blue Cross of

Idaho again asserted a demand that monies paid Respondent for his
workman compensation claim be paid his office for the benefit of
Blue Cross.

A copy of that correspondence is attached hereto,

labeled Exhibit "I", and by this reference incorporated herein as
if set forth in full.
Petitioner has an interest which is directly affected by this
Commission's interpretation of Idaho Code

§

72-802.

Not only his

interest but the interest of all workers in the State of Idaho will
be a f f e c ted by the rul in::..;;gL--=-o-=f~t=h-=i=-=s~C-=--=-o-=mm=l::..:·s::..:::..:s-=i-=o-=-n=-:.'------=T::..:h=e---=t:c::h=r~e_=a:.c:toc:s=___=a=noc:d=_____
PETITION FOR DECLARATORY
RELIEF
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I.C. No. 2006-509079

intimidation by Blue Cross in this matter had a chilling effect on
Petitioner's prosecution of his claim before this Commission.

The

repeated threats by Blue Cross in seeking to recover money which is
exempt from recovery have caused Petitioner to incur additional
attorney fees.

Petitioner respectfully requests this Commission

enter its order directing Blue Cross to cease and desist from any
further collection action and requests a ruling of this Commission
that all proceeds injured workers receive pursuant to the workman
compensation

laws

of

the

State

of

Idaho

are

not

subject

to

subrogation claims by sureties such as Blue Cross/Regence Blue
Shield.
DATED this 2nd day of July, 2008.

j
/

--------

PETITION FOR DECLAPATORY
RELIEF
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I.C. No. 2006-509079
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that I mai~ed a
true and correct copy of the foregoing, was mailed, by regular
mail, postage paid, addressed
to:
Timothy C. Walton
Chasan & Walton, LLC
P.O. Box 1069
Boise, Idaho 83701
Ronald D. Coston
State Insurance Fund
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0044
of July, 2008.
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Exhibit "I"

I.C. No. 2006-509079

1

CHASAN & WALTON, L.L.C.
4TTORHEYS

ANDREW M. CHASAN
andrew.chasan@chasanwalton.com

TIMOTHY C. WAlTON
tim .waIton@chasanwalton.com

AT

TELEPHONE
(20B) 345-3760

LAW

PARK CENTER POINTE
1459 TYRELL LANE· P.O. BOX 1069
BOISE, IDAHO 83701
www.chasanwalton.com

FACSIMILE
(208) 345-<l288

TOLL FREE
1-800-553-3760

August 6, 2007

Joseph Jarzabek
Attorney at Law
P_ O. Box 1049
Sandpoint, ID 83864

RE:

Dear

Patrick Williams
Insured by: Blue Cross of Idaho
Our File No. 2007.93
~

00~

~zabek:

This law firm represents the subrogated interest of Blue Cross
of Idaho for medical benefits paid to, or on behalf of, your client
Patrick Williams, as a result of his accident which occurred on
April 12, 2006.
We are writing to introduce ourselves and to
assure you of our cooperation with you during the pendency of the
claim.
Blue Cross has paid medical bills totaling $9,001 .37 on behalf
of Patrlck Wllliams to date. Enclosed please find an itemization
from Blue Cross reflecting the benefits it has paid relating to
this matter.
I have also enclosed a copy of the subrogation
provisions from the Blue Cross policy.
please be sure to check
wi th us prior to settling or otherwise resolving this claim, as
this figure is subject to change as additional bills are processed
by Blue Cross.
We would greatly appreciate the name and address of any
insurer against whom you are making a claim, as well as the name of
the adjuster, and the claim number. We would also appreciate
knovving when you send out your settlement proposal; and if
Ii tigation is necessary, please notlfy us when a Complalnt lS
filed.
EXHIBIT

A

1

Joseph Jarzabek
August 6, 2007
Page - 2

Blue Cross of Idaho claims a right to reimbursement of all
amounts paid as benefits. If you disagree with this position, when
you come into possession of recovery funds, Rule 1.1S(c) of the
Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct require you to hold the amount
in dispute, and keep it separate, until the dispute is resolved.
Once you have received this letter, we would appreciate a
call.
If you are in need of any assistance, information, or
documentation that we can provide, please let us know.
We look
forward to hearing from you, and to working with you.
Most Sincerely Yours,

~-

--

Timothy C. Walton
CHASAN & WALTON
Attorneys for Blue Cross of Idaho
TCW/kk
Encl.

2

AN LIMITATIONS SECTION

GENERAL EXCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS
No benefits will be provided for services, supplies, drugs or other charges that are:
Provided for any condition, Disease, illness or Accidental Injury to the extent
that the Insured is entitled to benefits under occupational coverage, obtained or
provided by ortbrough the employer under state or federal Workers'
Compensation Acts or under Employer Liability Acts or other laws providing
compensation for work-related injuries or conditions. This exclusion applies
whether or not the Insure~ claims such benefits or compensation or recovers
losses from a third party.

we Exclusion
031003

10
3

v.

Medical Claim temization

BlueCroSSe . .
of Idaho
~ e
e
_,lot

Printed 7/1912007

An /ndfIpondIInt Uoeno. at It!o /lIw Ctou.nrI /lIw ShIoId

Patient
Enrollee ID

Patient's Responsibility

Claim Number
Provider

Dates
From
Thru

Patrick W Williams
970110363

Charges

07/07/06 062092161800

Contractual
Applied to
Savings
Deductible

Copayment

Coinsurance Noncovered

Other
Carrier Paid

Basic

Accident
Major
Supplement . Medical

Provider = P
Insured'" I

Medical Services

07/07/06 ITSPPOPHY KODY

MICHAEL H

79.00

36.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

43.00

P

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

128.00

P

521.55

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

P

94.35

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

P

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

P

0.00

0.00

102.33

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

409.32

P

134.10

0.00

176.90

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

707.62

P

lAA The charge exceeds he allowable amount for this service.
From
Thru
i Rcvd
EOB

07/07/06 062092161800
Medical Services
07/07/06 ITSPPOPHY KODY
166.00
38.00
MICHAEL H
07126/06
08/07/06
IAA The charge exceeds he allowable amount for this service.

From
Thru
-Rcvd
EOB

07120/06 062092163200

From
Thru

Rcvd
EOB

07120/06 ITSPPOPHY KODY
1068.00
546.45
MICHAEL H
07126/06
08/07/06
IAA The charge exceeds he allowable amount for this service.
07121106 062122319800
Medical Services
07121106
07128/06 ITSPPOPHY INLAND VASCULAR INSTITUTE

51342

Rcvd
EOB

EOB

174.00

79.65
SOUTH
lAA The charge exceeds he allowable amount for this service.

08/14/06

063133608800

From
Thru
Rcvd

Medical Services

Medical Services
DiBenedetto, Michael R.

1200.00

1200.00

NO 1 This procedure is considered incidental to or a part of the primary procedure.
NOl This procedure is considered incidental to or a part of the primary procedure.
09/05/06 063133608800
Medical Services
09/05/06
2100.00
DiBenedetto, Michael R.
1588.35
1lI08/06 51342
11120/06
PSS The charge exceeds the allowable amount for this service.
PSS The charge exceeds the allowable amount for this service.

From

09/05/06 063133608800

TIUu

09/05/06

Rcvd
EOD

11/08/06 51342
11120/06

Medical Services
DiBenedetto, Michael R.

2200.00

1181.38

PSS The charge exceeds the allowable amount for this service.
PSS The charge exceeds the allowable amount for this service.

D.H·..... t .... j:' l:

oq;

BlueCrosse

of Idaho

All /nIIepondonI u..n... 01111. _

iPatient
Enrollee ID

Medical Claim

.,,

~ e

Cmoslllld _

.

III

.

Sh/oJd_....,

Patrick W Williams
970110363

Charges

063550129000
00067

Contractual Applied to
Savings
Deductible

Copayment

0.00

0.00

Other
Carrier Paid
Coinsurance Noncovered

Basic

Accident
Supplement

Ml\ior
Medical

Provider'" P
Insured = I

Medical Services
Bonner General Hospital

5469.71

0.00

0.00

5469.71

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

P

0.00

-5469.71

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

P

I

I

Fro·h.09/05/06 063550129000
Medical Services
Thru 09/06/06
0.00
-5469.71
0.00
0.00
Bonner General Hospital
Rcvd 12120/06 00067
EOB 01101107
5TO This claim is being held pending the return of an Accidental Injury Qu:stionnaire that was sent
707 This claim is being hdd pending the return of an Accidental Injury Questionnaire that was sent.
From
Thru
Rcvd
EOB

09/05/06 063550129001
Medical Services
09/06/06 0006
Bonner
General Hospital
01122107
7

From
Thru

09/05/06 071382741900
Medical Services
09/05/06
Tortorella, Gene 1.
05/18/07 71068

1116.00

09/05/06 071382741900
Medical Services
09/05/06
Tortorella, Gene J.
05/18/07 71068

-1116.00

Tt;.~

Rcvd
EOB

From
Thru
Rcvd
EOB

02105/07

05128107

5469.71

2419.97

0.00

0.00

609.95

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2439.79

P

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1116.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

P

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-1116.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

P

139.80

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

688.20

P

AIQ The accidental injury questionnaire has been received.
PGR The charge exceeds fie contracted amount for this service.
PGR The charge exceeds fie contracted amount for this service.

H17 According to the information available to us, this claim is covered by Worker's Compensation.
Hi7 According to the information available to us, this claim is covered by Worker's Compensation.
PSW The charge exceeds theallowable amount for this service.

09/05/06 071382741901
Medical Services
09/05/06
ll16.00
Tortorell a, Gene J.
288.00
06/04/07 71068
06111/07
246 The original claim proce!&ed incorrectly.
PSW The charge exceeds the allowable amount for this service.
PSW The charge exceeds theallowable amount for this service.

0.00

0.00

en

Printed 711912007

Patient's Responsibility

Claim Number
Provider

Dates

I~emization

Page 2 of5

-r

BlueCroSSa

of Idabo

An 1n~1 Uotn, •• oIlh.1JIue

IPatient
Enrollee ID

a'

Medical Claim ,temization

Patrick W Williams
970110363

•

Patient's Responsibility

Charges

01112107 070183025900
Medical Services
01112107
DiBenedetto, Michael R.
01118/07 51342
02119/07

01126/07 070312730000
01126/07

From
Thru
Rcvd
EOB

01126/07 070312730000
Medical Services
01126/07
DiBenedetto,
Michael R.
01131/07 51342
02119/07

From
Thru
Rcvd
EOB

01129/07 070322850900
Medical Services
01129/07 51342
DiBenedetto, Michael R.
02101107

•

02119/07 070532826600

•

02/19/07

\, ~
EOB

From
Thru
Rcvd
EOB

100.00

~
-

I

Other
Carrier Paid

Major
Medical

Accident
Supplement

Provider = P
Insured = I

Contractual Applied to
Savings
Deductible

Copaymcnt

0.00

20.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

52.02

P

0.00

20.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

52"02

P

27.98

Coinsurance Noncovered

Basic

PSS The charge exceeds the allowable amount for this service.
PSS The charge exceeds the allowable amount for this service.

From
Thru
Rcvd
EOB

01131107 51342
02/19/07

(£)

Printed 711912007

em.. Md BhM ShMItJ.Aaroi:UfIot

Claim Number
Provider

Dates
From
Thru
R
E

I

Medical Services
DiBenedetto, Michael R.

100.00

27.98

PSS The charge exceeds the allowable amount for this service.
PSS The charge exceeds the allowable amount for this service.

100.00

0.00

100.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

P

100.00

0.00

100.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

P

70.00

18.76

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

51.24

P

0.00

20.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

52.02

P

0.00

20.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

52.02

P

02/19/07

02122/07 51342
03/05/07

Medical Services
.

.

DIBenedetto, MIchael R.

PSS The charge exceeds the allowable amount for this service.
PSS The charge exceeds the allowable amount for this service.

02119/07 070532826600
Medical Services
02119/07 51342
100.00
27.98
DiBenedetto,
Michael R.
02122/07
03/05107
PSS The charge exceeds the allowable amount for this service.

PSS The charge exceeds the allowable amount for this service.
From
Thru
Rcvd

03/12/07 070752992500

EOB

04/16/07

03112/07

03/16/07 51342

Medical Services
DiBenedetto, Michael R.

100.00

27.98

PSS The charge exceeds the allowable amount for this service.

I

PSS The charge exceeds the allowable amount for this service.

n_ ...

~

"'J

_.c~
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of Idaho
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Patient
EnrolleeID

Patrick W WIlliams
970110363

!

Charges

Claim Number
Provider

Dates

-:r

Patient's Responsibility
Contractual Applied to
Savings
Deductible

Copayment

Coinsurance Noncovered

Other
Carrier Paid

Basic

Accident
Supplemen

Major
Medical

Provider = P
Insured = I

From
Thm

03120/07 070822707600
Medical Services
03120/07 51342
DiBenedetto, Michael R.
03123107
04116/07

0.00

0.00

0.00

5.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

20.00

P

,

03120/07 070822707600
Medical Services
03120/07
2300.00
1698.31
DiBenedetto, Michael R.
03123/07 51342
04/16/07
PSS The charge exceeds the allowable amount for this service.

0.00

0.00

120.34

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

481.35

P

I.
.1

Thm
Rcvd
EOB

25.00

I

PSS The charge exceeds the allowable amount for this service.
From
Thm
Rcvd
EOB

03120107 070822707600
Medical Services
03120/07 51342
2900.00
1534.69
DiBenedetto, Michael R.
03123/07
04/16/07
PSS The charge exceeds the allowable amount for this service.

0.00

0.00

273.06

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

109225

P

550.00

0.00

472.07

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1888.26

P

149.04

P

552.00

P

87.06

P

PSS The charge exceeds the allowable amount for this service.
From
Thm
Rcvd
EOB

03120/07 070873038200
Medical Services
03121107 00067
7014.25
4103.92
Bonner General Hospital
03128/07
04116/07
PGR The charge exceeds ne contracted amount for this service.

I
I

I

PGR The charge exceeds ne contracted amount for this service.

r,
Rcvd
EOB

03120/07 071143397900
Medical Services
03120/07 71068
496.00
309.70
Tortorella, Gene J.
04123/07
04/30/07
PSS The charge exceeds the allowable amount for this service.

0.00

0.00

37.26

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

PSS The charge exceeds the allowable amount for this service.
From
Thm
Rcvd
EOB

03120107 071143397900
Medical Services
03120/07 71068
930.00
240.00
Tortorella, Gene J.
04123/07
04130/07
PSW The charge exceeds theallowable amount for this service.

I

0.00

0.00

138.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

PSW The charge exceeds theallowable amount for this service.
From
Thm
Rcvd
EOB

06128/07 071923646200

06128/07

07/09/07 10926
07116/07

I

Medical Services
Hernandez, Mark

125.00

37.94

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

PSS The charge exceeds the allowable amount for this sClVice.
PSS The charge exceeds the allowable amount for this service.
'POi',,1l

If ,,';.(

Medical Claim Itemization

BlueCross. . . . .

of Idaho

M /odopI!ndenI L.bontH 0/ 1M _

Patient
Enrollee ID

a.1 •
Crot.tond _

Dates
From
Thru

06/28/07 071923646200
06128/07

"

10926

07/09/07
07/16/07

Printed 7/1912007

_ _/lot

Patrick W WUlian
970110363

Claim Number
Provider

Ii

•

00

l.(

Patient's Responsibility

Charges

Contractual Applied to
Savings
Deductible

Copayment

Coinsurance Noncovered

Other
Carrier Paid

Basic

Accident
sUPPlemclt

Major
Mcdical

Provider'" P
Insured'" I

Medical Services
150.00

Hernandez, Mark

93.84

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

56.16

PSS The charge exceeds theallowable amount for this service.
PSS The charge exceeds theallowablc amount for this service.

'-

2006

13572.71

7377.80

750.00

0.00

1028.98

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

4415.93

2007

14610.25

8149.08

750.00

80.00

1045.73

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

4585.44

Total

28182.96

15526.88

1500.00

80.00

2074.71

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

9001.37

P

CHASAN & WALTON, L.L.C.
ATTOIIII • ."

AT

TELEPHONE

LAW

(208) 345-3760

PARK CENTER POINTE
1459 TYRELL LANE • P.O . BOX 1069
BOISE, IDAHO 83701
www.chasanwalton.com

ANDREW M. CHASAN

andrew.chasan@Chasanwalton.com
TIMOTHY C. WALTON

tim. waIlon@chasanwaIton.com

FACSIMILE
(208) 345-0288

TOll FREE
1-800-553-3760

November 30, 2007

J o s e ph Jarzabek
Attorney at Law
P. O. Box 1049
Sandpoint, ID 83864

RE:

Patrick Williams
Insured by: Blue Cross of Idaho
Our File No. 2007.93

Dear Joe:
I have not had a response to my letter to you of August 6,
2007.
My assistant has attempted to contact your office five
times, requesting a call back, but you haven't returned the call.
Would you kindly provide the name and address of the insurer
against whom you are making a claim, as well as the name of the
adjuster and the claim number. Would you also please advise as to
the status of this claim.
From what I gather it is a workers
conpcns:::.tion claim,

but I

kl-lOW

·ve=:y little abo·ut

i t and. I

wou.ld

very much appreciate it if you -,'muld provide me with some
information about this claim. I look forward to hearing from you.
Most Sincerely Yours,
DICTATED AND MAltED WITHOUf
snNATURE TO PREVENT DELAY..

Timothy C. Walton
CHASAN & WALTON
Attorneys for Blue Cross of Idaho
TCW/kk
EXHIBIT
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CHASAN & WALTON, L.L.C.
ATTORNEYS

AT

TELEPHONE

LAW

(208) 345-3760
ANDREW M. CHASAN
andrew.chasan@Chasanwa/ton.com

TIMOTHY C. WAlTON
tim. walton@chasanwalton.com

PARK CENTER POINTE
1459 TYRELL LANE' P.O. BOX 1069
BOISE, IDAHO 83701
www.chasanwalton.com

FACSIMILE
(208) 345-0288

TOLL FREE
1-800-553-3760

January 17, 2008

Joseph Jarzabek
Attorney at Law
P. O. Box 1049
Sandpoint, ID 83864

RE:

Patrick Williams
Insured by: Blue Cross of Idaho
Our File No. 2007.93

Dear Joe:
I first wrote you about this claim on August 6, 2007. Since
then my staff and I have attempted to communicate with you on
numerous occasions, but unfortunately you have not replied.
Would you kindly provide me with the name and address of the
insured against whom you are making a claim, as well as the
adjuster's name and the claim number. Would you also please advise
as to the status of the claim.
Secondly, I enclose provisions from the policy pursuant to
which these benefits were paid. Those provisions expressly provide
that to the extent Blue Cross of Idaho provides or pays benefits,
Blue Cross of Idaho's rights of subrogation and reimbursement
extend to any right Mr.
Williams has to recover workers
compensation benefits.
Finally, to the extent that there is any dispute regarding
Blue Cross' right to reimbursement and/or subrogation, and in the
event you recover money on behalf of Mr. Williams for the injury - - - - for WhlCh Blue Cross paid medical expenses, Rule 1.1S(c) of the
Idaho Rules of Professional conduct require you to hold the amount
EXHIBIT

c

\1
10

Joseph Jarzabek
January 17, 2008
Page - 2

of Blue Cross' subrogated interest in
separate, until that dispute is resolved.

dispute,

and

keep

it

Again, I would very much appreciate hearing from you, and
being advised of the nature of this claim, the status of the case,
and the contact information for the insurer against whom the claim
is proceeding.

Timothy C. Walton
CHASAN & WALTON
Attorneys for Blue Cross of Idaho
TCW/kk
Encl.
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Subrogation and Reimbursement Right! Of Blue emu Of Idaho

.

The benefits of this Policy will be 8V1l1able to III Insured when he or she is injured. S~hann or
incurs loss due to any act, omission, or defective or unreasonably baDrdous product or
• of
another person. firm. corporation or entity (hereiDafter referred to as "third party'). To the extent that
such benefits for COvered Services are provided or paid for by Blue Croa ofIdaho under this Policy or
any OIher Blue Cross ofIdaho plan, agreement, certificate, conrract or poliey. BIDe Cro~s ofldabo shall
be subrogated and succeed to The rights of the Insured or, in me event of1be Insored's death, to the
rights of his or her heirs. estare, and/or personal representative.

As a condition of receiving benefits for Covered Services in such an event, the In.rurcd or his or her
peI'SOIlal representative sbaU fUmish Blue Cross ofIdabo in writing with the names a.:nd addresses of
the third party or patties rhar caused or are responsible. or may haw caused or tnay be n:sponsible for
such injury, harm or loss. and aU facts and information known to the Insured or his or ber personal
representative concerning the injury, harm or loss.
Blue Cross of Idaho may
reimbursement.

&l

its option elect to enforce either or both of its rights of ~brogatioll and

Subrogation is taking overthe Insured's righno reeeive payments fi'om otber)*ties. the Insured or
his or her legal repmentative will transfer to Blue Cross ofldaho llDY rights he or &be may have to take
legal action arising &om the injuIy. harm or loss to recover any sums paid on behalf of~e Insured.
Thus, Blue Cross of Idaho may mmate Htiption at its sole discretion, in the name oftbc Insured,
against any third party or parties. Funbennore. the Insured shall fully cooperare with Bwe Cros& of
Idaho in its investigation, evalUlllion. litigation and/or collection efforts in cmmect:iM \tltb the injUl)',
hsrm or los& and shall do notbing whatsoever to prejudice Blue Cross ofldabo's subrogation rights and
efforts. Blue Cross of Idaho will be reimbursed in fUll for aU bsncfits paid even if the mured is not
made whole or fully compensattd by the recovery.
Additionally, Blue Cross ofldabo may at its option el~ to enfon:e its right ofreimb~ent from the
Insured, or his or her legal.epnuenJadve, ofaD)' benefits paid from monies recovered a result of the
injuryt hann or loss. The Insured abaII tony cooperate with Blue Cross ofldaho in its mvestigation.
evaluation, liti.gation and/or coUection effons in connection with the injury. bum or loss and &ball do
nothing wbatsoever to prejudice Blue Cross ofldabo's reimbursement rights and effortS.

as

The Insured sball pay Blue Cross ofldabo as the first priority. and Blue Cross of IdahOlshall havc II.
constructive trust and an equitable lien on, all amourats from any recovery by suit. settlsment or
otherwise from any Ibird party or parties or from any th.b'd party's Of parties' insurcr(s)i indemnitor(s)

or underwriter(s). to the e)(.tent ofbencfits provided by BlUe Cross ofIdaho under this 1l'olicy,
regardless of how the recovery is allocated (i.e.., pain and suffimng) and whether the rec:overy maJces
ihe Insured wholo. Thus, Blue Cross ofldabo wiJ1 be reimbursed by the Insured. or rusor her legal
represeruative, from monies recovered as a result oftbe injury. balm Of loss, for all b~ paid even
if the Insured is not made whole or fully compensated by the recovery.
To Ibe exlCnl that Blue Cross ofIdahQ provide:s or pays benefits for Covered Services, Blue Cross of
Idaho's rights of subrogation and reimbto-sement extend to any risht the Insured bas to recover from
the In.!mred·s insurer, or under the Insured's "Medical Payments" coverage Ot any C<UniDsured
Motorist,.. ·'Und.erinsmed Motorist,.. or other similar coverage provisions. and WO'tkers' compensation

benefits.

Blue Cross of Idaho sball have the right, at its option, to seek reimbursement from, or eoforce its right
of subrogation against, the 'Il1sum1, the Insu:red.·s personal representati..... a specia.I nee.ls trust, or any
trust. person or vehiele that holds my payment or recoVCJY fi:om or on behalf ortbe Insured including
--------lbe-Jnsul:ed's atJtn'OC)',
Blue Cross ofI~'s subrogation and reimbursement rights sbaII take priority over the Insured's
rights both for expenses already incurred and paid by Blue Cross ofIdaho fur Covered Services, and

11
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for benefits to be provided or payments to be made by Blue Cross of Idaho bJ the fu.turd on account of
the injury. harm or loss giving rise to Blue Cross ofldabo's subrogation and reimburs~ent rights.
Punher, Blue Cross of Idaho 's subrogation and relmbu.rsemcnt rights fOr iIIciJrred expoi2ses aodIor
t'i.rtw'e expenses yet to be incu.rred are primary and taJce prcccdeboe over tile rlgJJta of tbJ= Insured. even
if there are deficiencies in lUI)' recoveI)' or inmt'ficient timmcia1 resources availahle to ~ third party or
parties to totally satisfY ofttle claims andj»dgmonts oftbe I'P$UJ'ed and Blue Cross dfIdeho.

an

Collections or recoveries made in excess of SUCh incuned Blue Cross otIdabo expensei shaD first bt
allocated to such future aluc Cross ofldaho expenses, and sba1I CODstitute a special :oebuctib1e
applicable fA) such future benefits and services UDder this or any subsequeat Blae Cross ofldaho
policy. Tbereafter, Blue Cross of Idaho shall have DO obligatian to make lID)' further payment or
provide IDlY further benefits unlil the benefits equaI to the special Deductible have been incurted,
deHwred. and paid by the lnsured

13
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EXCLUSIONS AN LlMlTATIONS SECTION

GENERAL EXCLUSIONS AND LIMlTATIONS

I

I

I
I

No benefits wiJ) be provided for services, supplies, drugs or other charges that ~e;

J

Provided for any condition,. Di&ease, D1Dess or Accidental Injury to th extent
that the Insured is entitled to benefi1B under occupational coverage, obtned or
provided by or through the employer under state or federal Workers' ,
Compensation Acts or under Bntployer Liability Acts or other laws £Eding
compensation for worlc-rc1ated injuries or conditions. This exclusion
lies
ers
whether or not the Insured claims such benefits or compensation or

losses from a third party.

WCExcfusiOll

031003

-

;2.1
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CHASAN & WALTON, L.L.C.
ATTORNEYS

ANDREW M. CHASAN
andrew.chasan@chasanwalton.com

llMOTHY C. WALTON
tim. walton@chasanwalton.com

AT

TELEPHONE
(208) 345-3760

LAW

PARK CENTER POINTE
1459 TYRELL LANE. P.O. BOX 1069
BOISE, IDAHO 83701
www.chasanwalton.com

FACSIMILE

(208) 345-0288

TOLL FREE
1-800-553-3760

January 24, 2008

Joseph Jarzabek
Attorney at Law
P. O. Box 1049
Sandpoint, ID 83864

RE:

Patrick Williams
Insured by: Blue Cross of Idaho
Our File No. 2007.93

Dear Mr. Jarzabek:
I'm writing to confirm our telephone conversation of January
22, 2008.
You refuse to confirm whether you represent Patrick Williams.
You refuse to confirm whether you have made a recovery on behalf of
Patrick Williams for the industrial injury for which Blue Cross has
paid benefits. You refuse to confirm whether you will honor Blue
Cross' rights of subrogation or reimbursement in the event you
made, GX make a recovery.
It is your position that your client owes no duty of
reimbursement or subrogation despi te the contractual language which
has been provided to you which expressly grants Blue Cross those
rights.
I would also point out that the contract language requires Mr.
Williams (and by extension Mr. Williams' legal representative) to
cooperate with Blue Cross.
I would respectfully request that you provide me with case
authorlty or law supportlng your posltlon that Mr. WiTliams (if you
represent him, and if he has made a recovery) has no obligation to

EXHIBfT

D
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Joseph Jarzabek
January 24, 2008
Page - 2

honor the contract language
also respectfully request
authority you have that you
Rule 1. 1 5 (c) of the Idaho
respect to any recovery you

which I have provided to you. I would
that you provide me with whatever
are not required to abide by
Rules of Professional Conduct with
obtain on behalf of Mr. Williams.

If my understanding of any of
please advise. I will be conferring
appropriate course of action for it
want to be sure the record is clear

your positions is incorrect,
with Blue Cross regarding the
to take in this matter and I
before we proceed.

Most Sincerely Yours,

~=~-~~~~.;:.~ Timothy C. Walton
CHASAN & WALTON
Attorneys for Blue Cross of Idaho

Tcw/kk
ct:

Mlndy Scott, Blue Cross
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ELSAESSER JARZABEK ANDERSON MARKS ELLIOTT

&

MCHUGH

CHARTERED
ATTORNEYS - AT - LAW
FORD ELSAESSER
JOSEPH E. JARZABEK
BRUCE A. ANDERSON*
DOUGLAS B. MARKS**
CINDY ELLIOTT
BARRY McHUGH
TAEYA M. HOWELL
JAMES S. MACDONALD

123 SOUTH THIRD AVENUE
P.O. BOX 1049
SANDPOINT,. ID 83864
TELEPHONE (208) 263-8517
FACSIMILE (208) 263-0759

ford@ejame.cOIJ1
brucea@ejame.coIJ1
dmarks@ejame.coIJ1
cindy@ejame.coIJ1
bmchugh@ejame.coIJ1
thowell@ejame.com
james@ejame.com
dlarue@ejame.com
loiS@ejame.com

• ALSO LICENSED IN COLORADO
" ALSO LICENSED IN WASHINGTON

DONNA LaRUE, CP
PARALEGAL

LOIS La POINTE, RP
LEGAL ASSISTANT TO FORD ELSAESSER

January 28, 2008

Timothy C. Walton
Chasan & Walton, LLC
P.O. Box 1069
Boise, Idaho 83701

Re:

Patrick Williams
Your File No. 2007.93

Dear Mr. Walton,
This letter Will serve as a response to your correspondence of January 24, 2008. Your
understanding is incorrect.

JO~""""'hek

J~LUU

EXHIBIT
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CHASAN & WALTON, L.L.C.
ATTORNEYS

AT

TELEPHONE

LAW

(208) 345-3760
ANDREW M. CHASAN
andrew.chasan@Chasanwalton.com

TIMOTHY C. WALTON
tim.walton@chasanwalton.com

PARK CENTER POINTE
1459 TYRELL LANE • P.O. BOX 1069
BOISE, IDAHO 83701
www.dusanwalton.com

FACSIMILE

(208) 34S-D288
TOLL FREE
1-800-553-3760

January 31, 2008

Joseph Jarzabek
Attorney at Law
P. O. Box 1049
Sandpoint, ID 83864

RE:

Patrick Williams
Insured by: Blue Cross of Idaho
Our File No. 2007.93

Dear Mr. Jarzabek:
I am in receipt of your letter of January 28, 2008. Would you
kindly advise what portion of my letter to you of January 24, 2008
is incorrect.
Most Sincerely Yours,
--<~

-

ciCZJ

Timothy C. Walton
CHASAN & WALTON
Attorneys for Blue Cross of Idaho
TCW/kk

--------------------------------.------.----

EXHIBIT
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StATE

INSURANCE FUND

February 7, 2008
/'

TimothyW~

Chasan '\Valton, LLC
P.O. ox 1069

Re: Patrick Williams
Your File No.: 2007.93
Dear Mr. Walton:
I have been asked to respond to your letter to the Fund dated January 30, 2008, wherein you
indicate that you represent Blue Cross ofIdaho who is apparently asserting that it has paid
medical benefits under Mr. Williams' medical insurance policy in connection with an industrial
injury that allegedly occurred on April 12, 2006. You have asked for confirmation that Mr.
Williams has filed a workers compensation claim and, if so, the status of the claim. You have
also asked that if any claim has been settled, that we provide the date of the settlement and a
copy of any settlement agreement.
Your request must be denied as it seeks information that is exempt from disclosure under the
provisions ofIdaho Code, Sections 9-340B(9) and 9-340C(13). By law I must inform you that
you have the right to appeal our denial of your request to the Idaho Fourth District Court within
180 days of the date of mailing of this letter, pursuant to the provisions ofIdaho Code, Section 9343.
In addition, your client is not a party to this claim and we are under no obligation to comply with
your requests or to recognize any alleged right of SUbrogation or reimbursement asserted by Blue
Cross of Idaho directly against the State Insurance Fund. The copy of the contractual language
you submitted with your request may be effective between your client and Mr. Williams, but it is
not binding upon the Fund. As you are aware, Idaho Code, Section 72-802 provides that no
claims for workers compensation are assignable, and all compensation and claims are exempt
from the claims of creditors, except for court-ordered child support. If your client has any
entitlement to reimbursement, it must be obtained directly from either Mr. Williams or an
appropriate medical provider.

EXHIBIT

1215 W. STATE STREET. P.O. Box 83720 • BOISE, IDAHO 83720-00
PHONE (208) 332-2100 • (800) 334-2370 • www.IDAHoSIF.ORG
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Timothy Walton
217/08

Page 2 of2

We will provide copies of existing documents that we may have, to the extent releasable
pursuant to Idaho Code, Section 9-342, upon receipt of a proper release signed by Mr. Williams.
You indicated that you have been unable to contact Claimant's attorney. I recommend that you
continue to attempt to contact Mr. Williams' attorney regarding your client's interests.
Sincerely,

/,/
l' -- /' \ Ttf1t
K/'11
I tiJi/iLlC( ." ;/ 0.(,0' '/1T
'1'1 .~).... / ('\

'.

'/

Ronald D. Coston
Legal Counsel
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CERTIF1CATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on 3 .;;)' / .-08
a true and correct copy of LUMP SUM
AGREEMENT AND STIPULATION AND ORDER FOR DISMISSAL WITH
PREJ1JDICE, IC #06-509079, was served by the method indicated below upon each of
the following:
_ _)(-"'--_ US Mail _ _ _ _ Courier _ _ _ _ HAND DELIVERED

JOSEPH JARZABEK ESQ
POBOX 1049
SANDPOINT ID 83864

State Insurance Fund
1215 West State Street
Statehouse Mail
Boise, ID 83720-0044

EXHIBIT
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RonaldD. Coston, ISB No. 2816
State Insurance Fund
1215 W. State
Statehouse Mail
Boise, ID 83720
(208) 332-2100
Attorney for Defendants Paul Crossingham dba Triple A Plumbing and State Ins~nce Fttnd
::.....
w
o
Z

l..0

BEFORE THE INDUSTRiAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

PATRlCK W. WILLIAMS,

Claimant,
vs.
PAUL CROSSINGHAM dba TRIPLE A PLUMBING,
Employer,
and
STATE INSURANCE FUND,
Surety,
Defendant

) ICNO.:
06-509079
)
07-021133
)
07-026807
)
) SIFNO.: 200607049
)
200710237
)
200713063
)
)
)
) LUMP SUM AGREEMENT
)
)
)
)
)
)

In consideration of the premises, promises and covenants hereinafter set forth and subject
to the approval of the Agreement by the Industrial Commission, the parties hereto enter into the
following Lump Sum Agreement and request an order of the Commission discharging the
Defendants from liability pursuant to Section 72-404, Idaho Code.
FIRST: The parties shall be designated herein as follows:
PATRICK W. WILLIAMS is the Claimant herein and during all relevant times was an
employee of PAUL CROSSINGHAM dba TRIPLE A PLUMBING, hereinafter .referred to as

LUMP SUM AGREEMENT Page 1

"Employer"; Employer was insured for its workers compensation liability by STATE
INSURANCE FUND, hereinafter referred to as "Surety". The INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION of
the State of Idaho, hereinafter referred to as the "Commission", has the exclusive jurisdiction to
hear, determine and make the appropriate award and order in this matter.
SECOND: Claimant alleges that, on or about April 11, 2006 while he was employed by
said Employer, he suffered an injury to his left shoulder while in the course and scope of his
employment. At the time of said injury, Claimant was 26 years of age and married. Claimant
worked 40 hours a week earning $19.00 per hour. Timely notice was given to the Employer and
Surety and benefits were paid pursuant to the Idaho Workers Compensation Act.
Claimant further alleges that, on or about April 24, 2007 while he was employed by said
Employer, he suffered an injury to his left hand while in the course and scope of his
employment. At the time of said injury, Claimant was 27 years of age and married. Claimant
worked 40 hours a week earning $20.00 per hour. Timely notice was given to the Employer and
Surety and benefits were paid pursuant to the Idaho Workers Compensation Act.
Claimant further alleges that, on or about June 28, 2007 while he was employed by said
Employer, he suffered an injury to his left shoulder while in the course and scope of his
employment. At the time of said injury, Claimant was 27 years of age and married. Claimant
worked 40 hours a week earning $21.00 per hour. Timely notice was given to the Employer and
Surety and benefits were paid pursuant to the Idaho Workers Compensation Act.
THIRD: As will appear from the medical reports following his April 11, 2006 accident,
Claimant was initially treated by Michael Kody, M.D. for left shoulder pain. Claimant provided a
history to Dr. Kody of having suffered a left shoulder injury in a non-work related motorcycle
accident in October of 2.005. Dr. Kody diagnosed an acromioclavicular separation and
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recommended acromioclavicular joint reconstruction. Claimant was subsequently treated by
Michael DiBenedetto, M.D. for acromioclavicular joint pain and a labral lesion of the left
shoulder. On September 5, 2006, Dr. DiBenedetto performed acromioclavicular reconstruction.
On March 20, 2007, Dr. DiBenedetto performed biceps tenotomy and biceps tenodesis. Surety
denied all benefits related to Claimant's surgeries of September 5,2006 and March 20, 2007.
As will appear from the medical reports following his April 24, 2007 accident, Claimant
was primarily treated at Sandpoint Family Medicine for a laceration of the left hand.
As will appear from the medical reports following his June 28, 2007 accident, Claimant
was primarily treated at Bonner General Hospital for left shoulder pain.
FOURTH: The Employer and Surety have paid Claimant the following medical benefits:

DOl 04/11/06
Doctors
Michael DiBenedetto, M.D.

$

455.70

Hospitals
Bonner General Hospital

580.20

Physical Therapy
Bonner General Hospital

679.50

Miscellaneous
Bonner General Hospital

1,201.45

Total Medical Paid to Date:

$

2,916.85

DOl 04/24/07
Doctors
Sandpoint Family Medicine
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$

241.20

31
24

Miscellaneous
Sandpoint Family Medicine

35.00

Total Medical Paid to Date:

$

276.20

$

127.09

DOl 06/28/07

Hospitals
Bonner General Hospital

$

Miscellaneous
Bonner General Hospital
Total Medical Paid to Date:

105.84

21.25

Claimant agrees to allow Surety to provide to the Commission any medical records reasonably
necessary to effectuate the terms of this Agreement.
FIFTH: There are genuine and substantial disputes and differences between the parties as
to the degree, if any, of Claimant's impairment and disability, the need for retraining benefits, the
need for the surgeries of September 5, 2006 and March 20, A007 which Defendants assert are due
to preexisting conditions, and the need for future medical benefits. The parties, however, wish to
settle their differences on a full and final basis advising the Commission that it is in the best
interests of the parties to do so. Therefore, as provided by Idaho Code Section 72-404, in an
effort to settle this disputed matter, the Surety tenders to the Claimant and the Claimant accepts
the sum of $70,000.00 in full and final settlement of any and all claims he has or may have as a
result of any of the alleged injuries described herein. Further, the parties agree to waive any
underpayment of total temporary disability benefits and temporary partial disability benefits
which may exist for any reason, including any underpayments that may exist as a result of the
method used to calculate the compensation rate(s).
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IT IS FURTIIER UNDERSTOOD BETWEEN TIIE PARTIES

THAT THE

CLAIMANT AGREES TO PAY ALL OUTSTANDING MEDICAL BILLS NOT LISTED IN
THE FOURTH SECTION OF THIS AGREEMENT AND TIIE EMPLOYER AND SURETY
WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR, NOR DO TIIEY ASSUME LIABILITY FOR, ANY
OTIffiR MEDICAL BILLS WHATSOEVER AND THAT SAID LUMP SUM SETTLEMENT
SHALL BE APPORTIONED AS FOLLOWS:
LUMP SUM SETTLEMENT
Total Temporary Disability Benefits

$

-0-

Temporary Partial Disability Benefits

$

-0-

Retraining Benefits

$

-0-

Permanent Partial Impairment

$

-0-

Disputed past medical expenses
and future medical benefits,
disputed total temporary
disability benefits, disputed
pennanentpartialilnpairment
and disability benefits, and
in consideration for this
Lump Sum Agreement pursuant
to Idaho Code Section 72-404,
waiver of right of appeal,
waiver of right of reconsideration,
waiver of right of modification

$

70,000.00

$ 70,000.00
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$ 70,000.00

Less TID previously paid
Less TPD previously paid
Less Retraining paid
Less PPI previously paid
Less LSS advance paid

$
$
$
$
$

-0-0-0-0-0$

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE CLAIMANT

CLAIMANT'S ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS:
A.
Attorney fees taken prior to LSS
B.
Costs taken prior to LSS
C.
Additional attorney fees to be taken from LSS
D.
Additional costs to be taken from LSS

-0-

$ 70,000.00

$_--$_--$ 17,500.00
$
62.99

ITEMIZED LIST OF OUTSTANDING MEDICALS TO
BE PAID BY CLAIMANT FROM LUMP SUM
SETTLEMENT BALANCE: (List provider and amounts.)

None

E.

Total of Outstanding Medicals
NET AMOUNT TO CLAIMANT
(Subtract Lines C & D relating
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$
$

-052,437.01

to attorney fees, and Line E
relating to outstanding medicals,
from the total amount due
Claimant of this LSS)

Of the total Lump Sum Agreement amount of $70,000.00, benefits to Claimant are
reduced by the amount of $17,500.00 to reflect attorney's fees and $62.99 to reflect costs paid to
Claimant's attorney thus leaving $52,437.01 as future lifetime benefits resulting to Claimant
from the stipulation and agreement, release and lump sum settlement. The amount of $52,437.01,
being lifetime benefits for Claimant, is to be treated as being prorated over the balance of
Claimant's life expectancy of 50.9 years or 610.8 months for a monthly workers' compensation
benefit of $85.85 per month. Pursuant to Idaho Code and U.S. Census Bureau, Statistical
Abstract of the United States: 2007, Vital Statistics Table No. 100, the balance of Claimant's life
expectancy is 50.9 years.
SIXTII:

The parties advise the Commission that they believe that it is in their best

interests that this disputed matter be settled as herein set forth.
The parties acknowledge that the nature and extent of the temporary disability and
permanent partial disability and medical and related expenses in this matter are uncertain and
may be continuing or progressive and may substantially exceed those hereinabove set forth, and
the above shall not limit the scope of this Agreement or the Order of Discharge entered by the
Commission pursuant hereto, both of which contemplate and include all rights and claims to all
permanent and temporary disability benefits, all impairment benefits and all medical and related
benefits whether or not known, herein listed, discoverable or contemplated by the parties.
The Claimant does agree to indemnify, defend and hold Defendants harmless from and
against any further claim or loss of any and every kind arising out of or related to the said alleged
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accident, and any resultant losses, damages or injuries, including without limit, any claim
respecting past or future hospital, medical or like expenses. Resolution of any claims of
subrogation or liens asserted by Claimant's health insurance carrier or any other entity shall
specifically be the sole responsibility and liability of Claimant.
SEVENTH:

The Claimant acknowledges and agrees that he has carefully read this

instrument in its entirety and has been fully advised regarding the contents of this Agreement by
his counsel, that Claimant understands its contents and has signed same knowing that the
payment forever concludes, settles and fully disposes of any and all claims of any kind and
nature and character that he now has or may have individually against Employer and Surety on
account of the alleged injuries and that these proceedings are concluded and forever discharged
and that they may be dismissed with prejudice by reason hereof, subject only to the
Commission's order and approval.
Pursuant to IDAP A 17.02.08033, a memorandum from Claimant's counsel accompanies
this Agreement setting forth the required information regarding Claimant's attorney's fees.
EIGHTH: Upon the Commission's order approving this Agreement and subject to the
payment of $70,000.00, the balance due Claimant, the Employer and Surety shall be discharged
and released of and from any and all liability on account of the above-described accidents and
lllJunes.
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DATED this /
1

~day of M

Cv1-<U008.

~fwjf

PAfiIcK W. WILLIAMS

...--.

.

Assistant F
Fund

Insurance

Attorney for Paul Crossingham dba Triple A
Plumbing, and Surety, State Insurance Fund.
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ORDER
Upon the foregoing and good cause appearing and the Industrial Commission being fully
advised and having determined that it is for the best interests of the parties that the liability of the
Employer and Surety be discharged in whole by the payment of the Lump Sum Agreement as
provided therein, NOW THEREFORE:
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Lump Sum Agreement be and it hereby is approved
as provided by Section 72-404 Idaho Code, and that the above-entitled proceedings are
dismissed with prejudice and the Employer, Paul Crossingham dba Triple A Plumbing, and the
Surety, are discharged and released of and from any and all liability on account of the aboveentitled injuries.

DATED: ______
3~_j_'_-_V_~_________________
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION

c

AITES~rf!;2
ASSISTANT SECRETARY
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Ronald D. Coston, ISB No. 2816
State Insurance Fund
1215 W. State
Statehouse Mail
Boise, ID 83720
(208) 332-2100
Attorney for Defendants Paul Crossingham dba Triple A Plumbing and State Insurance Fund

BEFORE TIlE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
PATRICK W. WILLIAMS,
Claimant,
vs.
PAUL CROSSINGHAM dba TRIPLE A PLUMBING,
Employer,
and
STA TE INSURANCE FUND,
Surety,
Defendant

) ICNO.:
)
)

06-509079
07-021133
07-026807

)
) SIFNO.: 200607049
)
200710237
)
200713063
)
)
) STIPULA nON & ORDER
) FOR DISMIS~SAL
) WIlli PREJUDICE
)
)
)
)

COMES NOW, the Claimant, PATRICK W. WILLIAMS, by and through his attorney of
record, Joseph Jarzabek, and the Defendants, PAUL CROSSINGHAM dba TRIPLE A
PLUMBING and the STATE INSURANCE FUND, by and through their attorney of record,
Ronald D. Coston, and stipulate and agree that the above-numbered cause has been settled and,
subject only to the payment of the sums ordered in the Commission's Order of Approval and
Discharge, the above-styled and numbered cause may be dismissed with prejudice.
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DA TED this

19 Q-

day of~'-L.....L=-"~?>--A----I'--,' 2008.

Attorn y for Claimant

~~~lo&1

RONALD D. COSTO
Attorney for Paul Crossingham dba Triple A
Plumbing and Surety, State Insurance Fund

ORDER
Pursuant to the above and foregoing Stipulation and good cause appearing therefore;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above styled and numbered cause be dismissed with
prejudice.

s__

DATED: _____ -1_1_~
__i ______
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION

~~]~~~==~---BY

/!l1n-t1M?-=?

COMMISSIONER

ATTEST:

[);~
ASSISTANT SECRETARY
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CHASAN & WALTON, L.L.C.
ATTORNEYS

AT

TELEPHONE

LAW

(2011) 34-5-3760

ANDREW M. CHASAN
andrew.chasan@chasanwallon.com

PARK ':;ENTER POINTE
1459 TYREU. LANE • P.O. BOX 1069
BOISE, IDAHO 83701

(208) 345-0288

TIMOTHY C. WALTON
tim.wallon@chasanwallon.com

VIWW.cw.nwalton.com

1-800-553-3760

FACSIMILE

TOLL FREE

Apri1 17, 2008
VIA FACSIMILE -

(20B) 263-0759

Joseph Jarzabek
Attorney at Law
P. O. Box 1049
Sandpoint, ID 83864

RE:

Patrick Williams
Insured by:
Blue Cross of Idaho
Our File No. 2007.93

Dear Mr. Jarzabek:
I have just been advised by the Industrial Commission that
your client has settled his wcrkers compensation claim.
As I have advised previously, Blue Cross has a subrogated
interest in any settlement funds received by your client.
Blue
Cross' subrogated interest has increased to $11,181.08 for medical
benefits related to your clien':'s industrial injury. I've enclosed
a current itemization reflecting that amount.
Please forward a
check in that amount payable to the Trust Account of Chasan &
Walton.
If you are taking the pOEition that that amount is not owed,
please advise, and I will fi.le a complaint with the Industrial
Commission seeking to have the Industrial Commission determine the
validity of Blue Cross of Idal:.o's subrogation rights.
If you need any further c.ocumentation from me with regard to
the Blue Cross subrogation claim please advise and I will be happy
to comply with any reasonable request you may make in that regard.
I look forward to hearin<;" from you.
Mc,st Sincerely Yours,

. :s 'ZJ

*±F?"e: _

Tjmothy C. Walton
CEASAN & WALTON
Attorneys for Blue Cross of Idaho
TCW/kk
Encl.
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Joseph Jarzabek
ELSAESSER JARZABEK ANDERSON
MARKS ELLIOTT & McHUGH, Chtd.
Attorneys at Law
102 S. Euclid Avenue, Suite 307
P.O. Box 1049
Sandpoint, ID 83864
(208) 263-8517; Telephone
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION, STATE OF IDAHO
PATRICK W. WILLIAMS,

)

I.C. No. 2006-509079

)
)
)
)

Petitioner,
-vs-

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PETITION FOR DECLARATORY
RELIEF

)

BLUE CROSS OF IDAHO,
~R~e~s~p~o~n~d~e~n~t~.

_3

)
)

_____________________ )

Comes now the above named petitioner, Patrick W. Williams, by
and through his attorney, Joseph Jarzabek, and hereby submits the
following memorandum in support of his petition:
Petitioner

was

injured

on

or

about April

11,

employed by Paul Crossingham, d/b/a Triple A Plumbing.

2006 while
Following

his injury the surety for the employer, State Insurance Fund, paid
minimal medical expense/compensation benefi ts.
terminated because the

These benefits were

surety claimed further

treatment and/or

disability resulted from a pre-existing impairment for which the
employer/surety was not liable.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RELIEF

A Complaint was filed with the
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I.C. No. 2006-509079

SI

Industrial Commission December 15, 2006.

Thereafter, pursuant to

negotiation between the parties at mediation, and before hearing on
the merits, agreement was reached to compromise the claim on a lump
sum basis.

The lump sum agreement was approved by the Industrial

Commission March 21, 2008 following its review of the agreement.
Prior to approval of the lump sum agreement by the Industrial
Commission

and

thereafter

Timothy

C.

Walton,

attorney

for

Respondent Blue Cross of Idaho, sent Petitioner's attorney numerous
letters demanding Petitioner surrender lump sum settlement proceeds
to satisfy an alleged "subrogation claim".
Insurance

Fund

directly

and

made

He also contacted State

demand

they

provide

him

information relating to Petitioner's medical treatment and claim.
He made demand state Insurance Fund pay Blue Cross directly.
Insurance Fund denied these requests.

State

Petitioner's attorney denied

these requests.
Respondent

to make demand

Petitioner

surrender lump sum settlement proceeds to satisfy its

"claim of

subrogation".

Blue Cross

continues

It alleges its right to be paid derives from its

contract of insurance with Petitioner.
at all it is a contract right.
unsecured
company,

creditor
landlord,

of

As such, Blue Cross is simply an

Petitioner

credit

If Blue Cross has any right

no

different

card company,

etc.

than

the

Blue Cross

power
is a

creditor only if its "claim of subrogation" applies to workman
compensation proceeds.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RELIEF
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There is no

statute or rule which provides standing to Blue

Cross ot: Idaho to appear before this Commission and assert any
claim

or

claims

Petitioner.

on

Thus,

behalf

of

an

injured

worker,

their "claim of subrogation",

including

if it exists at

all, is substantially different from their claim of subrogation on
behalf of someone
accident.

they insure who

is

inj ured in an automobile

They can, in that instance, attempt to collect on behalf

of their insured by filing

an action in the District Court.

No

such right is accorded them by the worker's compensation law in the
State

of

They

Idaho.

have

no

right

to

be

involved

in

any

proceeding involving Petitioner prior to or following approval of
a lump sum agreement.

Idaho

Code

§

72-802

specifically

provides

compensation proceeds are exempt from creditors.

all

workman

The legislature

has even gone so far as to exempt medical service providers.

"Idaho Code §45-701. RIGHT TO LIEN CONFERRED.
Every
individual,
partnership,
firm,
association, corporation, institution or any
governmental unit or combination or parts
thereof maintaining and operating a hospital
in this state shall be entitled to a lien for
the reasonable charges for hospital care,
treatment and maintenance of an injured person
upon any and all causes of action, suits,
claims, counterclaims, or demands accruing to
the person to whom such care, treatment, or
maintenance was furnished, or to the legal
representatives of such person, on account of
injuries giving rise to such causes of action
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RELIEF
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and which necessitated such
treatment and maintenance.

hospital

care,

Idaho Code §45-705. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION
CASES EXCEPTED FROM ACT. The provisions of
this act shall not be applicable to accidents
or
injuries
within
the
purview
of
the
Workmen's Compensation Law of this state."
No

hospital,

physician,

chiropractor

or

any

medical

provider can take away an injured worker's compensation.
cannot do so neither can Blue Cross of Idaho.

care

If they

Blue Cross, through

language in its contract, cannot confer upon itself rights against
an

injured workers'

compensation

that

the

legislature

has

not

allowed them nor can it abrogate the exemptions provided by the
legislature for the protection of the injured worker.

For years

Blue Cross of Idaho has directed demands to workman compensation
insurance companies, Claimants and their attorneys demanding they
be reimbursed monies out of workmen compensation recoveries.

Many

injured workers, individually, and through their attorneys if they
have

retained counsel,

acceded to this

request because

of the

threats made by Blue Cross to sue them.
Petitioner believes attorney fees for representation of Blue
Cross

by

attorneys

contingency basis.
and his firm,

such

as

Timothy

C.

Walton

are

paid

The attorney, in this case Timothy C.

on

a

Walton,

are believed to receive a contingency fee from the

amount of workman compensation proceeds they recover for Blue Cross

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RELIEF
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from an injured worker's, in this instance Petitioner's, settlement
proceeds.

In effect, this attorney and his law firm are able to

collect an additional attorney fee from the worker or Petitioner
that has not been approved by the Industrial Commission.
This Commission has jurisdiction over all matters relating to
workman compensation benefits paid injured workers in the State.
It can and should enter an order in this matter finding that Idaho

Code §

72-802 nullifies and makes void any type of contractual

provision Blue Cross writes in its policies whereby they attempt to
confer upon themselves the right to go after workman compensation
proceeds received by injured workers in this State.
all workers need this protection.

-

Petitioner and

Failure by this Commission to

enter such an Order may make it increasingly difficult for workers
to enter into a compromised settlement of a disputed claim.

No

defendant employer or its surety will pay additional money to a
worker

to

company.

cover

a

claim of

subrogation by a

health

insurance

Allowance of subrogation claims, such as those asserted

by Blue Cross in this matter, will serve only to create a backlog
of

cases

which

cannot

be

resolved

through

mediation.

It

is

important for this Commission to clarify Idaho Code § 72-802 as it
applies to "subrogation claims" made by insurers like Blue Cross of
Idaho which clearly contravene the letter and intent of the laws in
the State of Idaho.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RELIEF
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DATED this 2nd day of July, 2008.

JOSEPH JAR ZABEK
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that I mailed a
true and correct copy of the foregoing, was mailed, by regular
mail, postage paid, addressed
to:
Timothy C. Walton
Chasan & Walton, LLC
P.O. Box 1069
Boise, Idaho 83701
Ronald D. Coston
State Insurance Fund
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0044
on this 2nd day of July, 2008.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
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DATED this 2nd day of July, 2008.

l
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

.

,

'·;1

~

.

I hereby certify that I mailed a
true and correct copy of the foregoing, was mailed, by regular
mail, postage paid, addressed
to:
Timothy C. Walton
Chasan & Walton, LLC
P.O. Box 1069
Boise, Idaho 83701
Ronald D. Coston
State Insurance Fund
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0044
on

th~2nd
.

/

f July, 2008.
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Sl

Timothy C. Walton
Andrew M. Chasan
CHASAN & WALTON LLC
Park Center Pointe
1459 Tyrell Lane
Post Office Box 1069
Boise, Idaho 83701-1069
Telephone: (208) 345-3760
Fax: (208) 345-0288
Idaho St. Bar #2170

.. ~ 1L P 2: 40

Attorneys for Respondent

BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
PATRICK W. WILLIAMS,
Petitioner,
vs.
BLUE CROSS OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

I.C. No. 2006-509079
Answer to Petition for Declaratory
Relief

Comes now the above captioned Respondent and by way of response to
Petitioner's Petition, alleges as follows:
I.
This tribunal has jurisdiction over this dispute pursuant to IC 72-101 et
seq, including but not limited to IC 72-201.
II.

Respondent insured Petitioner pursuant to a health care insurance policy.
Respondent paid benefits under said policy for medical expenses incurred by
Petitioner as a result of an industrial injury and accident Petitioner suffered on or

about April 11, 2006.

Respondent has paid benefits totaling $11,181.08 for

medical care arising from said industrial injury.
III.

Pursuant to the provisions of said policy, and pursuant to law, Respondent
has rights of subrogation and/or reimbursement in the amount of $11,181.08 with
respect to any recovery made by Petitioner against the employer or workers
compensation insurer as a result of said industrial injury. Further, pursuant to
said policy, Respondent has a constructive trust- and an equitable lien in the
amount of $11 ,181.08 against any such recovery.
IV.
Petitioner has recovered money as a result of said industrial injury, and
pursuant to Idaho law and/or the provisions of said health care insurance policy
Petitioner owes Respondent $11,181.08.
V.
Petitioner and his attorney, Joe Jarzabek, were aware of Respondent's
subrogated interest and/or claim for reimbursement. Attached here to as Exhibit
"A" are notes at the bottom of a letter with a date received stamp of July 30,2007
of telephone calls between a representative of Respondent and Mr. Jarzabek's
office. Attached hereto as Exhibit "8" is a copy of a July 19, 2007 letter sent by a
representative of Respondent to Petitioner. Attached hereto as Exhibit

"e"

are

copies of 7 letters sent from Respondent's counsel to Petitioner's counsel
between August 6, 2007 and May 27, 2008 regarding Respondent's claim for
subrogation and/or reimbursement.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "0" is the

5,

Petitioner's counsel's January 28, 2008 letter to Respondent's counsel, which is
the only written communication Respondent's counsel has received from
Petitioner's counsel on this case. Additionally, Respondent's counsel, or staff of
Respondent's counsel attempted to communicate by telephone with Petitioner's
counsel regarding the existence and status of Petitioner's workers compensation
claim on at least 9 separate occasions between September 13, 2007 and
January 22, 2008. With the exception of Respondent's counsel's January 22,
2008 telephone call with
documented in Exhibit

Petitioner's counsel (which telephone call

is

"e" (Walton's letter to Jarzabek of January 22, 2008), and

Exhibit "0" (Jarzabek's letter to Walton of January 28, 2008), Defense counsel
refused, until June 2008, to communicate with, or respond to Respondent's
counsel's letters or telephone calls.

Mr. Jarzabek and Mr. Walton had a

telephone conference in June of 2008, shortly before Mr. Jarzabek filed this
Petition for Declaratory Relief, about this matter.

VI.
Pursuant to the insurance policy provisions, and pursuant to law,
Respondent is subrogated to, or entitled to reimbursement of, and has a
constructive trust and/or an equitable lien for the amount of benefits paid by
Respondent to or on behalf of Petitioner for medical expenses arising from the
industrial injury, against any recovery made by Petitioner for the injury for which
Respondent paid medical benefits. The subrogation, reimbursement, equitable
lien and constructive trust provisions of said policy are attached hereto as Exhibit

bO

"E". The contractual right to subrogation or reimbursement is not impeded by
Title 72, Idaho.
VI.

Petitioner has settled his claim for workers compensation benefits for the
subject industrial injury, and pursuant to the policy provisions Petitioner owes
Respondent $11,181.08.
VII.

Petitioner has failed and refused to pay said amount to Respondent. Petitioner is
in breach of contract and is liable to Respondent in the amount of $11,181.08.
Wherefore, Respondent requests that the Idaho Industrial Commission
declare that Blue Cross has a right of subrogation, reimbursement, and an
equitable lien and constructive trust, against the monies recovered by Petitioner
for said industrial injury, and that the Idaho Industrial Commission enter
Judgment in favor of Respondent and against Petitioner in the amount of
$11,181.08
Wherefore, Respondent prays for judgment in favor of Respondent and
against Petitioner in the amount of $11,181.08, and for such other and further
relief as this tribunal deems just.
Dated this

~ay of July, 2008

/

tot

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~day of July, 2008, a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing document was delivered as indicated below to:

Ronald D. Coston
State Insurance Fund
P. O. Box 83720
Boise, 10 83720-0044
Joseph Jarzabek
Elsaesser Harzabek Anderson
Marks Elliott & McHugh
P. O. Box 1049
Sandpoint, 10 83864

B
D
D

~D
D

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile No.

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile No.: (208) 263-0759

EXHIBIT "A"

Blue Cross®

-------=-----

of Idaho

JUL 3 0 2001

Chasan & Walton, LLC
Attention: Tim Walton &Andy Chasan
POBox 1069
Boise, ID 83701-1069

Patrick Williams
RE:
PATIENT:
Pamck Williams
ENROLLEE NO.:
970110363
GROUP NAMElNO.: Triple A Plumbing/l0020212
April 12, 2006
DATE OF lNJURY:

Dear Tim & Andy:
Enclosed is a subrogation case for your review.
As reflected on the .enclosed itemization, our current interest is $9001.37. 1bis total is
subject to change as we receive and process additional accident related claims.

If you have any questions or require additional information, please call me at 331-7579.
Sincerely,
Toni Thayer
Other Party Liability Specialist
Legal Services

3000 E. Pine Avenue, Meridian, ID 83642-5995 • P.O. Box 7408, Boise, ID 83707-1408 • (208) 345-4550 • www.bcidaho.com
An Independent Licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association

EXHIBIT "B"

BlueCross®

of Idaho

July 19, 2007
Patrick Williams
612 S Olive Ave.
Sandpoint, ID 83864
Patrick Williams
RE:
Patrick Williams
PATIENT:
970110363
ENROLLEE NO.:
POLICYNAMEiNO.: Triple A Piumbingll.0020212
April 12, 2006
DATE OF INJURY:
Dear Patrick:
This letter is to request additional information regarding the above-referenced injury.
Our records indicate that Mr. Jarzabek is representing you in this matter. We have made several
attempts to contact your attorney regarding the status of your case and have not received a
response. Please advise if Mr. Jarzabek is still representing you.
Enclosed for your review is the language from your Policy regarding subrogation and
reimbursement rights. Ibis language outlines our position and your obligation to reimburse us for
benefits if you receive a settlement If you have received a settlement, we need to know the amount
you .received to determine the extent of your reimbursement obligation. A postage-paid envelope
is enclosed for your use in responding in writing.
If you have any questions or require additional information, please call me at (800) 627-6655 ext
7579.
Sincerely,

n
0
-1 /l?\ \

Toni Thayer
Other Party Liability Specialist
Legal Services

i
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3000 E. Pine Avenue, Meridian, ID 83642-5995 • P.O. Box 7408, Boise, ID 83707-1408 • (208) 3454550 • www.bcidaho.com
An Independent Licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association
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CHASAN & WALTON, L.L.C.
ATTORNEYS

AT

LAW

TElEPHONE
(208) 345-3760

ANDREW M. CHASAN

PARK CENTER POINTE

FACSIMILE

andraw.chasan@Chasanwalton.com

1459 TYRELL LANE • P.O. BOX 1069
BOISE., IDAHO 83701
www.chasanwahon.com

(208) 345-0288

TiMOlHY C. WALTON
tim.waIIon@chasanwalton.com

TOLL FREE

1-800-553-3760

August 6, 2007

Joseph Jarzabek
Attorney at Law
P. O. Box 1049
Sandpoint, ID 83864

RE:

Dear

Patrick Williams
Insured by: Blue Cross of Idaho
Our File No. 2007.93

:Jc:e-

~

This law firm represents the subrogated interest of Blue Cross
of Idaho for medical benefits paid to, or on behalf of, your client
Patrick Williams, as a result of his accident which occurred on
April 12, 2006.
We are writing to introduce ourselves and to
assure you of our cooperation with you during the pendency of the
Claim.
Blue Cross has paid medical bills totaling $9,001 .37 on behalf
of Patrick Williams to date. Enclosed please find an itemization
from Blue Cross reflecting the benefits it has paid relating to
this matter.
I have also enclosed a copy of the subrogation
provisions from the Blue Cross·policy.
please be sure to check
wi th us prior to settling or otherwise resolving this claim·, as
this figure is subject to change as additional bills are processed
by Blue Cross.
We would greatly appreciate the name and address of any
insurer against whom you are making a claim, as well as the name of
the adjuster, and the claim number. We would also appreciate
knowing when you send out your settlement proposal; and if
Ii tigation is necessary, please notify us when a Complaint is
filed.

Joseph Jarzabek
August 6, 2007
Page - 2

Blue Cross of Idaho claims a right to reimbursement of all
amounts paid as benefits. If you disagree with this position, when
you come into possession of recovery funds, Rule 1.1S(c) of the
Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct require you to hold the amount
in dispute, and keep it separate, until the dispute is resolved.
Once you have received this letter, we would appreciate a
call.
If you are in need of any assistance, information, or
documentation that we can provide, please let us know.
We look
forward to hearing from you, and to working with you.
Most Sincerely Yours,

....
Timothy C. Walton
CHASAN & WALTON
Attorneys for Blue Cross of Idaho
TCW/kk
Encl.

o

CHASAN & WALTON, L.L.C.
ATTORNEYS

AT

LAW

'TElEPHONE
(208) 345-3760

ANDREW M. CHASAN
andrew.chasan@c/lasanwalton.com

TIMOltfY C. WALTON
fim.walton@c:hasanwallon.com

PARK CE.NTER POINTE
1459 TYRELL LANE • P.O. BOX 1069
BOISE, IDAHO 83701
www.chasanwalton.com

FACSIMIlE
(208) 345-n288

TOll FREE
1-800-553-3760

November 30, 2007

Joseph Jarzabek
Attorney at Law
P. O. Box 1049
Sandpoint, ID 83864

RE:

Patrick Williams
Insured by: Blue Cross of Idaho
Our File No. 2007.93

Dear Joe:
I have not had a response to my letter to you of August 6,
2007.
My assistant has attempted to contact your office five
times, requesting a call back, but you haven't returned the call.
Would you kindly provide the name and address of the insurer
against whom you are makin~a claim, as well as the name of the
adjuster and the claim number. Would you also please advis~ as to
the status of this claim.
From what I gather it is a workers
compensation claim, but I know very little about it and I would
very much appreciate it if you would provide me with some
information about this claim. I look forward to hearing from you.
Most Sincerely Yours,
DICTATED AND MAILED WITHour
SI'3NATURE TO PREVENT DElAY.

Timothy C. Walton
CHASAN & WALTON
Attorneys for Blue Cross of Idaho
TCW/kk

CHASAN & WALTON, L.L.C.
TElEPHONE
(20S) 345-3760

ANDREW M. CHASAN
andrew.chasan@chasanwalton.com

llMOTHY C. WALTON
tim.waIIon@chasanwalton.com

PARK CENTER POINTE
1459 TYRELL LANE • P.O. BOX 1069
BOISE, IDAHO 83701
www.ch=walton.com

FACSIMILE
(208) 345-0288

TOll FREE
1-800-553-3760

January 17, 2008

Joseph Jarzabek
Attorney at Law
P. D. Box 1049
Sandpoint, ID 83864

RE:

Patrick Williams
Insured by: Blue Cross of Idaho
Our File No. 2007.93

Dear Joe:
I first wrote you about this claim on August 6, 2007.
Since
then my staff and I have attempted to communicate with you on
numerous occasions, but unfortunately you have not replied.
Would you kindly provide me with the name and address of the
insured against whom you are making a claim, as well as the
adjuster's name and the claim number. Would you also please advise
as to the status of the claim.
Secondly, I enclose provisions from the policy pursuant to
which these benefits were paid. Those provisions expressly provide
tha t to the extent Blue Cross of Idaho provides or pays benef'i ts,
Blue Cross of Idaho's rights of subrogation and reimbursement
extend to any right Mr. Williams has to recover workers
compensation benefits.
Finally, to the extent that there is any dispute regarding
Blue Cross' right to reimbursement and/or subrogation, and in the
event you recover money on behalf of Mr. Williams for the injury
for which Blue Cross paid medical expenses, Rule 1.1S(c) of the
Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct require you to hold the amount

If

Joseph Jarzabek
January 17, 2008
Page - 2

of Blue Cross' subrogated interest in
separate, until that dispute is resolved.

dispute,

and

keep

it

Again, I would very much appreciate hearing from you, and
being advised of the nature of this claim, the status of the case,.
and the contact information for the insurer against whom the claim
is proceeding.

Timothy C. Walton
CHASAN & WALTON
Attorneys for Blue Cross of Idaho
TCW/kk
Encl.

...
CHASAN & WALTON, L.L.C.
ATTORNEYS

AT

LAW

TELEPHONE
(208) 345-3760

ANDREW M. CHASAN

andrew.chasan@chasanwalton.com
TIMOTHY C. WALTON
tim.walton@ch~.com

PARK CENTER POINTE
1459 TYRELL LANE· P.O. BOX 1069
BOISE, IDAHO B3701
www.chasanwanon.com

FACSIMILE
(208) 345-0288

TOLL FREE
1-800-553-3760

January 24, 2008

Joseph Jarzabek
Attorney at Law
P. O. Box 1049
Sandpoint, ID 83864
RE:

Patrick Williams
Insured by: Blue Cross of Idaho
Our File No. 2007.93

Dear Mr. Jarzabek:
I'm writing to confirm our telephone conversation of
22, 2008.

Janu~ry

You refuse to confirm whether you represent Patrick Williams.
You refuse to confirm whether you have made a recovery on behalf of
Patrick Williams for the industrial injury for which Blue Cross has
paid benefits. You refuse to confirm whether you will honor Blue
Cross' rights of subrogation or reimbursement in the event you
made, or make a recovery.
It is your position that your client owes no duty of
reimbursement or subrogation despi te the contractual language which
has been provided to you which expressly grants Blue Cross those
rights.
I would also point out that the contract language requires Mr.
Williams (and by extension Mr. Williams' legal representative) to
cooperate with Blue Cross.
I would respectfully request that you provide me with case
authority or law supporting your position that Mr. Williams (if you
represent him, and if he has made a recovery) has no obligation to

73

Joseph Jarzabek
January 24, 2008
Page - 2

honor the contract language
also respectfully request
authority you have that you
Rule 1. 1 5 (c) of the Idaho
respect to any recovery you

which I have provided to you. I would
that you provide me with whatever
are not required to abide by
Rules of Professional Conduct with
obtain on behalf of Mr. Williams.

If my understanding of any of
please.advise. I will be conferring
appropriate course of action for it
want to be sure the record is clear

your positions is incorrect,
with Blue Cross regarding the
to take in this matter and I
before we proceed.

Most Sincerely Yours,

;~~""q
Timothy C. Walton

=

--------------------------------~CFDr·~~WALTON--------------------------------

Attorneys for Blue Cross of Idaho
TCW/kk
c8:

Mindy Scott, Blue Cross

1i

....

CHASAN & WALTON, L.L.C.
ATTORNEYS

AT

LAW

TELEPHONE
(208) 345-3760

ANDREW M. CHASAN
andrew.chasan@c;hasanwalton.com

TlMOniY C. WALTON
tim.walI:on@chasanwallon.com

PARK CENTER POINTE

FACSIMILE

1459 TYREll LANE • P.O. BOX 1069
BOISE, IDAHO 83701
WVlW .chasanwalton.com

(208) 345-0288

TOll FREE
1-800-553-3760

January 31, 2008

Joseph Jarzabek
Attorney at Law
P. o. Box 1049
Sandpoint, ID 83864

RE:

Patrick Williams
Insured by: Blue Cross of Idaho
Our File No. 2007.93

Dear Mr. Jarzabek:
I am in receipt of your letter of January 28, 2008. Would you
kindly advise what portion of my letter to you of January 24, 2008
is incorrect.
Most Sincerely Yours,

-=~G
Timothy C. Walton
CHASAN & WALTON
Attorneys for Blue Cross of Idaho
TCW/kk

CHASAN & WALTON, L.L.C.
ATTORNEYS

AT

TElEPHONE

LAW

(208) 345-3760

PARK CENTER POINTE
1459 TYRELL LANE • P.O. BOX 1069
BOISE, IDAHO 83701
www.chasanwalton.com

ANDREW M. CHASAN

andrew.chasan@chasanwaJton.com
TIMOTHY C. WALTON

tim.waIton@chasanwaiton.com

FACSIMILE
(208) 345-0288
TOLL FREE
1-800-553-3760

April 17, 2008
VIA FACSIMILE -

(208) 263-0759

Joseph Jarzabek
Attorney at Law
P. O. Box 1049
Sandpoint, ID 83864
RE:

Patrick Williams
Insured by: Blue Cross of Idaho
Our File No. 2007.93

Dear Mr. Jarzabek:
I have just been advised by the Industrial Commission that
your client has settled his workers compensation claim.
As I have advised previously, Blue Cross has a subrogated
interest in any settlement funds received by your client.
Blue
Cross' subrogated interest has increased to $11,181.08 for medical
benefits related to your client's industrial injury. I've enclosed
a current itemization reflecting that amount.
please forward a
check in that amount payable to the Trust Account of Chasan &
Walton.
If you are taking the position that that amount is not owed,
please advise, and I will file a complaint with the Industrial
Commission seeking to have the Industrial Commission determine the
validity of Blue Cross of Idaho's subrogation rights.
If you need any further documentation from me with regard to
the Blue Cross subrogation claim please advise and I will be happy
to comply with any reasonable request you may make in that regard.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Most Sincerely Yours,

S<i

-

Timothy C. Walton
CHASAN & WALTON
Attorneys for Blue Cross of Idaho
TCW/kk
Encl.

.r/22
7<::,

CHASAN & WALTON, L.L.C.
ATTORNEYS

AT

TELEPHONE

LAW

(208) 345-3760

ANDREW M. CHASAN

PARK CENTER POINTE

FACSIMILE

andrew.chasan@chasanwalton.com

1459 TYRELL LANE • P.O. BOX 1069

(208) 345-0288

BOISE, IDAHO 83701

llMOlHY C. WALTON

TOll FREE

www..dtasmwalron..rom

tim. waltoo@chasanwalton.com

1-800-553-3760

May 27, 2008

Joseph Jarzabek
Attorney at Law
P. O. Box 1049
Sandpoint, ID 83864

RE:

Patrick Williams
Insured by: Blue Cross of Idaho
Our File No. 2007.93

Dear Mr. Jarzabek:
I have continued to attempt to communicate with you about Blue
Cross' right of subrogation/reimbursement. Unfortunately, you have
refused to return my calls, or respond to my letters (with the
exception of our January 22, 2008 telephone conversation, and your
rather cryptic January 28, 2008 letter to me).
I am writing to advise that Blue Cross' subrogated interest
has increased to $11,181.08, and I enclose an updated itemization
reflecting those payments.
Please contact me in the next 7 days to discuss resolution of
this matter.
If I do not hear from you, I intend to proceed with
suit to collect Blue Cross' subrogated interest.
If there is a
basis for your client's refusal to reimburse Blue Cross, please
advise.
Most Sincerely Yours,

-=-

Si

:; __.__

Timothy C. Walton CHASAN & WALTON
Attorneys for Blue Cross of Idaho
TCW/kk
Encl.
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EXHIBIT "0"

ELSAESSER JAlUABEK ANDERSON MARKS ELL.IOTT

& MCHUGH

CHARTERED
ATTORNEYS - AT - LAW
FORD ELSAESSER
JOSEPH E. JARZABEK
BRUCE A. ANDERSON*
DOUGLAS B. MARKS"''''
CINDY ELLIOTT
BARRY McHUGH
TAEYA M. HOWELL
JAMES S. MACDONALD

123 SOUTH THIRD AVENUE
P.O. BOX 1049
SANDPOINT,.ID 83864
TELEPHONE (208) 263-8517
FACSIMILE (208) 263-0759

JAN 3 1 zao?
..
~

• ALSO UCENSED IN COLORADO
•• ALSO UCENSED IN WASHINGTON

ford@ejame.com
brucea@ejame.com
dmarks@ejame.com
cindy@ejame.com
bmchugh@ejame;com
thowell@ejame.com
james@ejame.com
dlarue@ejame.com
IOis@ejame.com

DONNA LaRUE, CP
PARALEGAL

LOIS La POINTE, RP
LEGAL ASSISTANT TO FORD ELSAESSER

January 28,2008

Timothy C. Walton
Chasan & Walton, LLC
P.O. Box 1069
Boise, Idaho 83701

Re:

Patrick Williams
Your File No. 2007.93

Dear Mr. Walton,
This letter will serve as a response to your correspondence of January 24, 2008. Your
understanding is incorrect.

1l

EXHIBIT"E"
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208 375 1608

WESTVET

Subrogation and Reimbu.nement Rights Of Bme Crog Of Idaho

.

The benefits oftbis Policy will be available to lim Insured when be or she is injured, s~ harm or
incurs loss due to limY act, omission, or detective or'l.Jl"ll"easonably hamrdous product or 5eTViCe of
another person. firm, corpomtion or entity (hereinafter referred to as "third party'). To the extent that
such benefits for Covered Servioes arc provided or paid for by Blue Croa ofIdaho ~ this Policy or
any adler Blue Cross ofIdaho plan. agreement. certificate, conttaet or policy. Blue Cro~s ofldabo shall
be subrogated and succeed to the rights of the Insured or, in the evem of the In.sored's de~ to the
rights of his or her heirs. estate, and/or personal representative.

As a condition of recoiving benefits for Covered Services in such an event, the Insured or his or her
personal representative shall furnish Blue Cross ofIdabo in writing with the names a;nd.addresses of
the third party or parties that caused or are responsible. or may have caused or may be respODSl'ble for
such injury, bmn or loss, and all facts and information known to the Inswed or his or bel" perJ!Onal
representative concerning the injury, harm or loss.
Blue Cross of Ic:hilio may at its option elect to enforce either or both of its rights of Imbrogation and
reimbursement.

Subrogation is taking over the Insured's right to receive payments fi'om odter parties. 'the Insured or
his or her legal representative win transfer to Blue Cross ofldaho any rights he or she rimy have to talce
legal action PJising from the injury. harm or loss to recover any sums paid on behalf of
Insured.
Thus, Blue Cross of Idaho may initiate litigation at its sole discretion, in the narae of the Insured,
against any third party or parties. Furthermore. the lnsured shall ftdly coopI!II'Dte with Blue Cross of
Idaho in its investigation. evaluation. litigation and/or collection efforts in com:aection 'With the injury,
harm or Joss and shan do nothing w1latsoever to prejudice Blue Cross ofIdabo '5 subrogation rights and
efforts. Blue Cross of Idaho will be reimbursed in full f'nr all benefits paid even if the Insured is not
made whole or fuIIy compen~ by the 11ICOVeIj'.

the

Additionally, Blue Cross ofldaho may at its option elect to enforce its right of reimb~ent from the
Insured, or his or her legal representative, of any benefits paid from monies recovered d.s II result of the
injury, haon or loss. The Insured shaD fully cooperate with Blue Cross ofldabo in its mvestigation,
evaluation, litigation tmdIot collection effOns in connection with the injuIy, harm or loss and shall do
nothing W/latSoeVer to prejudice Blue Cross of Idaho's reimbursement rights and eff'orti.

The Insured shall pay Blue Cross of Idaho as the first priority, and Blue Cross of IdahO! shall have 8.
constructive trust and an equitable lien on, all amourns from any recovery by suit, se~ent or
otherwise trom any third party or parties or from any third party's or parties' insurer(8)~ indemnitor(s)
or underwriter(s), to the extent of benefits provided by Blue Cross ofIdabo under this joHcy.
regardless of how the recovery is allocated (Ls... pain and su.trering) and whether the recovery makes
the Insured whole. Thus, Blue Cross ofIdaho win be reimbursed by the Insured. or bis or her legal
represenlative, from monies recovered as a result oftbe injmy, barm Of loss, for all benbfits paid even
if the Insured is not made whole or:fillly compensated by the recovery.
To the extent that Blue Cross Of Idaho provides or pays benefits for Covered Ssrvices, Bl\1e Cross of
Idaho's rights of subrogation and reimbursement extend to any right the 1Dsured baa to recover from
the Insured's insurer, or under the Insured's "Medical Payments" coverage or any CVninsured
Motorist,.. ''Underinsured Motorist.," or other similar coverage provisions. and workers' compensation
benefits.
Blue Cross of Idaho shaH have the right. at its option, to seek reimbursement from, or emforce its right
of subrogation against, the Insured, !be Insured'li personal representative. a specia.I nee41s trust, or any
trust. person or vehicle that holds any payment or recovery 'from or on behaJf oftbe Insured including
Jbe Insured's llttOmC)'.
Blue Cross of Idaho's subrogation and reimbursement rigbt$ sball take priority over the ~ed'!J
righb both for cxpehSes already :incuued and'paid by Blue Cross ofldabo for Covered Services, IJnd

y!
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WESTVET

itf:!:l

for benefits to be provided at payments to be made by Blue Cross of Idaho in the futurC on account of
the injury. berm or lOllS giving rise to Blll£ Cross ofIdabo's subrogation and reimburse~ent rights.
Further, Blue Cross ofIdaho's subrogation ftnd reimbursement rights for ~ expenses andlor
future expenses yet to be ~ are primary and ~ precedence over the rights of~ Insured, even
if there are deficiencies in lUI}' recovery or insufficient tinfIDcial te9OW'Ce$ available to ~e third party or
p8rties to totally satisfy all of !he claims and judgments of the Insured and Blue Cross df Idaho.

Collections or recoveries made in excess ofsuch incurred Blue Cross ofldabo expenses shaD first bo
allocated to such future Blue Cross of Idaho expenses, and sbalI constiMe a special Dettuctibte
applicable to such futore benefits and servicas under this or any subsequent Blue Cross of Idaho
policy. Thereafter, Blue Cross of ldaho shan have no obligation to make lilly further payment or
provide any further baMfits until the benefits equal to the speciaJ Deductible have been incurred.
delivered. and paid by the Insured.
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EXCLUSIONS AN LIMITATIONS SECTION

GENERAL EXCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS
I

No benefits will be provided for services, supplies, drugs or other charges that ju'e;

J

Provided for any condition, Disease, Illness or Accidental Injury to th extent
that the Insured is entitled to benefits under occupational coverage, obtned or
provided by or through the employer under state or federal Worlrers' .
g
Compensation Acts or under Employer Liability Acts or other laws
compensation fur worlc-rclared injuries or conditions. This exclusion pplies
ers
wbether or not the Insured claims such benefits or compensation or
losses from a third party.

$Vidin

we ElcclusiOll
031003

Joseph Jarzabek
James S. Macdonald ISB # 7257
ELSAESSER JARZABEK ANDERSON
MARKS ELLIOTT & McHUGH, Chtd.
Attorneys at Law
102 S. Euclid Avenue, Suite 307
P.O. Box 1049
Sandpoint, ID 83864
(208) 263-8517; Telephone
(208) 263-0759; Facsimile
Idaho State Bar No.
2678

CEfV~~D

: Ti<!AL C

BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION, STATE OF IDAHO
PATRICK W. WILLIAMS,

)
)

Petitioner,

I.C. No. 2006-509079

)

)

-vs-

)

BLUE CROSS OF IDAHO,

)
)
)

REPLY TO RESPONDENT'S
ANSWER AND MEMORANDUM
IN SUPPORT THEREOF

_R_e_s~p_o_n_d_e_n
__t_.______________________ )

Comes now the above named petitioner, Patrick W.
Williams, by and through his attorneys, Joseph Jarzabek and
James S. Macdonald, of the law firm of ELSAESSER JARZABEK
ANDERSON MARKS ELLIOTT & McHUGH, Chtd., and hereby responds
to the Respondents Answer("Answer")based upon the
following:

A.
1.

RESPONDENT'S ANSWER

The Answer appears to allege that Respondent is

entitled to a declaratory judgment that Respondent has a
right to one of the following:
a.

Subrogation righti

REPLY TO RESPONDENT'S ANSWER
AND MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT

-

1 -

2.

b.

Equitable lien; and

c.

Constructive trust.

The Answer appears to base its aforementioned

theories of recovery on its contract with the Petitioner.
It seems odd that the Respondent is seeking a declaration
and monetary recovery in the Answer t when it isntt styled
as a counterclaim t but merely an answer.
B.

1.

RESPONDENT DOESN'T HAVE A SUBROGATION RIGHT

Subrogation is nothing more than an equitable

assignment. Black's Law Dictionary (8th ed. 2004)

(quoting

Laurence P. Simpsont Handbook on the Law of Suretyship 205
(1950».

Or as another leading treatise has said t

"subrogation simply means substitution of one person for
another; that iS t one person is allowed to stand in the
shoes of another and assert that person's rights against
the defendant.1I Dan B. Dobbs, Law of Remedies

§

4.3, at 404

(2d ed. 1993).
Assignment is the transfer of rights or property.
Black's Law Dictionary (8th ed. 2004). "An assignment is a
transfer or setting over of property, or of some right or
interest therein, from one person to another; the term
denoting not only the act of

tr~nsfer,

but also the

instrument by which it is effected. In these senses the
REPLY TO RESPONDENT'S ANSWER
AND MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT

- 2 -

fs

word is variously applied in law.

n

Id.

(quoting Alexander

M. Burrill, A Treatise on the Law and Practice of Voluntary
Assignments for the Benefit of Creditors

§

I, at 1 (James

Avery Webb ed., 6th ed. 1894).
2.

Under Idaho law, worker'S compensation claims are

not assignable[ and are exempt from execution from any form
of creditor, except child support creditors.
802.

I.C.

§

72-

The Idaho legislature was abundantly clear and it

would appear that I.C. §72-802 lacks ambiguity, to wit:
No claims for compensation under this
law shall be assignable, and all
compensation and claims therefor shall
be exempt from all claims of creditors,
except the restrictions under this
section shall not apply to enforcement
of an order of any court for the
support of any person by execution,
garnishment or wage withholding under
chapter 12, title 7, Idaho Code.
Idaho Code
3.

§

72-802.

Additional instance where the Idaho legislature

expressed a clear and unambiguous intent for worker's
compensation benefits to be exempt from subrogation,
assignment, or execution can be found in Chapter 7, Title
45, of the Idaho Code, the Hospital and Nursing Care Lien
Statue, to wit:
The provisions of this act shall not be
applicable to accidents or injuries
REPLY TO RESPONDENT'S ANSWER
AND MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT

- 3 -

within the purview of the WorkmenJs
Compensation Law of this state.

The legislature decided that worker's compensation
proceeds are exempt from the reach of hospital liens, the
very institution that provide care for hurt workers,
possibly life saving care. This is further evidence of the
clear legislative intent that worker's compensation
proceeds are exempt from all creditors, except child
support creditors.
As courts of all jurisdictions from all around this
nation have repeated, ad nauseum,l'the plain meaning of a
statute will prevail unless clearly expressed legislative
intent is contrary or unless plain meaning leads to absurd
results.

/I

Action Collection Services, Inc., v. Bigham,

2008 WL 2812975,
135 Idaho 352

1

(Idaho App.,2008)

(Ct.App.2000) i George W. Watkins Family v.

Messenger, 118 Idaho 537,
2780915 1

(quoting Zener v. Velde,

(1990); In re Fehrs,

2008 WL

(Bkrtcy.D.Idaho,2008); Maney v. Kagenveama (In re

Kagenveama),

- - - F. 3d - - - -, 2008 WL 2485570,

(9th Cir. June

23 1 2008); Lamie v. United States Tr., 540 U.S. 526 1 534,

124 S.Ct. 1023, 157 L.Ed.2d 1024 (2004».
4.

Furthermcre, the Idaho Bankruptcy Court's have

expressed, albeit inversely, that worker's compensation
REPLY TO RESPONDENT'S ANSWER
AND MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT

- 4 -

[7

proceeds are exempt from the reach of Chapter 7 bankruptcy
trustees. In re Almgren, 384 B.R. 12, (Bkrtcy.D.Idaho,2007).
In Almgren, Judge Papas ruled that the debtor's workerls
compensation proceeds were not exempt from the reach of the
trustee in that case, based on the unique facts of the
case.

Id.

Judge Papas based his ruling on the fact that

while the debtor lived in Idaho, her employer was in
Tennessee, and the injury took place in Pennsylvania. Id.
Therefore, Papas ruled that Idaho law does not exempt
workerls compensation proceeds arising under Tennessee law.
Judge Papas cited to an Idaho Supreme Court case

State v.

l

Quick Transport, Inc., 134 Idaho 240 (Idaho 2000)

I

for the

proposition that the exemption from creditor execution
provided by I.C.

§

72-802 is only applicable to claims

arising under the Idaho Worker's Compensation Statue. Id.
Therefore, under the facts in Almgren the debtor's claim of
exemption wasn't valid against the trustee. Id.
CONCLUSION

The Idaho legislature has clearly expressed its intent
that worker's compensation claims are not assignable, and
the proceeds derived form said claims are exempt from
execution from every form of creditor except child support
creditors.

Here, Respondent is seeking to step in

REPLY TO RESPONDENT'S ANSWER
AND MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
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Petitioner1s shoes and assert a claim on behalf of the
Petitioner and execute on Petitioner's worker's
compensation proceeds

l

which would be a direct violation of

the laws of Idaho as clearly expressed by the legislature.
B.
1.

RESPONDENT DOESN'T HAVE AN EQUITABLE LIEN
An equitable lien is a creature of courts of

equity, in which the one claiming the right is granted a
lien in a specific piece of real or personal property.
Black's Law Dictionary (8th ed. 2004).
Idaho courts have said that absent a showing of unjust
enrichment there is no reason for a court to impose an
equitable lien. Pierson v. Jones
(quoting D. Dobbs

I

I

102 Idaho 82

(Idaho 1981)

Handbook on the Law of Remedies:

Damages-Equity-Restitution s 4.3 (1973»).
2.

In this case there hasn't been any unjust

enrichment bestowed upon the Petitioner.

The Petitioner

made payments to the Respondent pursuant to a health
insurance policy.

The Respondent in return for the receipt

of the insurance premiums agreed to insure the Petitioner
if he incurred medical expenses, which represents a classic
quid pro quo arrangement.
If the Respondent was allowed to have an equitable
lien bestowed upon it in the proceeds of the Petitioner1s
REPLY TO RESPONDENT'S ANSWER
AND MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
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lump sum settlement agreement, then it would be the
Respondent who would be unjustly enriched.

The Respondent

would get the benefits of the premiums previously paid to
them pursuant to the insurance policy, and receive a
windfall in the form of an equitable lien on the proceeds
from the lump sum settlement agreement.

In essence they

would get paid and take no risk.
The lump sum settlement agreement didn't delineate or
apportion the total amount paid to Petitioner.

It was

simply a negotiated and consensually agreed upon amount to
settle a disputed claim to obviate the uncertainty and
expense of litigation.
CONCLUSION
The Commission should declare that the Respondent
doesn't have an equitable lien in the Petitioner's lump sum
settlement proceeds.
C.
1.

RESPONDENT HAS NO RIGHT TO A CONSTRUCTIVE TRUST
A constructive trust is an equitable remedy that

a court imposes against one who has obtained property by
wrongdoing.

"A constructive trust is the formula through

which the conscience of equity finds expression. When
property has been acquired in such circumstances that the
holder of the legal title may not in good conscience retain
REPLY TO RESPONDENT'S ANSWER
AND MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
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the beneficial interest, equity converts him into a
trustee.

II

Black's Law Dictionary (8th ed. 2004) (quoting

Beatty v. Guggenheim Exploration Co., 122 N.E. 378 (N.Y.

1919) ) .

Idaho courts have said that a constructive trust

is simply a remedial device used when there is wrongful
holding of property. Chinchurreta v. Evergreen Management,
Inc.

117 Idaho 591,

(Idaho App.1989) (See G. Bogert,

Handbook of the Law of Trusts (5 th ed. 1973).
2.

The Petitioner here is not wrongfully holding

property, nor did he obtain any property through
wrongdoing.

The proceeds he received from his employer's

surety were directly related to an injury the Petitioner
suffered during the course of his employment.

Said

proceeds were only realized after the Petitioner and his
employer's surety negotiated and then consensually agreed
to a lump sum settlement figure in order to avoid
litigation and bring finality to a disputed claim.
CONCLUSION

The Commission should declare that the Respondent
isn't the beneficiary of a constructive trust.
DATED this 28 th day of July, 2008.
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
PATRICK W. WILLIAMS,
Petitioner,

)
)
)

)
vs.
BLUE CROSS OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

)
)
)

I.C. No. 2006-509079
Blue Cross' Memorandum Regarding
Does the Industrial Commission Have
Jurisdiction to Decide This Declaratory
Judgment Case?

)
)
)

Pursuant to an Order entered in this matter on April 30, 2009, the
Industrial Commission has asked for briefing on the issue of whether this tribunal
has jurisdiction over this declaratory judgment case (and if it does, whether the
Commission should exercise jurisdiction in this case).

IDAHO CASE LAW IS CLEAR.
THE INDUSTRIAL
COMMISSION DOES NOT HAVE JURISDICTION OVER THIS
DISPUTE
After a thorough review of relevant case authority, it appears that the
Industrial Commission does not have jurisdiction over this case.

Blue Cross Memorandum Regarding Does the Industrial Commission Have Jurisdiction to Decide
This Declaratory Judgment Case? - page 1

CJ .3

As the Idaho Supreme Court noted in Owsley v. Idaho Industrial
Commission, 141 Idaho 129 (2005),
The Commission is granted by statute jurisdiction over "[aJII
questions arising under" Idaho's workers' compensation laws. I.C. §
72-707; Van Tine v. Idaho State Ins. Fund, 126 Idaho 688,689,889
P.2d 717, 718 (1994) (Van Tine /).
Idaho case law, however, has clarified that the Commissions'
actual mandate is more narrowly restricted to adjudicating certain
"complaint[s] filed by a worker's compensation claimant against an
employer or an employer's surety." Selkirk Seed Co. v. State Ins.
Fund, 135 Idaho 649, 651, 22 P.3d 1028, 1030 (2000) ...
An action by a worker against any entity besides a surety or
an employer does not generally fall within the purview of the
Commission. See Selkirk Seed Co., 135 Idaho at 651,22 P.3d at
1030. 141 Idaho, at 134 (bold emphasis added).
This is not an action by a worker against a workers compensation surety
or the worker's employer. Rather, this is an action between the worker and his
health care insurer to determine the health care insurer's rights of reimbursement
and/or subrogation after the worker has settled his workers compensation claim.
In fact, the Industrial Commission has previously ruled that it has no
jurisdiction to resolve a dispute between a claimant and his health care insurer
over the health care insurer's right of subrogation. The Commission held in that
case that the claimant's liability to Blue Shield was not a question arising under
the Workmen's Compensation Law, and that the Commission therefore had no
jurisdiction to resolve the dispute. Myrna Johnson v. Boise Cascade Corp., 86
IWCD 1029 (1986).

Blue Cross Memorandum Regarding Does the Industrial Commission Have Jurisdiction to Decide
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Such a holding is consistent with Owsley (supra), since the health care
insurers claim for subrogation is not litigation between the worker and the
employer/surety.
Other Idaho case law is consistent with the theme that the Industrial
Commission's jurisdiction is limited to disputes between the claimant and the
surety/employer.
Thus, while the Commission has jurisdiction to determine whether the
surety acted in bad faith in the handling of claimant's claim (Van Tine v. State
Insurance Fund. 126 Idaho 688 (1994), and Walters v Industrial Indemnity, 127
Idaho 933 (1996», the Idaho Supreme Court has held that the issue of whether a
medical provider may sue a worker for reimbursement for medical care related to
the industrial injury does not arise under the Workmen's Compensation Law, and
therefore the Industrial Commission has no jurisdiction over such a dispute. St.
Alphonsus Medical Center v. Edmondson, 130 Idaho 108 (1997).
Edmondson is analogous to the case at bar. In Edmondson the issue was
whether the Commission had jurisdiction over a medical provider's claim against
the worker for reimbursement for the cost of medical care rendered for treatment
of an industrial injury.

In this case the issue is whether the Commission has

jurisdiction over the health care insurers claim for reimbursement for the cost of
medical care rendered for treatment of the industrial injury. If the Commission
has no jurisdiction over the former, it has no jurisdiction over the latter.
As the Idaho Supreme Court noted in Curr v. Curr, 124 Idaho 686 (1993):
The Commission has no jurisdiction other than that which the
legislature has specifically granted to it. The Commission therefore
Blue Cross Memorandum Regarding Does the Industrial Commission Have Jurisdiction to Decide
This Declaratory Judgment Case? - page 3

exercises limited jurisdiction, with nothing being presumed in favor
of its jurisdiction. 124 Idaho, at 690.
Thus, the Industrial Commission has no jurisdiction to determine a
declaratory judgment action between an employer and surety regarding whether
there is coverage under the surety's policy for a specific industrial injury. Rather,
because such a dispute is not between a worker and the surety/employer, such
jurisdiction is reserved for the district court. Martin v. Argonaut Ins. Co., 90 Idaho
107 (1965).
While Blue Cross initially believed that the Industrial Commission had
jurisdiction to resolve this declaratory judgment action, it is now clear under Idaho
law that the Commission does not have jurisdiction to hear this declaratory
judgment action.

Subject matter jurisdiction is never waived and the parties

cannot confer subject matter jurisdiction upon a tribunal if it does not exist.
Fairway Development Co. v. Bannock County, 119 Idaho 121 (1990).
COMMENTS ON WILLIAMS' BRIEF RE: JURISDICTION

Interestingly, Williams concedes in his May 13, 2009 brief that the
Industrial Commission does not have jurisdiction over this declaratory judgment
action. The exhibits attached to Williams' brief leave no doubt that jurisdiction for
this dispute lies with the District Court. Those exhibits relate to a matter involving
a Mr. Ennis. A brief discussion of the Ennis matter is illustrative.
This Tribunal will recall that at the April 29 status conference in this case
Commissioner Baskin asked undersigned where undersigned would sue to
enforce Blue Cross' claim: in the Industrial Commission, or in the District Court?
Undersigned replied that undersigned had never had to sue to recover a Blue
Blue Cross Memorandum Regarding Does the Industrial Commission Have Jurisdiction to Decide
This Declaratory Judgment Case? - page 4

Cross subrogated claim, so undersigned had never researched the issue and
was unsure of the answer.
Mr. Jarzabek then alleged (and undersigned denied) that undersigned had
sued Mr. Jarzabek's prior client, Ennis, in the District Court for payment of Blue
Cross' subrogation claim after Ennis settled his workers compensation claim.
As the exhibits to Williams' May 13, 2009 brief prove, Mr. Jarzabek's client
was sued by a collection agency for the debt owed Blue Cross. The collection
agency was represented by attorney Kim Trout, whose law firm has no
relationship with undersigned's law firm.
More importantly, however, those exhibits show that Mr. Jarzabek moved
to dismiss the District Court lawsuit seeking payment of the debt owed Blue
Cross.
Mr. Jarzabek argued in his motion to dismiss (just as he has argued in this
case) that I.C. 72-802 nullifies Blue Cross' subrogation claim. Mr. Jarzabek also
argued in his motion to dismiss that the District Court had no jurisdiction over the
dispute, and that jurisdiction for the Blue Cross subrogation claim lay solely with
the Idaho Industrial Commission.
The magistrate court denied Mr. Jarzabek's motion to dismiss.

The

magistrate concluded that the District Court, not the Idaho Industrial Commission,
had jurisdiction over the Blue Cross claim.

The magistrate also rejected Mr.

Jarzabek's argument that I.C. 72-802 nullified the Blue Cross claim.
The exhibits then show that Mr. Jarzabek took the matter to the Idaho
Supreme Court.

Mr. Jarzabek asked the Idaho Supreme Court to /prohibit the

Blue Cross Memorandum Regarding Does the Industrial Commission Have Jurisdiction to Decide
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magistrate from enforcing the order denying Mr. Jarzabek's motion to dismiss.
Mr. Jarzabek also asked the Idaho Supreme Court to rule that the District Court
had no subject matter jurisdiction over the Blue Cross claim. The Idaho Supreme
Court denied Mr. Jarzabek's petition.
In short, the exhibits to Williams' brief prove that the Idaho courts have
rejected William's prior contentions that jurisdiction over Blue Cross' subrogation
claim rests with the Industrial Commission.

The exhibits also prove that the

Idaho Courts have rejected William's contention that Blue Cross' contractual~c '
claim for reimbursement claim is unenforceable.
Even though Williams now concedes that the Commission has no
jurisdiction over this case, Williams, " ... asks this Commission to order Blue Cross
to stay out of workman compensation proceedings." Mr. Jarzabek's brief, p. 3.
What Williams appears to over-look is that Blue Cross was never a party
to Mr. Williams' workers compensation case.
In fact, as the record shows, Williams' counsel did everything he could to
hide from

Blue Cross the fact that Williams was pursuing a workers

compensation case. Williams counsel refused to communicate with Blue Cross'
counsel about Williams' case; Williams' counsel refused to confirm whether Mr.
Williams was pursuing a workers compensation case, and Williams' counsel
refused to even confirm that he represented Mr. Williams. See Williams' Petition
for Declaratory Relief, Exhibits "A", "B", "C","D", "E", and "F".
It appears that Williams is asking the Industrial Commission to enter an
order prohibiting Blue Cross from corresponding with workers compensation

Blue Cross Memorandum Regarding Does the Industrial Commission Have Jurisdiction to Decide
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claimants or claimants' counsel about Blue Cross' contractual right to
reimbursement even though Williams freely admits that the Commission has no
jurisdiction over Blue Cross' contractual claims.

It is axiomatic that the

Commission may not issue orders in connection with matters over which it has
no jurisdiction.
Because

Blue

Cross

has for

the

last

eight

months

attempted

unsuccessfully to get Williams to admit the irrefutable (that is, that Blue Cross
paid for medical care which Mr. Williams alleged was in treatment of his industrial
injury, and that the Blue Cross policy was provided as a benefit of Williams'
employment with the employer), Blue Cross has not yet had an opportunity to
provide this Tribunal with the legal authority in support of its contractual claim.
Suffice it to say that at such time as the parties are able to argue the merits of the
case before the District Court, Blue Cross will present statutory and case
authority that overwhelmingly supports its position that its contractual claims for
reimbursement are enforceable.
One final comment: Williams would have the State Insurance Fund and
the Industrial Commission believe that Williams incurred $60,000.00 of medical
bills in treatment of his industrial injury. See Exhibit 1 to Blue Cross' motion for
sanctions, which is Mr. Jarzabek's letter to the State Insurance Fund dated
January 29, 2008.

Appended to that letter is a document prepared by Mr.

Jarzabek entitled "Medical Expense Summary for Patrick Williams" which
medical expense summary contains all of the medical bills paid by Blue Cross.

Blue Cross Memorandum Regarding Does the Industrial Commission Have Jurisdiction to Decide
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Mr. Jarzabek claims that the medical expenses itemized on that summary total
$59,060.83.
However, when one adds the medical expenses on Mr. Jarzabek's
itemization, the medical expenses come to a grand total of $31,195.14, not
$59,060.83.
In other words, Mr. Jarzabek claimed that Williams' medical bills were
nearly twice as much as they really were.
Further, in addition to payments of $11,181.08 made by Blue Cross on
behalf of Mr. Williams, Blue Cross also obtained on behalf of Mr. Williams
contractual adjustments of more than $17,000.00. See Exhibit 2 to Blue Cross'
Motion for Sanctions. In other words, the $11,000.00 of benefits paid by Blue
Cross on behalf of Mr. Williams, together with the more than $17,000.00 of
contractual adjustments Blue Cross obtained for Williams, discharged more than
$28,000.00 of Mr. Williams' $31,000.00 of medical expenses.
Under these circumstances it is unfortunate that Williams' counsel refuses
to work out a resolution with Blue Cross. While Mr. Jarzabek no doubt believes
he is doing his client a service by ignoring his clients' contractual obligations to
Blue Cross, as the Ennis case demonstrates, all Mr. Jarzabek is really doing is
delaying the day of reckoning.
Blue Cross routinely compromises its subrogation claim where there are
legitimate issues of liability or causation. While undersigned has no knowledge
of the final resolution of the Ennis matter, and whether (and how much) Ennis
ultimately ended up paying on the debt,

by refusing to negotiate and resolve Blue

Blue Cross Memorandum Regarding Does the Industrial Commission Have Jurisdiction to Decide
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Cross' contractual claim at the time Ennis settled his workers compensation
claim, Mr. Jarzabek's strategy only subjected Mr. Ennis to more litigation. It is
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CONCLUSION
The Idaho Industrial Commission has no jurisdiction over this dispute.
Though Williams now acknowledges this fact, he nonetheless asks the Industrial
Commission to order Blue Cross "to stay out of workman compensation
proceedings", despite the fact that Blue Cross has never been a party to this
workers compensation proceeding.
Apparently, Williams wants this Commission to enter an order that Blue
Cross is not allowed to send letters to claimant, or claimant's counsel, putting
claimant and/or counsel on notice that Blue Cross claims a right of subrogation or
reimbursement if claimant recovers money for the industrial injury.

Thus, it

appears that Williams is asking that Blue Cross be ordered not to put claimant or
his counsel on notice of the Blue Cross claim.
If Blue Cross were to follow Williams' wishes, Williams' counsel would
then argue that the Blue Cross claim is unenforceable because it never gave
claimant notice of its intent to seek subrogation or reimbursement.
Blue Cross is entitled to put claimant (or claimant's counsel) on notice that
it is entitled to be reimbursed in the event claimant settles his workers
compensation claim.

In any event, however, as Williams freely admits, as the

case law demonstrates, and as the exhibits to Williams' May 13 brief prove, this

Blue Cross Memorandum Regarding Does the Industrial Commission Have Jurisdiction to Decide
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Commission has no jurisdiction over the Blue Cross claim. Jurisdiction for this
dispute lies with the District Court.
If Williams truly believes he is entitled by law to an order that Blue Cross
may not send letters informing claimant or his counsel of Blue Cross' contractual
claim, he must seek such an order from the District Court, not from the Industrial
Commission.
The Industrial Commission should therefore dismiss this declaratory
judgment action.

The District Court has exclusive jurisdiction to resolve the

dispute between Williams and Blue Cross.

?J

Dated this ~ day of June, 2009.

Timothy C. Walton
Attorneys for Blue Cross of Idaho
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Timothy C. Walton
Attorneys for Blue Cross
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PATRICK W. WILLIAMS,
Petitioner,

)
)
)

-vs-

)
)
)

BLUE CROSS OF IDAHO,

)

I.C. No. 2006-509079
PETITIONER'S RENEWED PETITION
FOR DECLARATORY RELIEF

)

~R~e~s~p~o=n~d~e~n~t~.

____________________ }

COMES NOW the Petitioner, Patrick Williams, by and through
his attorney, Joseph Jarzabek, and hereby incorporates

a~

if set

forth in full herein the argument of attorneys Alan Hull and
Joseph Jarzabek set forth in the transcript of the hearing
conducted June 2, 2009 in the matter of Heather L. Huntley,
Claimant, v. Wal-Mart Associates, Inc., Employer, and American
Home Assurance Co., Surety, Defendants, I.C. No. 2008-015035,
labeled Exhibit nA q and attached hereto.
The argument of counsel and case citations set forth in the
transcript of oral argument is submitted as argument to the
PETIT10NER'S RENEWED PETITION
FOR DECLARATORY .RELIEF

-1-
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Joseph Jarzabek
ELSAESSER JARZABEK ANDERSON
MruRKS ELLIOTT & McHUGH, Chtd.
Attorneys at Law
102 S. Euclid Avenue, Suite 307
P.O. Box 1049
Sandpoint, ID 83864
(208) 263-8517; Telephone
(208) 263-0759; Facsimile
Idaho State Bar No.
2678
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION, STATE OF IDAHO
PATRICK W. WILLIAMS,
Petitioner,
-vs-

)
)
)
)
)

I.C. No. 2006-509079
PETITIONER'S RENEWED PETITION
FOR DECLARATORY RELIEF

)

BLUE CROSS OF IDAHO,
~R~e~s~p~o~n~d~e~n~t~.

)
)

_____________________ )

COMES NOW the Petitioner, Patrick Williams, by and through
his attorney, Joseph Jarzabek, and hereby incorporates as if set
forth in full herein the argument of attorneys Alan Hull and
Joseph Jarzabek set forth in the transcript of the hearing
conducted June 2, 2009 in the matter of Heather L. Huntley,
Claimant, v. Wal-Mart Associates, Inc., Employer, and American
Home Assurance Co., Surety, Defendants, I.C. No. 2008-015035,
labeled Exhibit "A" and attached hereto.
The argument of counsel and case citations set forth in the
transcript of oral argument is submitted as argument to the
PETITIONER'S RENEWED PETITION
FOR DECLARATORY RELIEF
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Commission in this matter.
Petitioner seeks from ths Commission its order directing
sureties to cease and desist from asserting liens against injured
workers and/or their attorneys who pursue a claim before this
Commission.

Tit~e

72 provides no authority for an

employer/surety, creditor, or any other party to serve any lien
on any worker or his counsel.

An order prohibiting service of a

lien and prohibiting demand claims being sent the worker and his
counsel is within the jurisdiction of this Commission.

While the

Commission has no jurisdiction to determine the validity of any
debt asserted it does have authority to enter an order
prohibiting creditors from asserting liens in workers
compensation cases.
Petitioner hereby makes renewed request this Commission
enter a declaratory ruling which enjoins all sureties, medical
service providers and other creditors from serving on any
claimants' counsel lien notices relating to workmans compensation
recovery.
DATED

for Petitioner

PETITIONER'S RENEWED PETITION
FOR DECLARATORY RELIEF
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Ronald D. Coston
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Boise, ID 83720-0044
and served by facsimile transmission to:
Industrial Commission at 208-332-7558
Mr. Walton at 208-345-0288 and
Mr. Coston at 208-332-2213
June, 2009.
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HEATHER L. HUNTLEY,

)
)

Claimant,

IC 2008-015035

)
)

)

~

)

WAL-MART ASSOCIATES, INC.,

)
)

Employer,

)
)

and

)
)

AMERICAN HOME ASSURANCE CO.,

)
)

Surety,
Defendants.

)
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15

18

Okay. Ms. lluntiey,

7 Baskin, I'm me of the Itxlusb:ial Calmissioners. To II§' left
is Camrl.ssil:mer l41ynazd am to !If right is ('amri ssi oner
9 LiIIbangh. Also present at t:a:!ay's hearing are Alan Bull and
10 1lmy stsmt ~ E!!ploye:r slash surety. We are en
11 the recxm:i ar.d ~ will ptea:ei with the 00ari.ng that was
12 scbedu1ed fat this 1ID1'Ding.
i 13
We are here today pursuant to Rule 18 (eI) of the
14 Jodici.al RIlles of Pract:i.ce am PIooodm:e m the Omni ssi.cm I s

)
)

18
119
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!20

21

!

22

21

; 22
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23
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U

25

IlK 1'1 ~ that the abave-entitled matter cama

1 attadled

c:Ioomao.ts. It

swears to us that the c.l.a:immt did

2 en regalarly fat hea:rirq before the Incilsttial Calmi..ssioo of

2 x:ecaive au:e for her injury that was austensihly related

stata erE Idaho, mmpnr:jng at 10:30 a.m., m !'tsday,
4 Jane 2, 2009, at 700 S. Cleatwat:er Lane, Boise, Idaho, before

4 surety cBrl.ed reEf01s:ib:ility for that trea:tuent.

3 the

5 C!a:.i.xmm R.D. H!:yDard, Ccmnissiooer ib:mIs
6 Omgj mooer 5h:uas Baskin.

~,

am

awea:rs to be also true that the
It

awears

to us that the Imp sam sett1arsrl: agreemmt restllves the
6 <p!Stion of 1IIbether or DOt that treated o::mdition is related
7 to the 1IOrlt aa:i.dmt am it also swears to be hue that the
llJIp S1lll prq;oses the paynent of sate rms;deration fat the
9 msoJ.nt:i.cn of that disputed issue.
1 10
!1m thing that is less clear to us fran the recxm:i
is 1IIbether or DOt tbete are, in fact, ou.tstar.ding disputed
I
: 12 rq>aid b:i.l1s fran Dr. Rust or fran sate other payor ar.d the

9

III

11

12

i
'" 13 teaSCIl that that is of ccmcem to us is that it is the
14 Omni ssicm' s view that if tbete are, in fact, outstar.dinq

.

13

APPEARANCES

14
15 For the Cl.aimmt:

Joe E. JaJ:zabek, Esq.

15 uedi.oal b:i.l1s that are the SIilject of mso1ution by this llJIp

~:mLllll'

If>

1'1

19

1mk-caused o:mditial. It

5

10

18

3

to a

For the Dafendants:

1400 N N:IrI::booood Oeater ct lie
O::lear d 'lUsle, Idaho 838l.4

16

Alan liiU, Esq.

17
18

~:mLllll'

P.O. llcx 7426
Boise, Idaho 8370l

19

20

20

21

21

22

i 22

23

I 23

24

24

25

25

sam sett:l.ement agte!iISIlt am for wbich the cl.aiIlBnt has
x:ecaiVEd the paynent of sate rms:irieration, fum, t:IXISe hills
sboald be resolved in sate fashial at the tiue of the lmp
sam sett:l.ement agreamnt am our ccmcem is that if - if it
is pxcposed by claluent that claimant has DO cbl:i.gation to
resolve these hills, then, the cJ.a.immt r.tfJ.Ij be SIilject to
further litigation 00wnst:r:eam of the Camrissicm's ~ of
the agxeen:mt am we question 1IIbether that is a r:esolutial
that is in the best .interest of the c1aimmt.
Mr. Jarzabek, fran the brief that :yoo have file:i it

2
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V. WALMART - JUNE 2, 21._
1 ~

to

lIe

to be your position that you have neither the
to pay any SU!lS fran the pmceeds of

lm, this resolution was reached be~ 00

2 chliqation nor the right

to resolve outstandinq disputed tmpa.id bills am
4 if that's the case \>Ii! cb have a cc:mcem about awrov:ing this
3 seti:J.em!:nt

2 cmpetent ro:msel and with the info:med CX!USeIlt of II¥ client.

I3

4

5 and otl:er 1unp sum sett:l.Emmts, since it is our experience

5

to resolve

6

6 that llDSt uad:lers of the c1a:inant I s bar attalpt

mtters oontaIporaneoos with or prior to the execution
1unp sum and to decline to cb that \>Ii! believe srbjects
the claimant to ~ ad:iitional risk of litiqation. But
we are here to hear you out on this and to IlBke - and to
reserve jtxi;,1mnt until \>Ii! hear what you have to say. I think

7 these

7

B of the

8

9

9

10
11

12 with that int:rodactioo. Mr. Jarzabe'I:, we IiOIlld entertain any
13 o::mlE!Ilts you cate

to IlBke to persuaOO us that this lImp is

14 one that \>Ii! slmld

ag:n:ove.

l4l..~:

15

~

c1a:inant was injumd Mm:h 6th of

16 'OS. 'lhls is a SI!ell clalm. We have seven att.ol:ne¥s in this
office am bellEen eight. am 13 staff~. If you 0lIE in
18 this office am want to hire us bom1y, the b:il.l.i.nq starts at
19 150 to tlu::ee to five Inmdred for ibrd Elsaesser per lm:r.
20 M:lst at:1:om!ys 14> natth here 00 mt take c1.aitm like this
21 l>ilhete they are SI!ell cl.a.iJm. ihe cl.aimmt cxnt:acte:i our
22 off:i.o= am I usually have bebeen 00 am four aaxnnbtents
23 per day by tel epOOne cxnfet'E!!lCS. 'IIIen you cal1q off:i.o= you
24 cbl't get an affia! lJ£ie1:i.Iq initially, because \>Ii! ~ too
25 IIBllj' inquiries, because IIDSt atl:otne,ys in these mrthetn
17

I111

10

! 12

ht we cb tmen \>Ii! negotiate these claims is we provide our
clients with o:¢es of your IeO'mt Irrlustrial Ccmrri ssioo
dscisions, so they can see what peq>le are being awardEd and
what peq>le are being denied am that helps than d:cid=
whether or rot they want to aoocpt an ammt. In tems of
the Olnnissioo's cc:mcem about having!!edical providers paid,
the statute says nothing about the best int:eIest of !llld:i.cal
providers and it's II¥ c¢nian that it nay well be IlSlpractice
for any att:omey to pay over Il'OIlies that by statute are
E!mipt to o:e:ii.tors. file positian of the Ccmrri ssion that
rot ag:n:ove or nay rot ag:n:ove an ag.teSIBlt l:ecause
that a tlOrker <bin the toad nay fare a

'113 they will

4 they are 'I«l'Cied
1

115 cnJ..lecticn action fran a service provider is rot rea1lY
16 addressed by statute or by case law. I haven't been able to
11 find any I beamse what \>Ii! are t:a.lkilq about is the position
118 of the parties today. ht 00 we lcnar today. We are rot

119

I20

l.ook:iDJ at

~.

'lliere is abool:utely ro evitElce that

any of the lIEdical expense that is iIx:m:r:e:i in a d.i.sprte:I.

claim l>ilhete 00 belefits are paid is Iel.ated to the injm:y.
'lllat's a 1eapbeinq!lBde by the Camrissjon. In fact, the
23 surety -- am in these Imp sum agreeuents states that,
24 basically, it ramins a disputed c:.Urlm. ~ fact that a
25 client of mine or a mrla!r wIxl is a client of any attorney

I:~

------ ---------- ----- - - - - - - - - - r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 ~ to settle their claim cbesn I t establish that the
1 oounties, Bamer am BoondaIy, 00 rot cb 1tOrk CXllp. In fact,
2 treatnmt they re:sivel is related to that :i.njuIy. So, if
2 I d:m' t lcnc7.f of any that cb it on a .tegDlar basis.
3 the client says I xeserve the right rot to pay these
3
I talked with the cl.aimmt ~ Mm:h 5th of 'OS
4 p:wviders, because the statute says I cbl't have to am Jlf
4 and M!.Y 21td of 'OS am ElIqiI ai raJ to bet what she llE!IlCEd to
5 cb llith lfalmu:t, that it was q qrl.nion they sbJuld prov:i.d:

5 pnx::s!ds are exBlpt, I can :ceori:ve a tbllar today or I can

am at the sane tine file
am that III'lIlI!!.Y is exaIpt.

IE CXIlpE!IlSation pa:ymsnt. She cI:i.d that. !!bey denied it.

6 reaci.ve 100,000 cbllars today

7 She

7 bankruptcy

8

bited lie M!.Y 23rd of '08. !!bey still Iefused to pay.
~ o::mplaint was filai Au:/USt 22:Ixi of lOS am in their
IlIlStIE!r Septad:ler 5th of 'OS they denied belefits 1eIe cine.
So, the diffeI:enoe bebIeen this claim am the claim
or c1.aitm that are sooetilIes settled by Imp sum sett:l.Emmt
is in De of those claims CXJl1?E!IlS8±io belefits are paid am
the prlmIrily issues bei.r.q resolved are the issues of
iupaimmt d:i.sIIbility. 1Ilere you have denied cl.a.iJm, the
claimmt is goi.D;J to ~ mtbi.D;J unless she wins at beari.Ig.
btl s this claim. ihls affia! will rot advance CXlSts to rp
to beaJ::i.D;l CIlI this claim. ihe teaSOIl \>Ii! 101 1t advance IXlSi:s
is beamse this settl.enB1t is reasonable giving the!!edical

8

6

9
10

11
12

13
14

15
16
17

18

19 recotds

20

to date on bl:la:tnslt.
So, if yoo cb rot I!}:PIOW this 1unp SIJIl agreerent,

21 then, I will withdraw

am I

will cb that 00 other cases as
22 !ell where the -- l>ilhete the claim is of a value that cbes mt
23 ~

the advancmsrl: of oosts in tz::y.iDg the case. iben I
24 tty a case before you oomally we have advanced SCIlI!!IIhere
25 between 00 or three am five t:l:wsand just in oosts.

b , the cauniss:i.oo might

9 might

a

rot like that, p:z:ov:i.dats

rot like that, but mrl:il. the leg:i.s.latm:e ~ the

10 law, that's the law.
~ teaSOIl

11

I provided the

I 12 - incx:a;potated the itms in

SUfPl.Em:ntal J:rief am

the other case is because that

13 briefing that I cI:i.d :in the other

ease, E!mis, was actually

14 m:xr:e briefing fran the briefing d:me by the Att:amey

15 G:merall s Office in the First Jtrlic:ial D:i..sb:ict before a
16 district

oom:t j1rl}a on their IIDf:ion to dismiss for lack of

jm:isdi.cti.CIl. And so that ease, Ennis, was
ant in the msgistrate ooart: of the First Judi.cial

17 srbject!latter

18 tlu:oItl

19 D:i..sb:ict at the sane tine CMsley was beirq litigated and the

was an issue of oontract am
that ruling, tmen we cI:i.d the petition for extraordiMry writ
am aska:I the ooart: to. intervene am overrule the 1l8gi.sttate I
the Sqlr;aie Coort decl:ined to cb that, which iDdicated to lie
that they l:elieved it was a !latter of cxntract.
So, when ODe injumd 'I'mker 'IIilo g:JeS and rece:i:ves

20 nagistrate ooart: ruled that it
'21

22
23

24

25
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1 llSdical treabrent aIXi CMeS for that treabmnt, that's a
i 1
~ BASKIN: What!Jawens when Dr. Rust or one
2 contract l:lebe:n them aIXi the d::cior aIXi I have found nothlng I 2 of his other providmJ wID pwvided cate here -- radiolcxj:ist r
3 for exanple, !IBkes a damnd upoo your client for paynent
3 in the law that gives the CamIissioo jurisdiction to enforc:e
4 cxmtracts l:etween mrkers aIXi ne:Iical seIVice provi.cEs. It
4 after tbe ~ of this agreenent?
5
MR. J1!RZMlEK: Well, they can xmke a damnd aIXi tbe
5 cm:tainly isn't in this client's interest - this cWnant's
6 client can either pay them out of the fmrls she received or
6 interest to not have the agteEm!!lt awmved, because, then,
7 not. And if she chesn' t pay them, then, they can sue her.
7 she gets no!:h:i.D;J, so - aIXi, J'OIllcw.f 1 until the SupmIe
CXM4ISSICNElR Jll\SKlN: lily lOIl.dn' t -8 Cotn:t issues a dec:i..sia1 on whether or not the CamIission can
MR. J1!RZMlEK: She's l:ebiIrl on her rent right DI:M, so
9 cms.i.der paymmt to nedical seIVice providers or c.ms.ider
10 she can pay the rent out of SCIIe of these fmrls or not, and
10 paynent to Blue Cross - Blue Shield as a cood:ition preced:!nt
i 11 if she chesn' t, tbe la!rlI.ord can sue her. She can pay her
11 iD awroval of a Jmp SIlII agreem:nt - until they decide that
12 issue, it is !If cpiDion that that falls 0Irl:side the realm of
12 power bill or not out of these fmrls until she gets another
13 the CixmrisUco looking at the I.:est inf:etest of a cWnant,
13 jd:> aIXi if she OOesn' t the power CXJlIlaIlY can sue her. i1le
14 fact that a m;rlical provider treats an injuIai lUkar is no
14 I:ecause to lIS that's no diffeIalt than saying" have J'OIl paid
15 :?WI' reM l have you paid your power bill, have you paid this,
15 guarantee that that injured lUkar is going iD ever receive
16 an,ytbing or that that injured l«lI:ker will be able to hil:e an
16 have:yoo paid this creditor. So, that's !If position. l>¥
17 p:lS.iticn is based en statute aIXi ease law aIXi I ch believe it
11 attorney to z:epresent their inf:etest or that they will
18 is zm.lpract:i..a! for an attorney to turn fmxls over to a
/ 18 prevail at bearinq. If a lunp S1lIl ag:teeIBl.t: is not ~
19 creditor wlme there is a specific statutoIy el!elption.
19 and the cl.a.:immt pmc:eEds to hearing aIXi loses, her prorider
20 '!bank you.
20 is not paid. i1le provider -- the statute cbes not previa:
21
CXHm!SICIiER B!\SKIN: Mr. Ja.rza.bek, I«lUld J'OIl aqtee that
21 for 1m';{ nedical service provider to be in on Jmp S1lIl
22 :yoo have recei'W!d or it is ptqxlSed that you will receive
22 settlarent Dl!lptiation. i1le z:eascn that J'OIl have a Jmp S1lIl
23 SOlIS l!ID!y in bmxi for the :r:esalut:i.oo of whether or not your
23 agreem:nt is because one party is pay.inq IlOte than they
24 client: is entitl.ei to the pa,yIIBlt of tlx>se disprt.ed m:dical
24 I:elieve they should pay aIXi one party is ~ less than
25 bills? I:Xlesn 't this lunp SIlII antic:ipate that - that part of
i 25 what they believe they am entillirl to receive. 'nlat is a
I
i

to your client is against the
d!ance that :yoo will p:evail CIl the issue of whether or not

1 the cmsidet:ation that is paid
2

3 that

11

I
I

1 fair CXIIptaIli.se. But the

tx:eat:m:nt is lX.llpE!lSI!b'Ie or :r:elated to the 1IOd:

6

4

5 So, I really - I tbilIk the intent of that 6l!I:lIlption statute
6 is to say the best inf:etest cif the cl.ainmlt can be ad:imssai

Itt J.A'RZII'E!BI.t:Well, what she is receiving l!ID!y for is

a o::uprcmi se of ber rights - she's giving up ber ri.ghts to

7 ptooeed to bearing IIIld have J'OIlI the Carmi ssi on I datermi.ne
8

9

10
11

12
13
14
15

exacl:ly what beDefits she's entitled to receive. Sol that
laIld. a:Jvel' rID I inpai T!!I9!!t disability I retraining, mileage
reiuhlISEIIBlt - everything. M:dical. expense, past, future,
pz:esent, everyt:hinq. It's a o:IIplXIIIi.se of a dispnted claim.
CXltm!SIQIER B!\SKIN: Is it ~ for you to
xetain the porti..al of that umey that is paid to cx:np:rmise
ontst:axxIi.D,J m:dical bills?
tIR. J.A'RZII'E!BI.t: Well, first: of all, I'm not ratai.ninq the

7

I::¥ the C'1l'IIIri ssion,

but we am going

9 intexest::inq that the el!elption is in Title 72. It's not in
Atxi there are very few exenpt:i.ons by

I 10 SCIIe other sect:i.a1.

11 statute in Idaho that protect peqiI.e fmn cre:ti.tors. '1hi.s

12

!Jawens to he one of than.

17

CXltm!SIQIER B!\SKIN: I 1lIlLi:a:slaIxl. Your client.
~.~:

l>¥ client bas

14 OOspitals - there is a specific statute that says that
15 OOspitals can't gJ after 'Imk CXIIp proa!eds aIXi I

117

a statutory right to not

I

out of that m::s:ey. 'nla.t' s what the
elI!!Ip1::i.cm is for. i1le m;rlical service p:r;ovider didn't hil:e

19 pay anp::e anyt::hi.l:q

So I I can

the Chmrissioo, but the best interest to be acib:essed in the

not the best inf:etest of the IIEd:i.cal
utility CX1!pI!lly or anyone other than
20 the cWmmt aIXi the eapl.o,yer sm:ety.
18 lunp san proceed:i.ngs is

19 service prov:i.<Ers or the

~ PASICIN:

Atxi

have bit 1lp:ll the issue.
detetmininq whether this

21

22

22 We are inf:etested in this inqai.Iy in

23

25

10

cite that

awreciate the CXlIla!In of

21 lIS, she did, aIXi I oonld have ISlt -

24

taken this claim this is a smill. end claim. I oonld ha've well taken this
claim aIXi there o:mld have been no settlarent aIXi I nay or
nay not have tried it end IlOte likely than not I«lUld not have
advanced CXlSts to try it.

In fact, in the ht:ief':i.IlJ that we

13 ha've dODe in the Blue Cross easel we p:dnt out that even

16 in the other brief:i.ng.

18

to harness that a little

8 bit. We am giv.i.ng than this statutoIy el!elption - it's

16 IfDfS'J.

20

to receivel is also receiving less beca:ose she bas
to pay an attorney aIXi she bas to pay 1m';{ cnsts advano:d.

3 entitled

4 ao:::ident? AIen't j'CIl receiving SCIIe umey for that?

5

party - in this ease the lI1OI:lcer

2 wOO is IeCeiving less than what she believes she'd be

j'CIl

23 settlarent is in the best inf:etest of your client aIXi if :yoo
24 have received IIID!Y in bmxi for the :r:esaluticn of whether or

I

25

not your c.lient is a:rtitled to the paynent of disputed
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1 llEdical

1 and say if we win we will pay you in a I«lrlc cmp cl.a:ilII,

2 fashion to

2 because I think that is nalpract:i.os!.

hills and :yet yon decl.ine to disburse it in sam
those wOO r.ray have a cl.a:ilII for those :EuOOs, yon' re
3 subj~ your client to the risk of sub~t litigatioo.,
4 which we t:bink oould be avoided if yon OOalt with the natter

front end and, Mr. Jarzabek, I«:! aren't suggesting to
to pay ons hundred celts on the t:bl.lar,
7 these natters are q.pically oe;ptiated with the ~ and
B all of this is wrzq:ped 'q) at or around the tine of the ltllp
9 SIJll. set.tl.a!ent, why wooldn't yru 00 so in this case? It
10 sealS to us that rather than 00 that, yon' re atl:a:!pt:i..txJ to
11 have it oo.th ways, keep:i.n;J the p.tOCSE!CIs of sett.l.em:nt, which
12 'heIe paid to yon in o:tIpIaIIi.se of the disputed mrli.cal bill
13 and attsrptinq to stiff the pmvid=rs wOO provided those
14 services. illy is that in your client's best interest IIilen
15 J'OIllre SlIbject:.mJ l:er to SlbseqJlent lawsuits, litigation,
5 00 the

6 J'OIl that yon have

16 either l:efore the Cannissioo or in district oourt?

17

11(.

JlIRYlIBli:K: I'm oot hi.tai to get mrli.cal serv:i.o:

IB ptovidets paid. I'm hi.tai to

get 1If client's a:.npensation

19 benefits for which she's mtitled md!r the act. I OCnlt

20 stiff JII!diaIl p:qUe, because I 0Cn I t give 1If client's IrOOe:l

aws.y 1t1en tbere is an exa!pt.ioo, that S<!'JS I sIxW.dn' t. And
22 cxntraIy to your statamnt, I believe - let 1m :rq:fu:ase it.
23 iMt case - and I nentionEd Blue fhield is goin;J to the
24 Scp.tem Court. If I«:! lose I«:! will aweal it and if tOOy lose
25 they will EglE!al it. And if we lose at the St:pta!e Court, I
21

~

liISIi.IN: Okay. bnk you, coousel.
we have :yet to hear fran you.
MR. l!ULL: ~ you, Your Honor. And I'm going to just
6 ronfire llf{self to the cmfines of 72-404 and explain to you
7 'llbat our position is in the case. I will have to cx:mrent
s 1lJ:X'Il this mx:: actiCJl thing as part of that, but I want the
9 camxi.ssial to md!rstand em position in the case. ~ case
10 alleges an aa:ri.de1t OOCllrring (Jl March ltd - or 5th, 2008.
11 Says she was <hi..tq l:er IIOtIlBl. mrk atrl injutedl:er 'llfPt=C
12 extmuities. Accoxding to the notice of injmy she gave
13 notica on M3.y 2nd, 2008. It was fiJ..lerl aut (Jl M3.y 5th, 2008.
14 11le then adjuster entered what I'm - I'm sony. Just a
1
15 secxm. let 1m - Atgela l!arter investigated it and issued a
16 denial letter to cl.a.imant on M3.y 19, 2008, and 'llbat she
17 di.soJvered when she inwstigated was there was 00 specific
18 accident alleged to cl.aiD:ed to have oo:::u.rred. It wasIl' t
19 .tep:Itted for alnost 60 days atrl1lhen she saw Mrs. Iluntley' s
20 IIEdi.ca.l IeO:ll'd, she cEtermi.ned atrl di.sroveted that, in fact,
21 Mrs. Btmtley bad been a lmJ tine pa.tient of Dr. Rust, be
I 22 treated l:er (Jl JuDe - or July 18, 2006, for chxari.c back
i
23 pUn. '-hit cmt:i.m:led. lie treated l:er mmy other itms and
24 had an orq:xi.Iq relationship with her. We Iaxlw fran the
25 act:ual rea:lIds of Dr. Rust he saw her for chrarlc back.
3

4 Mr. Hull,

13

15

-. - .. - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 will tell you right 'IDtI that I believe that a cEc:::i.s:im,
(Jl 1m it's 1Ii07.'Chi, will e:IIpOSe Em'J attamey wOO
3 bas paid over IrOOe:l in - in cmb::avention of that elISIption
4 statute, to malpractice acticms. iban I«:! have an exa!ptial
2 ~

em film specialires in benefits in law. It parb:ler FoIrl
Elsaesser, wOO is the pmsid=nt of the 1IIIerican BanIc:rl¢cy
7 Institute, he axgued in the case before the U.S. S!p:em
B Court to dlange banIa:uptcy law in Idab;) and to use the mtd
9 stiff, I resent that. 1b.t I 00, if PI hire 1m, is I loclc
10 at the law and I tell J'OIl li!bat yrur p.rotect::i.CJl are, and
11 there is an exeupt:ic:m and there is 00 Idab;) St:pta!e Ccmt
12 case as of txday that c.i.rcaIwnts that exB!pi:icm enacted by
13 the legislature and elSIption specifically states J'OIl 00 oot
14 have to pay cx:a:litors. ht' s li!bat it S<!'JS. b O:mIli.ssioo
15 lIllY oot me it, PI r.ray call it sti.ffiIq the mrli.cal service
16 provider, rut it I S a right of 1If client and I npresent 1If
17 client. I have never D':'!gOtiated with - cmtraIy to li!bat you
18 state, (Jl the lmp SIJll. a:greem:nts I cb oot - it's a tate
19 ocmsiCJl tIlat I - (Jl mhalf of a client I necptiate a
20 JII!diaIl bill that IS out:st:IlI:dinq. ht I cb tsllll§" clients
21 is after j'OU settle the case if J'OIl want to go to the cbctor,
22 it I s oot a bad idea to go in tbere and say I owe you a
23 thoosand cb1lars, I III give you 250. I III give J'OIl 500. And
24 that's what I«:! did in this case. ibatls what - and that was
25 1If adrioe to this client. But I never ever go to a d:xJtor
5 6

14

1 strain, which he ind:icated bad. been du:onic as of J\:ily 18,
2 2006. She bad ooly been lIOIk:i.ng for us for ab:lu.t a m:mth at
3 that t:ine. Be cmt:i.m:led to treat her (Jl 8/1/06 for c!m::ci.c
4 back strain. Be treated l:er 00 8/15/06 for chrarlc back
5 strain. .lIqain, (Jl 8/23/06. en Septa!ber 12th, 2006, again
6 dlranic back. strain. .lIqain, (Jl 12/4/06 dn:onic back strain.
7 Again, Ql 12/18/06 ciltal:ic haok. strain. Be was also treating
8 l:er for prd:ll.eIm she bad. bad. with adii.ction to qri.oids and
9 net:ha:b!e. lie saw l:er on Jammy 8, 2007, for, again,
10 dllmic back strain, a.lm,J with anxiety in a situatun with
11 droqs. cn 2/22/07 be treated her for a pm:sa1Illity d:i.sordsr,
12 as \leU as ca:r:pal tnm:.el. cn 3/14/07, a year before the
13 situation, saw hlm again for cbraric haok. stIain, c:hemical
14 ckp:ndenqy. 4/4/07 the sane, chemical depe.;e",";y. cn 1/20
15 - or 4/20/07 c!m::ci.c back pain and I'l!Il:OOtic wit:b:lrawa1.
16 4/20/07 dllmic pain. Be was ~ l:er off the !diictive
17 dm:ls. cn 5/9/07 he cmti.mes to b:eat her for l:er ad1i.ction
18 to chemi.cal ~ • .lIqain, on 5/21/07. cn 6/15/07,
19 again, chemi.cal ~. Sane 00 6/29. lie sees l:er again
20 on 8/22/07 for chr:cmic back pain. He see her (Jl 9/l2/07 I six
21 IlPIlths before the alleged - 'llbatever ~ - for
I 22 ce:v:ical disk, saying her neck's bothering her. Sees her

123
124
I 25

I

again

(Jl

9/19.

~

RIISm: Mr. lMl?
1£. BOLL: lie oontinue to see her.
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0lMISSICNER !'ASliIN: Sony to interrupt you. I gat th9
drift of it and lim a little bit 1.IIlIXIIlfortable goin;r too !Il.lCh
3 into th9 facts of th9 case since --

1 the

actioo where you decide this , but it's very clear to IIe that
UIlder 802 benefits are IX>t assignable, exccptas to child
5 support. The Idaho J.e;jislature I think IIede it very clear in
6 this -- men they wrote this act that they did IX>t want
7 creditors gett::iJlg liens 00 balefits, so that th9 c:reditors
8 can step in and be payees on tha cbeck ard take a cInmk of
9 these dlecks. ~ alllant' that clrild support was put in,
10 I:eca.use the feds put it in on us. 72-223 cbes give a limitai
11 right of subrcgatioo, but only to an arpl.oye:r or surety wOO
12 has paid benefits and the cause of that accident is th9 fault
13 of a i:biJ:d party tort feasor. 'lhete is oothinq in th9 act
! 14 anywhere that gives any ptefereIlQ; to any other c:reditor.
I 15 You cb have the right 'llllCt:r 803 to awwve att:om!y's fees
I
:16 and IIed:ical fees, but you have chle that pursuant to tile fee
17 scbednle. I think it's clear in the Pena. case that ~ you
18 scbednle these fees and yon have chle that in a nedical fee
19 scbednle, yon can't go I::le!:iarl that. I think the IXIllrt Iel.ied
20 qxm the fee scba:Iule.
21
So I l'lben jOIl look at this I to SDgJeSt that you have
22 to take into oonsi derati.oo these claims of the phyl!i.cians, I
23 d::n' t think is right. You d.:>n I t ha-ve juri.sdicticn m:rl:!r th9
24 act. You cb have the ability to say what's in her best
25 in1:etast. Arrl if you have to oonsider her futm:e p:Itential,

Itt BULL: let!Ie--

0lMISSICNER PASKIN: -- we nay need to hw: this thing
6 at scm pililt.
~.BULL:

Yru gat

8 preexist:in:J neck pain,

tm drift.

act. But I d.:>n't think you can go outside and do that.
act and I awreciate you have a m::

2 And. men I look at this

2

7

..::UV~

She bas a lot of

shoulder pain. In January she 00esn 't

9 ~ aIIj' iooident or aa:rl.cEnt oxarrinq.

She gives
alnost at th9 eai of 60 days - c:ertain1y IX>t as soon
11 as pracl:ical. The cWm is investigatai and cEnied. The
12 st.lIety rearlved ale billing fran Dr. Rust. The billing is
13 for 70 cbll.ars. The date of servioo was 6/4/08. en 6/4/08
14 -- I'm goID,j to read tm IX>te fran Dr. Rust. Heather
15 Huntl.ey. Chmical r\:peOOeooy. Patient continues to atteai
16 ueet:iIx}s. IhiIq well that way. He filled her IIed:icati.oo
1 7 today. She remri.ns fu:tx:t:i.aIa1 and well. Remrlns ret:XJVerj
18 with slash her CD issues. She will fo1.l.ow up in OM lIOIlth.
19 1bat's tm only tlrllq l¥! bills for. Be saw her for her
20 d:lemi.ca1 di:fetleq. ~ chl't know if it's CD d:u:ooic disk
21 or oervicaJ. disk or l¥! CXlIll.d also di.agoose COli cbsessi:ve
22 cmpalsi:ve disorder. ~ dslied ~ biJ.l.inq. '!bat's the only
23 hilli.nq l¥! sent Us sayi:nq yon Ole us for work cmp.
24
~ have dslied this cl.alln 00 a llIl!Iber of basis.
25 Ole is t:bete is no aa:rl.cEnt damnstratai ~ in any of
10 ootice

19

17

1 liahili.tyI that's fiDe, but if yon start sa:y.i.nq you're going
is t:bete is a l£O,J histoty of pxesdstiD.1
2 to have to pay this lien and that lien -- an exauple a
DIIee is we reject tOO Carmiss:i(]l decisial in
3 mteria1!!'e!l' s lien or a uechanic's lien or a tax lien or aIIj'
Flo:I:es, we chl't think it's "Hll i cable .in this case. In
4 other lien oo.t t:bete, we nay eai up with 50 payees 00 our
Flo:I:es she did IX>t give IX>tice as soon as practicable I even
tha:Igh it nay have been tedmically within the 60 days, and
5 heoefits dlecks after the sett.l.atEnt - ~te a
we believe we are prej1xiiced thereby and she l!IlSt gi-ve notice
6 settl.arent. til ~te a satt:1.eaent, spetrl six nonths
7 fi.gu:rinq oo.t all the 1j enlcl denl, put than 00 the c:ileck, we
as SOCIl as practicable with -- or 60 days at the very
8 will inter:pleed eve.tj'b:::dy in fIatt of the Camrl.ssian and you
ocd:s:i.cia. !late is case law sayi:nq pIt cl.alln my be barred
9 can dsc:ida wOO gets what. I think you're heading d::m a
if jOIl chl't cb it earlier: and jOIl have denied it that W<I!J.
At page b«l of tm l:mp SIlIII setI:l.eaent we point out
10 ~ slqle if you start giving pteferenca even to a
tile:a:eascm for our denial and we have said we are eeI±l.iIr]
11 m!d:i.cal provider I S1ldl as Blne Cross, Blne Srl.el.d, or other
00 a cEnied basis. ~ have cEnied any mspaDs:ih:ility for the
12 cao::i..er. It is IX>t al.lowa1 tmder the act. b Jsj:i..sla.t:ur
cla.im ard we a:nt::iIme to cb so. ~ l:eliave that t:bete is
13 Il!lde it very clear they did not want liens and that was a
tsally little dlaDce that she 0XIld pmva.il at hearing. 1bat
14 right that every Carmi ssioo I have ever pract:ioed in front of
bavinq been said -- and t:bete is lots of claims that cma
115 pmgram was very jeal.oo.sly guarded and tm oo1y break i:brcu;Pl
; 16 have been the cbiJ.d support and that was a :fErleral act. To
before this Ccmni s.erioo that are filed that way. ~ the
cWm is filed and we get in diso:lveIy it's a claim fcm::l
i 17 ~ that while -- I think it's t:roe, taki.nq it serious
18 what cbes she owe, the Dr. Rust tmder the 70 cbllar bill
that W<I!J, \:hey are resolved this W<I!J. 1011 have to dsc:ida
what's in her best in1:etast. 72-404 - as well as Walnmt.
19 cbesn' t stand in any diffeJ:ent sOOes than her lmil.oId or aIIj'
72-404 dlatges :yon with that. '!bat I believe in tbinq so you
20 other debts she CIIeS and this to be - oonsider that. I have
21 recently got - rece:i:ved a letter fran cxmsel for Blne Cross
are cmf:i.Md to tba confines of the act as the act is wdtten
by the Iclab:l legislatm:e ard intetpreted by tba IdaOO St.IpreIIe
22 saying when you pay benefits I put us 00 the I1!31:t:lemmt cbec.k.
23 I wrote than back and said I cbn f t believe :you have a lien
Ccmt. lOll cmroot go oo.tside the act in tbinq that. In
Btooks versus standard Insuranoe tm Suprem! Ccmt raled that ! 24 unless t:bete is a change in the - in the 1m: action. ~
the Cmmi ssioo has jm::isd:i.ct:ic over all issues ariai.tx.l utd:r '25 will advise men we settle. You can negotiate with

1 tile reo:n:ds. i\o
2 cmiiti.oos.

3
4

5

6
7

8
9
10

11
. 12
13

14
15
16

17

18
19
20

21
22
23

24
25
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can't d:l that. rhlther she chooses to pay than I can't -- I
can't d:l that. I can't force thEm am I can't force her
3 list on a luop
4 have provided

S1mI

to

paymrl: -- settl.e!!ent agz:ee:mnt me we

spaces outstandi.ng Iredical bills that want 1:0
your mHgation to detel:rniIle :in this

5 be paid. But it's

case, within the CXltlfines of the act, llbat' s in
her best interest. Certainly lie are fo:r:Eclosi.ng our
cbliga.tion for any m:rlical benefits that lie nay owe, we cb
not have liens.
cx:HaSSICH:R msKIN: imt's the significance of the
lanquage:in the lmp still wh:i.oh - wh:i.oh yon' Ie inviting us to
ad:pt as an order I wbi.ch says, quote, cl.a.:immt. mxlerstaOOs
am agxees that all nedical exp:nses are her Ie.."P'l'sfui H ty.

6 pa:rticular
7

I

8

9

10

11
12

13

14 Er:ld

i 15

It{.

;

16

quote.
Bi1Lt: 'lb:!y are her respons;hi Jj ty. If she cb:xlses

1:0 pay than, fiDe. If she d:lesn' t, that's her

17 l':eSf'""'sibi 1j ty . Dlat' s not our respmsibi 1; t,y . i1lat

was

18 lanquage that was actually dictated 1:0 us by the Cmmjssjon

a prchlsn with the lmp 1IOUl.d 9J
ti:n:otJ;Jh am six IlD!lths later SClJeO!l9 - ch, this hill wasn't
in tbexe. I just beame aware of the hill. b then
Cmmjssion, Defe:hdl and that group, dictated that J.m;jDage
to us am we have left it in ever since. If PI look at II§'
accx:mting section, it says incltxlinq loss of wage eanrl.tq .
a!pacity. i1lat was fran the lads case fran a dissent.

19 years tqJ when lie had
20
21
22

23

I 24
,25

i
ba've 1:0 'leigh cli.d Mrs. BIlnt1e,y have a chance at w.i.nnirq
this case am mat's her cbliga.ticn to Dr. Rust for a 70
3 chllar bill me b9 treated her for a cim;J adcI:i.cticm..
4 Dlat' s llbat you ha:ve to decrl.da :in cEtermininq 1IbetIm- this
1 j'OO

2

cx:HaSSICH:R msKIN: lmd if the cila.immt is xearivinq
lIl:Ila'J :in hand or if it is pIqlCII!!ed that she xeooive sam
1lDIlef:in hand to resolve this 70 chllar hill, if - if, as
you say, the cila.immt has no diligation to pay that pxov:i.der
or reiubrIrse that p:rov:iti:r in sara fasb:i.cm, lilly - why sIwld
we endorse a settJ.emmt that resolves that?

2 !:'ale

3
4

5
is :in her best interest. '.l1Iank PI.
, 6
~ msKIN: Mr. Hull -- Mr. Hull, di.dn't -7 dido' t Mrs. l!IlnUey xearive sam CXlIlSiI:Eration fran you for
It{. Bi1Lt: I'm sayinq -- llbat I'm sayinq is she has no
8 the remlution of that issm?
S cbliga.tion tmer the ~ CXIIJ.lE!!lSB.tion act. I cbl't Ian.f
9
I>R. Bi1Lt: We resolved all issues on a d:nied basis. We
9 if she has a health insu.raIx:e policy that zeqaixes her to
10 cli.d it because it was dleaper than txp.nq the case.
10 pay. I cbl't lttx:M that. ibat I'm sayinq is yon amnot,
11
~ msKIN: I UIlderstarxi, l:ut 11 under the Brooks case, 9J 0l1tside the o:xrf:ines of the act.
12
I>R. Bi1Lt: AId mmy cases are cb:e that way.
12 AId tbexe is not:hinq :in the act that :iDplses an diligation on
13 her or a riqht by Dr. Rust. She nay ha:ve an diligation. I
13
~ Bl\S!D: -:in fact, cbl't you ha:ve 1:0
14 d:m' t lttx:M that. I d:m' t lttx:M 'lib:> is paying it. She had
14 a:mcede that she cli.d xeooi:ve sam considen:l::i.al or it's
15 ptqlOSed that she will receive sam consideration fran PI
115 been his patient for yea:rs. I d:m' t li:nt::M who has been pay:inq
16 it.
16 for the resa1ut:ion of that oat:stand:inq hill, wbether it's ten
17 cerl:s en the c:bl1ar or 50 amts on the cbllar?
17
~ msKIN: lmd I think yon'Ie right, llbat IE
18
I>R. Bi1Lt: I cbl't agz:ee with that in - st:ricUy:in
. 18 are a.tt:mpt:inq to del:atmiJle here is tmether mxier 404 this
19 seI:tJ.slle:t is :in her best i.nteIest.
19 this case. ibm PI look at the hill b9 hilled am the
20
~. BOLL: Exactly.
20 services he Ierlem:i l yon lttx:MI she - we paid a oe:rta:in
21 !lIIOOIlt of crmsideration to her 1:0 l:e relieved of arJf
21
~ BI\S!ON: lmd.our IX1IlCSll is - if as Mr.
22 cbligation to her. Dr. Rust has no direct rights a¢nst us.
22 Jarzabek SUIJ.jeSts, b9 has DO c:illigation 1:0 treat with these
23 lble. !b m:dical provider d:les. imt that 00"I'etS - it
23 ~, then, b9 is stbjooting his client to a risk of
24 CX1'Iel:S all of our cbligaticns mxler the act. But to sit in
24 ~ litigation.
: 25
25 any one particular case am say yon get this or that, yon
It{. Bi1Lt: It seam 1:0 lie that that is an issue betIa:n
5 lmp

SlJIl

!

22
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client. ht I'm sa:ying is the act cbes
1 by her milical serrioe creditors am her petition might be
any jurisdict:im to act as a
2 thrown OIlt arrl, then, they ate going to get all this nmey
3 oo1J.eclian ageocy for the physician in any wc:y.
3 and so we think that yon need to go oot arrl cmpmnise this
<XM!ISSICNER lWlKIN: And that -4 debt and knock it cbm or we ate oot M to approve the
~. HIJLL: ret!le finish. But I oontinue to advise the
5 llll!p sum arrl we said, no, we think the exStption stmls and
6 CamJission evety tim:! I rm over here on one of these things,
6 so we d::m' t think that we have an chligatian to 00 that and
7 it I s still :your chligation to de1:el::mine what r s in the best
7 so yon di.dn I t approve her llll!p sum and we went ahead and
8 inteIest of the cl.a:inant arrl, yonlcncM, I just d::m't think
8 tried the case before yon am lost arrl we tpt nothiDq and I
9 :you can take that extra jmp - is the cbctor entitled to
9 think under CMsley that I oould file a tort cW.m against the
10 paynent OIlt of this cbec:k. ?llat' s rot in the act. And yon
10 Cam!ission for a denial of dIle p.tOCmS and fo.l.loIf it up with
11 canoot tp heyarl that arrl I think the 1egislatm:e is very
11 an actial in the district oourt. M:Jst ai:to:tD:!ys I have
12 clear in :insuriD:J it woo.l.dn' t l:e in the act. ibere n:ay l:e a
12 t:a1kai to miss the ~ of Owsley. The i.nportano:! of
13 mrlicallial statute, l::nt that's rot within :your
13 CMsley ian' t that the Stp:aIe Court did rot order the Imp
14 juI:isdicticn. ?llat' s the point of llf aIgIlIISlt.
14 sum ag:z:eeuent awroved, the jnportance nf CMsley is that the
15
mmss:rc:H!:R B1ISKIN: Olca:y.
: 15 SupraIe Court said when the C'rmni ssial acts oo.tside its
16
~. HIJLL: And I\Wld yon like to have us send over a
16 jw::isliction yon can file a d:irecl action in the district
17 a::py of this to CXIIplete the re:md?
17 rourt. I think for this Ccnmissi.on to go oatsida its
18
mmss:rc:H!:R B1ISKIN: h t is it, CO!lIlSel?
18 jw::isliction am include in the !:est intetest of the parties
19
!-!t. HIJLL: iiill, I can give it to you arrl yon can IlI!rk
19 lIoilether or rot a nedical serv:i.oa provider is g:rl.rq to be paid
20 it.
20 as It basis for awroval or denial of a 1tmp sum agmarelt, is
21
mmss:rc:H!:R B1ISKIN: ht' s 21 a denial of We pmcess, llecause quite clearly the
22
!-!t. HIJLL: Yes. It's the bill.
22 1egislatm:e E!lISIpted creditors fum l::ieitYJ able to oo1lect any
23
0l4fiSS:I(}lER B1ISKIN: Mr. Jarzal:iek, anything else?
/23 cmpe!lSation and if the 1egislatm:e said that, !:ben, clearly
24 that is a facl:or that is -- sboul.d DOt l:e cx:m.sia:lred by the
24
Mit. Jl'IRZlmEK: Yeah, actually, I 00, in light of what
25 Camri ssioa in l.oolci.nq at the !:est interest of the c1a:i.mmt. "
25 Mr. Hull said. I think - I think that the issue Im'e is
1 Mr. Jarzabek arrl his

2 oot give the Caanission

___________________
25_--1:----_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2_7

. __

1 this phrase best interest of the parties and I think the

1 ?llat' s scmt:h:i.rJq for the cl.a:inant to ad:I:tess with the
2 prari.cler am if she can I t, yes, they can sue Im'. Or, yes,
is msb::icted in lar that is defined by the
3 jtU:isd:i.otion o:meyed upon it by the 1egislatm:e, so - I
3 she can file banJo:uptoy. Or I yes I abe can 00 other thinqs.
4 will give j'OO an exauple. This is - this is SCIlEIthiDq 4 But that is soaethinq I think the Calmission needs to
5 this is a h,yp:lt:betical I have thotlght about ever since this
5 o::JDS:ider when it says, well, not wy in this Imp mn, but
6 issce with a1.ue Cross arose as the subject of a Ill!r action.
6 in other Imp sums that yon sDl:mit, ml.ess ti:ete is a
7 let's say that we were here today and Mrs. lIuntley did rot
7 provision mi you've I'IOXlced oat an aqreenent to pay servia!
8 have an IIllD. Her!ll1ll had been sever:ed at Wal:aart. And for
8 pmv.i.ders we aIEl rot M to approve it, because when yon
9 IIha.t:ever reason the sm:ety declined to pay benefits mi
9 start forcing a claimmt to not take an agtaeI'IBlt al the sole
10 Mrs. Hmrl:ley had 100,000 chl.lars, 150,000, 200 I 000 chl.lars in
10 basis that a nedical service provider is rot l::ieitYJ paid aOO
11 I!lldi.cal expense and the sm:ety assert:ai defenses that had
11 that is not a factor that is al1.o!IIed the ju:risdiotian of the
12 lIE!Iit mi an agtaeI'IBlt was rea.cbe:d mi the agtaeI'IBlt that was
12 Cam!ission by the 1egislatm:e1 I tb:i.nk that yon ate ~
13 :ceacbed was to give Mrs. Huntley 250,000 chl.lars mi we
13 yoorself up to an action ar.i.s:i.ng fmn a denial of We
14 stimitted a 1tmp sum agmazent to the C'rmnission mi the
14 process. I think you box :yourself in. You tum cbm the
15 Camri ssi.on says, well, yon kDowI we ate O'JOOE'J'TIed f yon d:m' t
15 Imp, the cl.a:inant didn't get any '!fO!Sj'1 you fora:! tim to
16 prcpose to pay any of this nedical elrp'lIlSe oat of this Imp
16 tty the case mi nt:M yon give a decision that says they lose.
17 smn. And 'Ie saidl 00, it's exeapt. In fact, Mrs. l!untley
17 I d:m't think that's a good position. 'l11ank yon.
18 might file banlcruptcy this week or next mek am so we ate
18
~ SSKm': In:your hypotbetical is it in the
19 rot going to pay any of the milical elrp'lIlSe am the
19 surety's !:est inteIest to pay 100,000 cbl1.ars mi cx:np.taIIi.se
20 Camriss:ioo said, well, you kDowl we ate DOt g:rl.rq to ~
20 in d.i.lprt.ed nedical bei:Jefits am sinply al.low the claimmt to
21 tfIe 1mp mn, because we ate cancerned that these providers
21 main tOOse nr::aries without any ac.xxmntab:ility to the
22 aIEl not going to be paid mi in the event if they ate rot
122 providers?
23 paid they might sue Mrs. Huntleyl mi we d:m't lcncM that 1m'
iI 23
MR. JARZT\B.: Well, I -- first of all, wh,y I\OUld the
24 banJo:uptoy petiticm would be awroved - in fact, t:heIe might I 24 surety care if they aIEl off the cl.aint? ibe surety bas
25 be defenses that cx:old be asserted in the banIa:uptcy action
25
1
- . . . . "'" """'" "'" "'" cloim
2 Carmissioa

26

~a
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So, if they look at tl:ei.r risk and they say,

lEy, if \<Ie try this case our exp:>SUIe oould be 400,000,

2

~ B7;SKlN:

Okay. :Ibank you, rounsel. 1!:rIy
or cnments fmn the O:mnission?
CBmM'!N MmQ\IID: I cbn' t have any.

2 questicms

\<Ie

3 will put 200 on the table and the claimmt slIJS [ hey[ I can
~

or I get 200, so the case settles for 200 [ for
to rot awrove that ag:r:earent be:2use 50 or 25
6 or 100 is rot being paid a lIE!dical service provider [ IXbody' s
7 inteIest is being protected other than the d:x:I:ors. h
B surety is protected, because it's off the look once the
9 agreem:nt is~. If m:ds eIrl up being a million they
10 are off the look.
11
(l].K[SSI(lD. J:WlKm: ht al:out this issue: In a
12 denied cWm such as the CIIle \<Ie have here, during' the
13 pendency of dani.al clainant IeqUires m:rlical tz:eat:oent[
14 reooives m:lical tz:eat:oent fran providers who we.te willinq to
15 9' out on a liIIb and provide that care against the chanc:E
16 that they nay receive SCIJe :r:ea:npense d:lwn the pike in the
17 lunp S1lIl set.tl.axe:tt aqreerent. Don't \<Ie want to enoourage
1B ~ in the lIE!dical cx:nmm:ity to provide care to injured
19 l1iOIlcers during' the penci=ncy of a derled cl.a:iln, so that the
20 cla:immt ian' t sb:uck l::etiEen the mck and the hatd spot and
4 get

~~:

4

5 the C£mnission

6

I

12 fairl.y staodard - 1iben the attomay - when the claimmt

bills !:bey will be
page foor,
itemized list of ontstalxii.ng m:di.cals to be paid by cla.:i.mmt
fran lunp S\!II sett:l.eIent balana:, we E!l!pE!Ci: those to be paid.
Cl.a.i!mnt's agreeing with the Omnission - they indicate they
will pay t:bEm aId we assme they are. 11M IIDSt of the t:iI!es
that's the way the lunps o::ue aver. 100 laloit, I d::n't want:
YaI to think that we think there is ro diliga.tion if they
agree to pay it. In this case it was a derled c.la:im, we just
said we are willinq to give YaI 8,500 cbll.ars to rp F.I1II1!f and
that's where \E are at. Oka;y. 11M I think the other - the
ally issue I'd ilia to c:xmten1: (Il is amem about m:rlical..
prav.i.I:ets - really, it I s bD things. 11M Mr. Janabek' s

13 p.rl:s cbm the bills - the specific

14 ~, whi.dI in this case is - it's fODDd on
15

16
17
18
19

20

23

1

MR. lil1LL: !!he other t:billq I \\Ollld ilia to p:dnt out in

II - if you look at our 1unp srm form - aId I think it's

23 p:rov.ide such care anytine that there is a disputed t«>rker' s

22

ca:rpeosa.ticn claim?

----

Thank you, counsel. ii:l will

9 accept that into the recmd as Exhihit 1.

110

21

)R.~:

I \\O!lld like

offer Dr. Rust's bill as exhibit - whal::ever it was nm:ked.
~ B7;SKlN:

and if Ie 9' !bon the path ~t you're ~, cbesn't
22 that provide a dis.incentive for the m:rlical cx:nmm:ity to

25

i:Irl.:aJs. First,

7 Exhibit l.

21 -

24

NJ.

MR. lil1LL: May I - a few

24
Ion have r:p back to the labor act whi.dI

25

29

31

- - --------- - - - - - - - - - - - -

create:l the Omnission and create:l Title 72. Iou have to go

an :issue of amem to
Qmnjssion, to the worker, bttt it's rot within the
4 Omnissia!'s jm:isdicl:ion. h.l.e¢s1ature didn't grant you
5 jurisdi.cl:ion to ad:lress that issue. As a pr:acticalmtter I
6 can tell you f::I«l things. ii:l ha:l 0CXlIlSi0n to have ~
7 offices cmtact II¥ ~ and want to send aver a lien and we
8 told them that the lien is ro 9XXi[ that evel if II¥ client
9 has - lie have pecple cme in here and uaybe sign liens where
10 the a1.aDn was derled aId receive the liens. ii:l get liens
11 here - our team zepreaents Bcmer General Bospital up here.
12 Bcmer General Bospital sends I!e liens. I call t:bEm up aId I
13 say lie can't Inlor the lien. )ff client can voluntar:ily pay
14 you[ bttt I - again, in terms of liens, I tb rot laloit a
15 IS:II'OS1lIgeal up here, I tb rot laloit an ortlx:pedio ~
16 up here, wbo will tb a suxgery where there arm't guaranteed
17 paj'IIBlts. en a rare oooasion they will. But DDSt of those
1B d:x:s are rot going to risk a ImlpracI:ic.e action on a surgety
19 where they are rot being paid SCIJe up front rrmey. ibere
20 might be pbysicians that - we have a few therapists here
21 that will tb a little bit of therapy, but 1iben you're talld.ng
22 a 15, 20, 30 t:.Ixru.sm:i tbllar beck suxgery[ we raml.y see a
23 netn:o up here rut of Coeur d'A1e!le, D.iJ:k.s, !tf)cmald, Ganz,
24 any of those pecple d:xing an ~ve surgety where scmeaJe
25 has been paid.

1 p:!inted IIDSt d:x:I:ors 1IOIl't mxIertake expensive

absent an amrgeooy, withaIt

2 beck to jmiadiction. it&t might be

2

3 the

3 as far as the health catriers

trest:oent,

10

guarantee of paj!!eIlt. .!\!xi
go, they are - they IIIe
qovem:rl by law of cmtract. bir chligaticn in 9XXi faith
and fair dealiDq to their insureds or policy ha1.ders. If you
are go:i.Iq to tb a IItIIlt cmp aId t:be.Y IlIlti!rstand that if they
Ole a hemfit aId d::n I t pay it, t:be.Y IIIe sWject to a bed
faith case and they get hammred an those. fb, that's
srl:irely outside the jurisdiction of the Om!i ssia! aId
that's why they pay hemfits when they Ole tim m:d:!r

11

cmtract.

4
5

6
7
8

I9
12

~

SCJIe

lll\SIIJN: If the 1mp srm aqreerent in this

case did provide for the pajIIBli: of the 70 tbllar bill of Dr.
awrcwed the lunp am. tbes that give
15 the I1XIustrial Omni saial juri.sdict:ial to enforce that
16 payment?
13

14 Rust and the CcmDission

,17
!
I
I

)R.~:!lis

is.b.

18

Nt lil1LL: I d::n' t laloit

19

)R.~:

/20 funp

S\!II --

First of all, I - I c:b rot pal: in the

on any of II¥ lunp sms that we are go:i.Iq to pay

21 !!IlJl:xxi.y and the :reason I cbn' t tb that is ~ ~ is

tliat that exposes this office aId this firm to I'IIIlpraot:ia:
cl.ains. lbw, the (hmri ssian might rot agree with that, but
24 \E litigate in ~ a::mt with the b:ustees in rort.h
25 Idaho and the federal district a:mt in banIa:opt.cies and \E
22

23

30
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1 need

1 a lot of litigation on paj'1IE!lt of -- agail'l, exatpt:ions and

to litigate cases where att:o.tneys have paid client's

2 lll.:lIlej'.in violation of an exenption. So, uoless I bad a aJt1rl:

2 violation of exmptions, I

~

tell you this: To the

3 extent that th: C'rmnj BSion re:¢:res .in a lmp SIJII agmarent r
4 as a condition for awrovaJ., that there be a SIJII certain set
claimmt to issue a check out of our trust a.c:cnmt for
5 paynBlt of a m:ilical bill, whether it's 70 dollars or 100,000
i 5 Ollt that would be paid for IIBlical ~, I cb DOt bel:i.eve
6 cbll.ars, ard that's why Patrick W:i.lliaIm is where h: is.
6 that any of those providers can use that luup SIJII agmarent
7 to file a suit against th: claimmt in the district aJt1rl:.
CXlMl:SSmlER Bl!SKIN: Sum. And I understard :your
8 by are not a party to th: ag:reEmmt and cbn' t have the
S p:>Si.tion in that case, COIlIlSel, and it's an int.eresting -9 ju:risd:ict:icm. 1icItmer, what Mr. Rull has ooment:e:i on -- ard
9 it's a very interesting~, but I cbn't - I cbn't
10 perceive it to be mally at issue b;re. Her:e IE are on the
10 you just cament:e:i an it, Camlissioner Baskin, can that be
11 frmt eIld tryin;J to decide what is in th: best intetest of
11 used by a provider as eviderlo:! that the debt's valid. I
12 the parties, but - but let lIB ask either one of you this
12 think by reqairi:a.J a 1IOrker to ~ that re.l.ievir.q you
13 questicn. We have t:allced aJ::oot 72-802 and lI'e have t:allced
113 of a debt for b:eatmmt as be:iJ¥,J relat:e:i to a worlt injmy
14 about the laxguage of that statute, which reads, qoote: N:>
! 14 that has been deni.e:i as havi.tg ocx::uned.by the e:qil.oyer and
I
15 c.J.aiml for cxzq:ensation IlIlIi:r this law shall be assi gnable
15 its surety Stbjects that cla:immt to liab:ility in a di.stric:t
16 ard all cmpensation aIXi cl.a.i.!m therefore shall be em!pf:
16 a:mt if it's offered as proof aIXi :irrlirectly subjects the
17 fran all c.1a:ins ard cz:edi. tors • If a lmp SIJII sett1.em:!lt
17 l!rlustr:i.al Crnmj ssian to th: saDB kiId action because it
18 ag:te.em:nt rontains a prov.i.s.ion wb:idJ. requires th: paj'1IE!lt of
18 acted outside its jutisdi.cti.on. ibis m.e - this me
19 a m:d:i.oal bill f.raD th: proa:!eds of seti:1.amnt, cbesn't that
19 issue of the Cannj ssian o::mi.tg in atXi say.inq one of the
20 l:e:me an order of th: Cannj ssion, rather than th: claim of a
20 facl:ars to be CXIlSide:re:i in th: best interest of the parties
21 cmiitor?
21 is tibether or not the providers are going to be paid, there
22
~. ll!lLL: Ie!: lIB adlr:ess that. In th: liaI:m:Jn case th:
22 is DO case that al.lcws for that aIXi, in fact, that rtbs the
23 ocmt said once a lmp SIJII cmpensation agx:eenmt is ~
23 Ittke:r cbwn th: road fran ra.isiIXJ IIIg!llIEllts as to why they
1
! 24 should have to pay that bill if they are suai,
24 by the CamIissian, that agreeuent becaIes award in final aIXi
25
a:HaSSl:CmR B1ISlO.N: Well, I - you koor.f, hear:inq you
25 it my oot be ~ or set aside absent a11ega.tions aIXi

3 on.i:!r to pay on a rontraot, I 'm not going to pay or tell a

4

I

33

---r------------------

35

1 proof of fraud. I think all th: - it does toben they list

24

1 aIXi Mr. Hnll discuss this, Mr. Janabek, makes lIB tIt1lder
are go.ing to pay, is it is an ~t of th:
2 lilether th: Indastrial Cannj ssion s1mld ever in th: futm:e
~ aIXi if the ch::t:or - or the nalical cate provider
3 entertain a setI:l.emsnt that pttports to resolve tqlIIid
dJooses to hrirq an action that lIOUld <mt:ainly be evide!.loa
4 disputed m:di.cal bills. fthy sboul.d IE cb that?
that th: cl.aimmt owes th: debt. After.looldnq at condition
5
~.~: You cbJ.'t have to. I!lBan if - you
one in Hamoo I cbn' t think you can e!lforaa it, but tbey are
6 cbn' t have - you cbn' t have to awrove any lmp SIJII
say.i.llq, jeah, IE QIe this aIXi lI'e will pay this, that, then,
ag:t:ea.1I1!Ilt mi, pI knew, if I'm l:I!pmSE!lting scm:ooe is the benefit of the cz:edi.tor. But th: fact tbey are not
again, whether it's a cbllar, a thousaIXi dollars, 50,000
as!rlgnable cbesn't give them any right to th: m:mey or
9 dollars, 100,000 dollars, and IE pz:esent pI a lmp sum
anybody else. by DB.Y have rights UDder the cmb:acts for
10 ag:t:ea.1I1!Ilt and you refuse to awrove it aIXi pI say pI' re
'Iilatever: is owed, just like eve:y other cz:edi.tor, to the
11 g:dDq to have a po.l.ic,y of not 8J;p!XlVinq lmtp smm 1lIlless they
m:my once the cl.aimmt :receives it aIXi there is a .teal
12 adlr:ess the m:di.cal issues or th: I!Edical expense issues, I
diffeIalCE! there in that - aIXi that l.ine is a l.ine where the I 13 think that - h«> things. I I:hink that you I re cplIliI:g
juri.sdiction of th: C'aImi ssion ends aIXi the jur:i.sd:i.ctio of
14 yourself up for litigatioo in th: d:i.strict a:mt for d:nial
I
the amts pr:esmebly Start. You cbn't /15 of em process, because you':r:e t:r,yinq to enforo9 a oollection
~.~:!rl..s is Joo aIXi I - you knew, I - Il¥
16 action mi the ls;islature has not granted you that
office bas pttblbll' - and in tal.lcing with att.aa:lep a:ttmi
17 jmisdi.ction aIXi I think the seam t:hiDJ is that you're just
the state, lIBiDly the defense bar, I cbn't mally knew of any
18 g:dDq to end up 1d.th a lot of um:esolved cases mi you're
office that has dane IIIlCb research on this sahtogation issue
19 g:dDq to end up 1d.th SCm! action by th: le¢s1ature. I think
in.vcl.ving Blue Cross aIXi I cbn' t .teal.ly knew aIlJOIle wOO has
20 it's - I think it's creating a - it J s I!I!Ik:iJq an issoo of a
acb:Ially litigated, at least in district a:mt, this
21 non-issue. If th:re is a o:IIpmIIi.se of a dispated claim,
sabroqation issue. I!lBan it DB.Y be oat th:re. I cbn't mve
22 whether the issue is peIm'IIlE!!ltdisability, future l.1lldica1, DO
a distrlct aJt1rl: c¢nion. But hem is what I - I'll just
,23 !latter what it is, that's why it's a cxnprcmise, because DO
i:fu:oIf this ont for:your cmsi.deration lIilen you':r:e l.ookinq at
124 alE! knows what would have haEPem1 if it went to hear:inq.

25

these lmp

2 a t they
3
4

5

6
7

8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15

16
17

18
19

20
21

22
23

I

StlllS.

lIside f.raD th: nalp.tacI:io! - aIXi we ~4cb

125

lind if lI'e rp to bearing' aIXi iI'e lose, ndxdy ~ts paid.
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if:you Imp

Stl!11

settle at least the c1ainant' s getting

I1

SCIle

I

rrorey they othe.tw.ise IDIlld not have l':€!Ollve:!. In this case
3 this lady -- this is a :year -- this is goll:g on a :year or
4 ll:OIe an:! say she can use that ~ to pay bills, she can use
5 that nmey to pay IeIlt. But SCIlEI:xxiy out of the systEm is
6 getting SCIIething. 'l'hat' s why it's a Cl'.1JPl:CIIlis, because
7 ~'s rot getting evezyI:hi.n:J.
2

alMrSSICNER. lfASKIN: And what
9 sued six IImths fran

IlClW

befFens when

4

have as your attorneyl SClIE!l:x:x:iy wOO <:bas that in
7 cmi:.menti.a:l of exeuption, or SClIE!l:x:x:iy like De, wOO a:nes in
8 and says here is the law. The law says you cbl't have to pay
9 these gays. N:M, after you get the lmp SIl!I1~, if
110 it's~, after it's approved, the cbctor that qJetated
11 en your, you might want to go over to his off:ioe and
12 IlfgOti.ate with then, but you ckn' t have to, because the law
13 says you cbl't have to. lbf, if an attorney tells their
14 client that and, then, their cl.ient !;OOS and pays, I have 00
15 p:tci>.lsn with that. )fi prcble:n is with attorneys wOO are
16 l:1lIlIl.iD:J over and just splitting their pie to cne way. .. are
17 bil:erl by our clients to px:otect their rights. R:lt to protect
18 the Omrri sEi 00, oot to ptoject the sm:ety, rot to pIOtect the
19 aq:il.ojer, oot to collect for doctors, and rot to collect for
I
120
Blue!ri.eld. And our jcb is to say "IE ckn't have to pay
21 these gays.
22
~ 1l!\SlilN: Thank you, o:msel..
23
amI:RM H\1NARD: Mr. Ja.tzabek?
6 :catb=r

she gets

for - by Dr. Rust: for this 70

so she bas no 1It>lleY, and the sam thing
tr.iei the case and lost.
alMrSSICNER. lfASKIN: tell, actually, you 00Ill.d pIt her
.:in a l«lI'Se position, because tber:e 1lOUld be sam
datenni.nation by the rourt as to metb=r oor rot the a:ed for
that b:eatn:ent was related to the work arei.dent and if the
rourt ~ that the a:ed for b:eatn:ent was related to the
work 3lX!ident, I mwose that you run the risk of a jtrl:JIalt
he:in;J reOOered against. Mrs. Huntley in the full 8!IlJIlIlt of the
bill m you }XlSsibly ooul.d ~ settled it for SCIIething
far less if you had !be it en the frcnt: ad.
M.\. Jl'!RZlll!F.K: li!ll, you're cox::t:eClt, Chmrissioner
PasId.n. Dr. Rust: suing a cl.ai.uant bas mth:i.ng to cb with 8!I'J
decis:i.cn you nake. Dr. Rust: can sue !If clai.mmt metb=r

12 d:m' t try her case,

14

15
16
17

18
19

20

21
22
23

24

25

ten \\e are d:dlcti..Dg another fee. ibey get that
ten, because they are acting as a collector for Blue Cxoss.

5 So, what <:bas the cl.:ient ads up withl 20? Sol w001lOUld you

M.\. Jl'!RZlll!F.K: The sam thing that \\Wld baz:p:n if I

13 that tnlld

they send out the subro letter, so we have to give then tan,
by te:llin;; the attom:y - -by telling the cl.:ients that Blue

3 Cross gets

10 cbllat bill?
11

2

baJ.¥:n if \\e

I

24

M.\..:JlIRZrii!lK: Yes.

25

amI:RM H\1NARD: !his is OmrriS!!ioner Maynard. Can "IE

_-+__________________..:..3..:..9_ __

____________________
3_7

she's ever bmxJht a work CXIIp claim or didn't, metb=r she
tried the case and liOIl or lost, or metb=r she S\I& had
3 a Imp S1II1 sett.lsmnt or didn I t. And, again, I cb be.lieve,
4 based 00 the researd:l our fu:m bas !be, that metb=r it I S an

1 hear 8!I'J statsIeD.ts fran Mrs. BIm.tley?

1

2

1£. .:JlIRZrii!lK: Yes. Sbe's here.

S\I&

cbl't Ialc:M b fami..liar the
6 Chmrissioo is with banIa:upb::y law, 00 I113.tter what the
7 E!IIBlpti.oo is, her attorney to tam over pzxperty and cross
B the exenpt:i.cn is a JlEIlpracti.ce. The statnte' s real clear.
9 !his a:npensation isn't as'lignahle, it's oot transferable,
10 And it can't be execated upcn.
11
~ PASlcrN: So, is your position that - that
12 all the other clai.mmt' s at1:om:!ys aut there wOO cb nake an
13 attaJpt to settle up with uedi.cal providers at the tine of
14 the sett1enent have - have, .:in fact, cmmitt:ed II8lpraotice
15 by cbin;r so?
16
1£. JARZ!\BEK: It's II¥ q:xinim that if :you go to your
17 client and yon say the I1xiustr.i.al. Omrri ssi al has asked - and
18 I'm ~:you and you settle your claim for SO,OOO and
19 r a:m to you and I say "IE ought to get SO I heIe is what I s
20 ~ to hag:lEm - this is what I believe bafpEms. I a:m to
21 :you and say, bey, "IE got SO grand, 2S percent is the fee and
22 we have got 3,000 .:in oosts, that koocks it cbm to 32 or 31
23 or whatever and, ob, by the way, \\e got to pay 8,000 to Dr.
24 Rust. Bat: even if Dr. Rust is e, 000 or 6,000 or 2,000 or the
25 pa.jIIeIlt to Blue Shield, Blue Closs, their claim is separate,

3

~

H\1NARD: Mrs. Ihmtle,y?

leo 1DmBI: Yes, sir.

5 E!IIBlpti.oo for an auI:aId:rlle - I

5

amI:RM H\1NARD: Do YOO

agIee

with what's beiIX] said

6 by:yom: at.t.arne,y?

7

leo 1DmBI: 'iiill, I'd just like to say this. I 00n 't

8 UIlderstaDd 1II:!Y the agreaxent - 1II:!Y the bills atd - I nay
9
10

rot have the - hlt we Ieacbed an agmem:nt.
amI:RM H\1NARD: Do yoo feel this agteeIIeIlt's in your

11 best interest?

12

leo 1DmBI: Yes, I cb. Yes, I cb.

13

Cll!'Il1UIN WIlN!IRD: bt' s all I have

got.

14

CIHIISSIQilR

ll'ASK1N: Crnmi ssi cner LilIba.ugh?

15

~

IiIH3iIl:lE: R:lt for talay.

16

~

ll'ASK1N: I have mth:i.ng eitb=r. Gent.l.mm,
We will
a:o.sidar what we have heard this IlDtDi.ng and let you Ialc:M tell, in fact f 1II:!Y den' t we talce a brief recess atd discuss
this!llll:llqSt: OI1r'lel.ves 1 perhaps we can give you SCIIe heads up
en what "IE are i;l'.i.nlcinq bare before "IE go off the IeCOtd.
Chy?
(A recess was had.)
~ mmaN: Mr. Jarzabek, Mr. 1Iull, "IE are
back fmo oar adjoumrent. It awears that we are go.i.l¥J to

17 thank you vety IlIXlh for :yom: tine this l1DtIIinq.

18
19

i 20
I
I

21
22

23
24

25

38
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to giw :yoo the 00pe:i for gu.i.daIloa at this JiXlint,

1 be unahle
2

3

rut we lq:e to be able to do so in the future.
M.\. l!!lI.l.: At this point we will close this ~

to assw:e the parties that this reo:n:d is closed
and tha:t sb:luld the Cam!ission determine not to apptoVe this
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Timothy C. Walton
Andrew M. Chasan
CHASAN & WALTON LLC
Park Center Pointe
1459 Tyrell Lane
Post Office Box 1069
Boise, Idaho 83701-1069
Telephone: (208) 345-3760
Fax: (208) 345-0288
Idaho St. Bar #2170

RECEIVED

It,DUSTRI/:1 COMM!SSION

Attorneys for Respondent

BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
PATRICKW. WILLIAMS,
Petitioner,
vs.
BLUE CROSS OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

I.C. No. 2006-509079
Blue Cross' Objection to Petitioner's
Renewed Petition for Declaratory Relief

)

Blue Cross objects to Petitioner's June 25, 2009 "Renewed Petition for
Declaratory Relief'.
Pursuant to the Order entered in this matter on April 30, 2009, the
Industrial Commission asked the parties to brief the issue of whether this
Tribunal has jurisdiction over this declaratory judgment case.
"Renewed

Petition

for

Declaratory

Relief'

is

not

Petitioner's

responsive

to

the

jurisdictional issue this Tribunal asked the parties to address in its briefing.
Blue Cross is prepared to address the substantive issues pertaining to
recovery of its subrogated interest, but only in the proper forum, after
establishment of the factual framework

upon which that issue will be

Blue Cross' Objection to Petitioners Renewed Petition for Declaratory Relief - page 1

decided. Since this is not the proper forum for resolution of the Blue Cross
subrogation claim (see the briefing filed to date by both parties in response to the
Commissions' April 30, 2009 Order), and since the factual framework upon which
the substantive issues will be resolved has not yet been established (see Blue
Cross' motions to compel discovery, and the Commission's Orders on same),
Blue Cross' substantive legal authority in support of its claim for reimbursement
has not yet been presented for consideration.
Blue Cross therefore requests that Petitioner's "Renewed Petition" be
stricken from the record, and that the Commission issue its Order on jurisdiction
before considering the substantive arguments of the parties on issues pertaining
to Blue Cross' subrogated interest.
Dated this

]0 ~of June, 2009.

Timothy C. Walton
Attorneys for Blue Cross of Idaho
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

T">y.

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the

30 day of June, 2009, a true and

correct copy of the above and foregoing document was delivered as indicated
below to:
Ronald D. Coston
State Insurance Fund
P. O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0044
Joseph Jarzabek
Elsaesser Harzabek Anderson
Marks Elliott & McHugh
P. O. Box 1049
Sandpoint, ID 83864

~Mail

D

D
D

Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile No.

~ail
D
D

D

Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile No.: (208) 263-0759

CHASAN & WALTON, LLC

Timothy C. Walton
Attorneys for Blue Cross
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

PATRICK W. WILLIAMS,

)
)

ClaimantiPetitioner, )
)
)
)

v.

BLUE CROSS OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)

Ie 2006-509079
(15-000089)

ORDER ON CLAIMANT'S
PETITION FOR DECLARATORY
RELIEF AND BRIEFING SCHEDULE

FILED

AUG - 5 2009
INIUSTRIAL COMMISSION

On or about July 9,2008, Claimant filed a petition for declaratory relief pursuant to JRp

15. Claimant's petition invites the Commission to determine whether the proceeds of a previous
lump sum settlement are subject to the claims of Blue Cross of Idaho ("Blue Cross"), the third
party medical insurer who paid some portion of the medical bills incurred by Claimant in
connection with his disputed work injury.

Specifically, Claimant asks the Commission to

address the question of whether or not the provisions of Idaho Code § 72-802 prohibit Blue
Cross from asserting a claim against the proceeds of the lump sum settlement.
Blue Cross filed its answer to Claimant's petition on or about July 10, 2008. A status
conference was held on September 30, 2008, to discuss various discovery disputes that had
arisen between the parties. In its order dated October 7, 2008, the Commission determined, inter
alia, that it was appropriate to set a discovery schedule to develop the factual aspects of the case.

Following that order, the parties engaged in discovery, though not without a number of disputes
arising over the adequacy of the claimant's responses to discovery requests propounded by Blue
Cross.
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The Commission held a second telephonic status conference on April 29, 2009. In the
course of that conference, the Commission expressed its concern over the question of whether or
not the matter in dispute is one over which the Industrial Commission has jurisdiction pursuant
to Idaho Code §72-707. It was agreed that the Commission would accept additional briefing on
the threshold jurisdictional question. The parties have since submitted briefing on the issue.
Interestingly, whereas both parties initially invoked the jurisdiction of the Commission to resolve
this dispute, both parties have now adopted the view that the Industrial Commission does not
have jurisdiction over the claim of Blue Cross against the proceeds of the lump sum settlement
agreements.
I.

FACTS

Although the parties have not completed discovery, and although the factual record
before the Commission is incomplete, the Commission will assume the following facts to be true
for purposes of the threshold jurisdictional issue.
From the briefs of the parties, and the exhibits thereto, it appears that Claimant was
employed by a Paul Crossingham, dba AAA Plumbing. On April 11, 2006, Claimant suffered a
work-related injury to his left shoulder. On April 24, 2007, Claimant suffered a work-related
injury to his left hand. Claimant suffered a second work-related injury to his left shoulder on
June 28, 2007. At all times relevant hereto, that Employer's liability under the Idaho Workers'
Compensation Laws was insured by the State Insurance Fund (SIF).
Although the SIF initially accepted responsibility for the aforementioned claims, it
appears that at some point following the second injury, the SIF took the position that Claimant's
need for further medical/surgical treatment was not related to either of the industrial accidents,
but was, instead, related to Claimants documented pre-existing left shoulder condition.
ORDER ON CLAIMANT'S PETITION FOR DECLARATORY
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On

September 5, 2006, Claimant underwent a left shoulder acromioclavicular reconstruction
procedure performed by Michael R. DiBenedetto, MD. On March 20, 2007, Dr. DiBenedetto
performed a second surgery on Claimant's left shoulder, this time involving a biceps tenotomy
and biceps tenodesis. Surety denied responsibility for all benefits related to Claimant's surgeries
of September 5, 2006 and March 20,2007. 1
As one of the benefits of his employment, Claimant was insured under a nonoccupational healthcare insurance policy issued by Blue Cross. Following the SIF's denial of
responsibility for the payment of medical benefits, Claimant applied to Blue Cross for the
payment of the medical expenses he incurred in connection with his two left shoulder surgeries.
Under the terms of its policy, Blue Cross accepted responsibility for the payment of Claimant's
medical bills, but by virtue of various contractual adjustments with the Claimant's providers, was
able to satisfy these bills for the sum of $11,181.08. Assuming, for the sake of discussion, that
the total invoiced amount of Claimant's medical bills was $31,195.14, the contractual
adjustments discharged more than $20,000 of Claimant's medical bills.
The Blue Cross policy contains a number of subrogation provisions. Notably, the policy
language provides:
The benefits of this Policy will be available to an Insured when he or she is
injured, suffers harm or incurs loss due to any act, omission, or defective or
unreasonably hazardous product or service of another person, firm, corporation or
entity (hereinafter referred to as "third party''). To the extent that such benefits
for Covered Services are provided or paid for by Blue Cross of Idaho under this
1 The amount of the medical bills incurred by Claimant in connection with medical treatment
following Surety's denial is in dispute. Per the itemization attached to Mr. Jarzabek's January
29, 2008 letter to David Skinner, the disputed unpaid medical bills incurred by Claimant in
connection with his left shoulder treatment following Surety's denial total $59,060.83. Counsel
for Blue Cross has argued that Claimant's itemization is erroneous, and that the grand total of the
medical bills in dispute is $31,195.14.
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Policy or any other Blue Cross of Idaho plan, agreement, certificate, contract or
policy, Blue Cross of Idaho shall be subrogated and succeed to the rights of the
Insured or, in the event of the Insured's death, to the rights of his or her heirs,
estate, and/or personal representative.

Subrogation is taking over the Insured's right to receive payments from other
parties. The Insured of his or her legal representative will transfer to Blue Cross
of Idaho any rights he or she may have to take legal action arising from the injury,
harm or loss to recover any sums paid on behalf of the Insured. Thus, Blue Cross
of Idaho may initiate litigation at its sole discretion, in the name of the Insured,
against any third party or parties. Furthermore, the Insured shall fully cooperate
with Blue Cross of Idaho in its investigation, evaluation, litigation and/or
collection efforts in connection with the injury, harm or loss and shall do nothing
whatsoever to prejudice Blue Cross of Idaho's subrogation rights and efforts.
Blue Cross of Idaho will be reimbursed in full for all benefits paid even if the
Insured is not made whole or fully compensated by the recovery.

To the extent that Blue Cross of Idaho provides or pays benefits for Covered
Services, Blue Cross of Idaho's rights of subrogation and reimbursement extend
to any right the Insured has to recover from the Insured's insurer, or under the
Insured's ''Medical Payments" coverage or any ''Uninsured Motorist,"
''Underinsured Motorist," or other similar coverage provisions, and workers'
compensation benefits.
Blue Cross of Idaho shall have the right, at its option, to seek reimbursement from, or
enforce its right of SUbrogation against, the Insured, the Insured's personal
representative, a special needs trust, or any trust, person or vehicle that holds any
payment or recovery from or on behalf of the Insured including the Insured's
attorney.

The record reflects that both before and after the eventual lump sum settlement of the
underlying workers' compensation claim, Blue Cross communicated its intention to enforce its
right of subrogation to Claimant's counsel. At no point did Claimant's counsel acknowledge the
validity of the contractual right of subro gation.
Following the SIP's denial of responsibility for medical treatment incurred subsequent to
the work-related injuries, Claimant filed his complaint against Employer/Surety. That complaint
ORDER ON CLAIMANT'S PETITION FOR DECLARATORY
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sought, inter alia, the payment of medical expenses incurred by Claimant in connection with his
two left shoulder surgeries. That Claimant asserted an entitlement to the payment of the disputed
medical expenses under the workers' compensation laws of this state is made clear by counsel's
January 29, 2008 demand letter to David Skinner, attorney for the SIT. Claimant asserted that
his need for medical treatment following the industrial accidents was related to those accidents,
and that he was entitled to the payment of medical expenses he incurred in connection with his
treatment, totaling, in his estimation, $59,060.83.
On or about February 20,2008, the parties to the workers' compensation claim reached a

mediated settlement. That settlement is memorialized in a Lump Sum Settlement Agreement
approved by the Industrial Commission on or about March 21, 2008. Pursuant to the terms of
that agreement, claimant accepted the "new money" sum of $70,000 in compromise of all claims
arising out of the subject accidents. In consideration of its payment of the sum of $70,000, the
SIT was released from any and all liability, of any type whatsoever, arising from the subject
accidents.

Specifically, the lump sum settlement absolved the SIT from any' and all

responsibility for the payment of the disputed medical bills incurred by Claimant in connection
with the medical/surgical treatment of his left shoulder. Concerning the disputed medical bills
incurred by Claimant following the industrial accidents, the lump sum contains the following
language:
"There are genuine and substantial disputes and differences between the parties as
to the degree, if any, of claimant's impairment and the disability, the need for
retraining benefits, the need for the surgeries of September 5, 2006 and March 20,
2007, which defendants assert are due to pre-existing conditions, and the need for
future medical benefits ....
It is further understood between the parties that the claimant agrees to pay all
outstanding medical bills not listed in the fourth section of this agreement and the
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/
employer and surety will not be responsible for, nor do they assume a liability for,
any other medical bills whatsoever ... "
The Lump Sum Settlement Agreement afforded Claimant the opportunity to provide an
itemized list of outstanding medicals to be paid by Claimant from the lump sum settlement
proceeds. However, as approved by the Industrial Commission, the agreement reflects that no
outstanding medical bills would be paid from the proceeds of the lump sum settlement.
Claimant's action in this regard could mean a number of things; It could mean that because of
the disputed nature of the claims, Blue Cross had waived any claim for reimbursement. It could
mean that any claim for reimbursement had already been satisfied.

Or, it could mean that

Claimant had no intention of satisfYing the Blue Cross claim from the proceeds if settlement.
Following approval of the Lump Sum Settlement Agreement by the Industrial
Commission on March 21, 2008, the SIF discharged its obligation under the agreement by the
payment to Claimant of the new money sum of $70,000.
There are several observations to be made about the approved Lump Sum Settlement
Agreement. First, the agreement clearly resolves any claim that Claimant might make against
the SIF for payment of medical bills incurred in connection with the treatment of his left
shoulder. Again, per Claimant, those bills total something in the neighborhood of $60,000.
Second, although the Industrial Commission approved the lump sum settlement, the
Commission's approval does not constitute an adjudication of the question of whether or not
Claimant's need for medical treatment is, in fact, related to the subject accidents, or either of
them. Rather, the Industrial Commission's approval is an acknowledgment that the parties have
resolved this disputed issue, and that the settlement appears to be in the best interest of the .
parties. Whether a causal relationship exists between the subject accidents and the need for

ORDER ON CLAIMANT'S PETITION FOR DECLARATORY
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medical treatment is not adjudicated by the Industrial Commission's Order approving the lump
SUTIl

settlement.
Finally, the $70,000 lump sum settlement is un-apportioned, and there is nothing in the

agreement that reflects how much, if any, of the settlement proceeds were assigned by the parties
to the resolution of the issue of Claimant's entitlement to payment of the disputed medical bills.
However, for purposes of Claimant's petition, the Industrial Commission assumes that Claimant
did receive some consideration from the SIF for abandoning his claim that the medical treatment
he received following the industrial accidents was causally related to those accidents.
Claimant has consistently rebuffed Blue Cross's entreaties to honor the subrogation
provisions of the policy. However, Blue Cross's persistence in attempting to engage Claimant
on these issues finally led Claimant to file the aforementioned petition with the· Industrial
Commission under JRP 15.

As noted, per the petition, Claimant seeks the Industrial

Commission's ruling that the proceeds of the lump sum settlement are not subject to a claim for
reimbursement that might be brought by Blue Cross. Further, Claimant seeks an order from the
Commission requiring Blue Cross to desist from further demands for reimbursement.
ll.

THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION HAS JURISDICTION OVER
CLAIMANT'S PETmON FOR DECLARATORY RELIEF.

At the outset, we must determine whether this dispute, as characterized, is a matter over
which the Industrial Commission may appropriately exercise jurisdiction. Initially, the Industrial
Commission has jurisdiction to determine whether it has jurisdiction to consider the claim or
hear the case. Brooks v. Standard Fire Insurance Company, 117 Idaho 1066, 793 P.2d 1238
(1990); Anderson v. Gailey, 97 Idaho 813, 555 P.2d 144 (1976). In this regard, it is axiomatic
that the Industrial Commission, as a creature of a statute, can exercise jurisdiction only over
ORDER ON CLAIMANT'S PETITION FOR DECLARATORY
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those matters arising llllder the workers' compensation laws of this state. Selkirk Seed Company
v. State Insurance Flllld, 135 Idaho 649, 22 P.3d 1028 (2001); Walters v. Industrial Indemnity
Company of Idaho, 127 Idaho 933, 908 P.2d 1240 (1996); Van Tine v. Idaho State Insurance
Fund, 126 Idaho 688, 889 P.2d 717 (1994). To determine whether a dispute "arises llllder" the
workers' compensation laws of this state, the statutory scheme must be examined in order to
understand whether there is any portion of the law llllder which the claim or dispute may be said
to arise. If there is any provision llllder the workers' compensation law llllder which the alleged
claim could be said to arise, the Commission may exercise jurisdiction over the claim. Indeed,
for matters which arise llllder the workers' compensation laws, the Industrial Commission has
exclusive jurisdiction. See, Walters v. Industrial Indemnity Company of Idaho, Supra.
Here, as in Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center v. Edmondson, 130 Idaho 108, 937
P.2d 420 (1997), the dispute comes before the Commission via Claimant's petition for
declaratory relief llllder JRP 15. The Judicial Rules of Practice and Procedure llllder the Idaho
Workers' Compensation Laws have been adopted by the Industrial Commission pursuant to
Idaho Code §72-508 and Idaho Code §72-707, and are intended to govern judicial matters under
the Commission's jurisdiction. JRP 15 provides, in pertinent part:
"A. Purpose. The Commission provides this format for rulings on the construction,
validity, or applicability of any workers' compensation statute, rule, regulation, or order.

C. Whenever any person has an actual controversy over the construction, validity or
applicability of a statute, rule, regulation or order, that person may file a written petition
with the Commission, subject to the following requirements:
1.

The petitioner must expressly seek a declaratory ruling and must identify the
statute, rule, regulation or order on which a ruling is requested and state the issue
or issues to be decided;
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2.

The petitioner must allege that an actual controversy exists over the construction,
validity or applicability of the statute, rule, regulation or order and must state with
specificity the nature ofthe controversy;

3.

The petitioner must have an interest which is directly affected by the statute, rule,
regulation, or order in which a ruling is requested and must plainly state that
interest in the petition; and

4.

The petition shall be accompanied by a memorandum setting forth all relevant
facts and law in support thereof"

It is clear that the petition filed by Claimant satisfies the requirements of the rule. First,
Claimant has requested that the Commission rule on the "construction, validity, or applicability"
of the provisions of Idaho Code §72-802 to the facts of this case.
Second, it is readily apparent from the pleadings that have been filed with the
Commission that an "actual controversy" exists between Claimant and Blue Cross concerning
the construction/applicability of the provisions ofIdaho Code § 72-802.
Thirdly, it is clear that Claimant does, in fact, have an interest which is "directly affected"
by the statute.

If the statute is construed as allowing Blue Cross to assert a claim against the

proceeds of the lump sum settlement, then Claimant may be required to disgorge some portion of
the proceeds of settlement to satisfy the Blue Cross claim for reimbursement. On the other hand,
if it be the statute is construed to disallow any claim against the proceeds of settlement by Blue
Cross, then Blue Cross has no recourse against the proceeds of the lump sum settlement.
Finally, Claimant has satisfied the requirement of providing an explanatory memorandum
in which he has articulated his position on the interpretation of the statute.
The instant matter is identical, procedurally, to the case of Saint Alphonsus Regional
Medical Center v. Edmondson, Supra.

There, following a hearing before the Industrial

Commission, the Commission ruled that claimant's condition

w~

compensable, and that he was
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entitled to recover the cost of the medical treatment he had received following an industrial
accident.

Saint Alphonsus, the provider, asserted that it was entitled to direct payments of the

medical bills by the surety, without deduction for claimant's reasonable attorney fees incurred in
obtaining the Commission award. The Hospital filed a petition for a declaratory ruling under
JRP 15, seeking the Commission's order that the provider was entitled to the direct payment of

the medical expenses under the workers' compensation laws of this state and under the
regulations of the Commission adopted pursuant to statute. Both the Industrial Commission and
the Supreme Court took no issue with the standing of the Hospital to invoke the jurisdiction of
the Commission pursuant to JRP 15.
Similarly, jurisdiction of the Industrial Commission over the instant matter is appropriate
where Claimant has filed a suitable petition for declaratory ruling, and where it appears that all
the other criteria set forth in JRP 15 have been satisfied.
The Commission appreciates that there is some language in at least one recent decision
which, arguably, augers against a finding that the instant matter is a dispute over which the
Industrial Commission may appropriately exercise jurisdiction. In Owlsley v. Idaho Industrial
Commission, 141 Idaho 129,106P.3d 455 (2005), claimant filed suit against the Industrial
Special Indemnity Fund (ISIF) and the Industrial Commission in District Court asserting, inter
alia, that the provisions of the Judicial Rules of Practice and Procedure dealing with lump sum

settlement agreements were unconstitutional, and seeking to enjoin the Industrial Commission
from taking further action on claimant's claims.
In considering whether the District Court had subject matter jurisdiction over the
complaint, the court stated:
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"The first grounds for dismissal of the Claimant's action given by the district court
was that it lacked subject matter jurisdiction. The Commission is granted by
statute jurisdiction over "[a] 11 questions arising under" Idaho's workers'
compensation laws. Idaho Code § 72-707; Idaho State Ins. Fund v. VanTine, 126
Idaho 688, 689,889 P.2d 717, 718 (1994) CYan Tine D.
Idaho case law, however, has clarified that the Commissions' actual mandate is
more narrowly restricted to adjudicating certain "complaint[s] filed by a worker's
compensation claimant against an employer or an employer's surety." Selkirk
Seed Co. v. State Ins. Fund, 135 Idaho 649, 651, 22 P.3d 1028, 1030 (2000)
(italics present in the original). In Selkirk Seed Co., an employer sued the ISIF
alleging various torts and breach of contract. ld. at 650-51, 22 P.3d at 1029-30.
The ISIF moved to dismiss the action, arguing that the Commission had exclusive
jurisdiction over the matter. ld. The district court declined to dismiss the action,
finding that it, rather than the Commission, had jurisdiction to hear a suit filed by
an employer against a surety. ld. at 651, 22 P.3d at 1030. This Court upheld the
district court's jurisdictional finding. ld."
''Here, as in Selkirk Seed Co., the present action is not an action between workers
and employers. Instead, in addition to naming the ISIF, the Claimants have
brought suit against the Industrial Commission itself An action by a worker
against any entity besides a surety or an employer does not generally fall within
the purview of the Commission. See, Selkirk Seed Co., 135 Idaho at 651, 22 P.3d
at 1030. Moreover, the Commission is without jurisdiction to rule on
constitutional questions. Van Tine II, 132 Idaho at 908, 980 P.2d at 572 (1999).
Here, the Claimants have raised constitutional due process issues outside the
jurisdictional competence of the Commission. See, ld. The Court finds subject
matter jurisdiction over cases of this type to rest with the district court."
At first blush, Owlsley, Supra, seems to suggest that the Industrial Commission's
jurisdiction is limited to adjudicating claims filed by injured workers against employers or their
sureties. Cited as supporting of the Court's decision is the case of Selkirk Seed Company v.
State Insurance Fund, 135 Idaho 649, P.3d 1028 (2000). Selkirk, in turn cites the earlier case of
Walters v. Industrial Indemnity Company of Idaho, 127 Idaho 935, 908 P.2d 1240 (1996).
However, neither Selkirk nor Walters seem to support the narrow view arguably endorsed by
Owlsley.
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In Selkirk Seed Company v. State Insurance Fund, Supra, Selkirk Seed, an insured of the
State Insurance Fund, brought suit against the SIF in District Court, alleging negligent
adjustment, breach of contract, and intentional bad faith in the handling of a workers'
compensation claim brought by one of Selkirk's employees. The SIF argued that the jurisdiction
was appropriate before the Industrial Commission. In upholding the district court's decision that
it had jurisdiction over the case, the Court noted a number of factors which supported the
conclusion that jurisdiction was appropriate in the district court. First, the Court noted that the
injured worker was not an interested party to the proceeding. As important, however, was the
court's recognition that the controversy between Selkirk and the SIF did not address an issue that
could be said to arise out of the workers' compensation laws of the state of Idaho. The dispute
between Selkirk and the SIF involved an interpretation of the underlying contract between the
employer and the SIF, as well as allegations of tortuous conduct arising out of the contract. The
Court appropriately noted that the Industrial Commission does not have jurisdiction to adjudicate
the contractual disputes between an employer and its workers' compensation surety.
Walters v. the Industrial Indemnity Company, Supra, involved the claim brought by an
injured worker against the surety who insured his employer's workers' compensation liability.
Walters inadvertently received a copy of the surety's file on his claim. From this, he deduced
that surety had engaged in all manner of nefarious activities intended to engineer a denial of his
entitlement to workers' compensation benefits.

Claimant filed a complaint in district court

against the surety, and others, alleging that surety breached its duty of good faith and fair
dealing7 intentionally inflicted emotional distress upon claimant, breached its fiduciary duty to
claimant, and engaged in common law fraud. Surety moved to dismiss the complaint, arguing
that the claims raised by claimant in his complaint were really claims which were addressed by
ORDER ON CLAIMANT'S PETITION FOR DECLARATORY
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the provisions of Idaho Code § 72-804. That statute authorizes the award of attorney's fees
against a workers' compensation surety who unreasonably delays or denies the payment of
benefits to an injured worker. Since the complaint stated a claim which arose out of the workers'
compensation laws, jurisdiction was appropriate in the Industrial Commission.
Neither Walters nor Selkirk support the proposition that the only type of claim over
which the Industrial Commission may exercise jurisdiction is one that is brought by an injured
worker against his or her employer/surety. Indeed, there are a number of reported cases in which
the Court has recognized the jurisdiction of the Industrial Commission to address complaints or
claims brought by other than injured workers against their employers. In this regard, See Saint
Alphonsus Regional Medical Center v. Edmondson, Supra; Brooks v. Standard Fire Insurance
Company, 117 Idaho 1066, 793 P.2d 123 (1990); Brannon v. Pike, 112 Idaho 938, 737 P.2d 459
(1987). The common thread running through those cases is that the issue in dispute was one that
arose out of the workers' compensation statutory scheme. In Brannon, Supra, it was recognized
that the dispute between claimant and his attorney over the fee that the attorney charged was a
matter that was addressed by the provisions of Idaho Code § 72-803, the statute which gives the
Industrial Commission authority to approve the attorney fees charged by an attorney in the
representation of an injured worker before the Industrial Commission. In Brooks, the Court
concluded that the Industrial Commission had jurisdiction over the dispute between two sureties,
since the dispute involved a determination of which of the two sureties should bear responsibility
for the payment of workers' compensation benefits due claimant following an industrial injury.
Per the Court, the question of which of two sureties is responsible for an injured workers' injury
is a question arising under the workers' compensation laws and is a proper case to be determined
by the Industrial Comrrussion.
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Moreover, in this matter, it actually is the injured worker who has taken the laboring oar to
ask for the interpretation of one of the provisions of the workers' compensation laws of this state,
which statute, depending on how it is interpreted, may significantly impact Claimant's financial
interest.
Although both parties would now have the Commission conclude that it does not have
jurisdiction over this dispute, the Commission is persuaded that it has subject matter jurisdiction
over the issue raised in Claimant's properly filed and supported petition for declaratory ruling.
We hasten to point out that the issue over which the Industrial Commission has decided to accept
jurisdiction is narrowly circumscribed: Simply, the issue is whether the provisions ofIdaho Code
§ 72-802 operate to prohibit Blue Cross from asserting a claim against the proceeds of the lump
sum settlement obtained by Claimant following the approval of the Lump Sum Settlement
Agreement by the Industrial Commission.

Are the proceeds of the Lump Sum Settlement

"compensation" within the meaning of the statute, and is the claim of Blue Cross the claim of a
"creditor"?

ID.

ORDER ESTABLISHING BRIEFING SCHEDULE

Based on the foregoing, the Commission has jurisdiction to consider the issue raised by
Petitioner in his request for a declaratory ruling. Petitioner shall have twenty-one (21) days from
the date of this Order to submit an opening brief on the issue of whether the provisions of Idaho
Code § 72-802 operate to prohibit Blue Cross from asserting a claim against the proceeds of the
lump sum settlement obtained by Claimant following the approval of the Lump Sum Settlement
Agreement by the Industrial Commission. Defendants shall have twenty-one (21) days from
receipt of the opening brief to submit a responsive brief Claimant shall have an additional ten
(10) days froID the receipt of the responsive brief to file a reply brief, if he wishes.
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Please advise this office in writing if a reply brief will NOT be submitted.
Pursuant to a directive from the Commissioners, three copies of all briefs shall be fIled

along with the original to facilitate review of cases.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

-~

DATEDthis ~

. ...

11J4~

dayoffl:?2009.
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION

,

Thomas P. Baskin, Commissioner
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I hereby certify that on the ~ day of
, 2009 a true and correct copy of
Order on Claimant's Petition for Declaratory Re ef and Briefing Schedule was served by
regular United States Mail upon each of the following persons:
JOSEPH E JARZABEK
102 SO EUCLID AVENUE STE 307
SANDPOINT ID 83864-1049
TIMOTHYCWALTON
PO BOX 1069
BOISE ID 83701-1069
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

FILED

FEB - 32010
PATRICK W. WILLIAMS,
Petitioner,
v.
BLUE CROSS OF IDAHO,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION
IC 2006-509079
(15-000089)
DECISION AND ORDER
ON PETITION FOR
DECLARATORY RELIEF

In an Order filed August 5, 2009, the Commission ruled that it has jurisdiction to consider the

question ofwhether or not the proceeds of a previous Lump Sum Settlement are subject to the claims
of Blue Cross of Idaho (Blue Cross), a third party medical insurer who paid some portion of the
medical bills incurred by Claimant in connection with his disputed work injury. Specifically, the
Commission concluded that it does have jurisdiction to consider whether or not the provisions of
Idaho Code § 72-802 prohibit Blue Cross, or an entity similarly situated, from asserting a claim
against the proceeds of a Lump Sum Settlement.
Following that decision, the Commission held a telephonic status conference with the parties
on September 28,2009, at which time the parties stipulated to certain facts, and agreed to a briefing
schedule. The parties also agreed that Blue Cross would be allowed to submit additional evidence by
way of affidavit. For that reason, the Commission's Order reversed the usual briefing schedule, in
order to allow Petitioner an opportunity to fully respond to any new facts that might be set forth in
the supporting Affidavits accompanying the Blue Cross brief. From review of Petitioner's brief, it
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appears that no issue is taken with the factual averments made by Blue Cross in its brief, nor with the
facts set forth in the supporting Affidavits of Tim Walton and Debbie Lowe. In its August 5, 2009
decision, the Commission assumed certain facts to be true, even though not all those assumptions
were supported by evidence that had been adduced as ofthe date of August 5,2009 decision. Since
that time, additional evidence has been forthcoming, which allows the Commission to make specific
findings of fact.

FINDINGS OF FACTS
1.

At all times relevant hereto, Petitioner was employed by Paul Crossingham, dbaAAA

Plumbing. On April 11 , 2006, Petitioner suffered a work related injury to his left shoulder. On April
24, 2007, Petitioner suffered a work related injury to his left hand. Petitioner suffered a second work
related injury to his left shoulder on June 28, 2007. At all times relevant hereto, Employer's liability
under the Workers' Compensation Laws of the state was insured by the State Insurance Fund (SIF).
2.

Although the SIF initially accepted responsibility for the aforementioned claims, it

appears at some point following the accident of April 24, 2007, the SlF took the position that
Claimant's need for further medical/surgical treatment for his left shoulder injury was not related to
any of the industrial accidents, but was, instead, related to a left shoulder condition which pre-dated
the subject claims.
On September 5,2006, Claimant underwent a left shoulder acromioclavicular reconstruction
procedure performed by Michael R. DiBenedetto, M.D. On March 20, 2007, Dr. DiBenedetto
performed his second surgery on Claimant's left shoulder, this time involving a biceps tenotomy and
biceps tenodesis. Surety denied responsibility for all benefits related to Claimant's surgeries of
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September 5, 2006 and March 20, 2007.
3.

As an incident of his employment by AAA Plumbing, Claimant was insured under a

non-occupational group health care policy issued by Blue Cross. From the Mfidavit of Debbie
Lowe, it appears that coverage under this policy was initiated in 1999, and remained in effect until
2008, when the policy was cancelled for nonpayment of premium. At the time of the accident giving
rise to this claim, Patrick Williams was insured under the Blue Cross policy.
4.

At all times relevant hereto, AAA Plumbing paid the premiums, or some portion

thereof, for Petitioner's non-occupational group health insurance.
5.

The Blue Cross policy contains a number of SUbrogation provisions:

The benefits of this Policy will be available to an Insured when he or she is injured,
suffers harm or incurs loss due to any act, omission, or defective or unreasonably
hazardous product or service of another person, firm, corporation or entity
(hereinafterreferred to as "third party"). To the extent that such benefits for Covered
Services are provided or paid for by Blue Cross of Idaho under this Policy or any
other Blue Cross ofIdaho plan, agreement, certificate, contract or policy, Blue Cross
ofIdaho shall be subrogated and succeed to the rights of the Insured or, in the event
of the Insured's death, to the rights of his or her heirs, estate, and/or personal
representative.

Subrogation is taking over the Insured's right to receive payments from other parties.
The Insured of his or her legal representative will transfer to Blue Cross ofIdaho any
rights he or she may have to take legal action arising from the injury, harm or loss to
recover any sums paid on behalf of the Insured. Thus, Blue Cross of Idaho may
initiate litigation at its sole discretion, in the name of the Insured, against any third
party or parties. Furthermore, the Insured shall fully cooperate with Blue Cross of
Idaho in its investigation, evaluation, litigation and/or collection efforts in connection
with the injury, harm or loss and shall do nothing whatsoever to prejudice Blue Cross
ofIdaho's SUbrogation rights and efforts. Blue Cross ofIdaho will be reimbursed in
full for all benefits paid even if the Insured is not made whole or fully compensated
by the recovery.
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To the extent that Blue Cross of Idaho provides or pays benefits for Covered
Services, Blue Cross ofIdaho's rights of sUbrogation and reimbursement extend to
any right the Insured has to recover from the msured' s insurer, or under the msured' s
"Medical Payments" coverage or any "Uninsured Motorist," "Underinsured
Motorist," or other similar coverage provisions, and workers' compensation benefits.
Blue Cross ofIdaho shall have the right, at its option, to seek reimbursement from, or
enforce its right of subrogation against, the Insured, the Insured's personal
representative, a special needs trust, or any trust, person or vehicle that holds any
payment or recovery from or on behalf of the Insured including the Insured's
attorney.
6.

Following the SIP's denial of responsibility for the payment of medical benefits

associated with Petitioner's left shoulder treatment, Petitioner applied to Blue Cross for the payment
of these medical expenses. From the documents attached to the Affidavits of Tim Walton and
Debbie Lowe, it appears that the medical bills subject to payment under the Blue Cross policy totaled
$31,195.14. Although various documents submitted by Petitioner in connection with the resolution
of his claim against the SIP reflect that the medical bills incurred by Petitioner for treatment of his
left shoulder had a considerably higher invoiced amount, it does not appear that Petitioner takes any
issue, at present, with the $31,195.14, figure supported by Blue Cross documents. Although Blue
Cross accepted responsibility for payment of the aforementioned medical bills, because of various
contractual adjustments with Petitioner's providers, Blue Cross was able to satisfY those bills for the
sum of$11,181.08.
7.

The record reflects that both before and after the eventual Lump Sum Settlement of

the underlying Workers' Compensation claim, Blue Cross communicated its intention to enforce its
right of subrogation to Petitioner's counsel. At no point did Petitioner's counsel acknowledge the
validity of the contractual right of subrogation.
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8.

As noted, the SIF denied responsibility for medical treatment incurred subsequent to

the April 11, 2006 left shoulder injury. The SIF's denial was premised on its belief that Claimant's
left shoulder condition was not referable to the subject April 11,2006 accident, but was, instead,
related to a pre-existing left shoulder condition documented in Claimant's medical records.
Following the SIP's denial of responsibility for this medical treatment, Petitioner filed his Complaint
against Employer/Surety. That Complaint sought, inter alia, the payment of medical expenses
incurred by Petitioner in connection with his two left shoulder surgeries. That Petitioner asserted an
entitlement to the payment of the disputed medical expenses is made clear by counsel's January 29,
2008 demand letter to David Skinner, attorney for the SIP. In that letter, Petitioner clearly asserted
that his need for medical treatment following the industrial accident of April 11 , 2006 was a product
of that accident, and that he was enti tied to the payment of medical expenses incurred in connection
with his treatment, totaling, in his estimation, $59,060.83. As noted, the actual amount of invoiced
medical expenses appears to be $31,195.14.
9.

On or about February 20,2008, Petitioner and the SIP reached a mediated settlement

of the underlying Workers' Compensation claims. That Settlement is memorialized in a Lump Sum
Settlement Agreement approved by the Industrial Commission on or about March 21, 2008.
Pursuant to the terms ofthat Agreement, Claimant accepted the "new money" sum of$70,000.00 in
compromise of all claims arising out of the subject accidents. In consideration of its payment of that
new money sum, the SIP was released from any and all liability, of any type whatsoever, arising from
the subject accidents. Specifically, the Lump Sum Settlement released the SIP from any and all
responsibility for the payment of the disputed medical bills incurred by Petitioner in connection with
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the medical/surgical treatment of his left shoulder. Concerning the disputed medical bills incurred
by Petitioner following the industrial accidents, the Lump Sum contains the following language:
"There are genuine and substantial disputes and differences between the parties as to
the degree, if any, of claimant's impairment and the disability, the need for retraining
benefits, the need for the surgeries of September 5, 2006 and March 20, 2007, which
defendants assert are due to pre-existing conditions, and the need for future medical
benefits ... ,
It is further understood between the parties that the claimant agrees to pay all
outstanding medical bills not listed in the fourth section of this agreement and the
employer and surety will not be responsible for, nor do they assume a liability for,
any other medical bills whatsoever. .. "

10.

In that portion of the Lump Sum Settlement Agreement which accounts for the

distribution of the monies received pursuant to that Settlement, the following entry is found:
ITEMIZED LIST OF OUTSTANDING MEDICALS TO BE PAID BY CLAIMANT
FROM LUMP SUM SETTLEMENT BALANCE: (List provider and amounts.)
None
From this language, which is the only language in the Lump Sum Settlement Agreement that treats
the issue of outstanding disputed medical bills, it is impossible to ascertain whether there were, in
fact, outstanding disputed medical bills, and if so, whether any claim for the payment of such bills
had been waived by Blue Cross, previously satisfied by Petitioner, or rejected by Petitioner.
11.

Following the approval of the Lump Sum Settlement Agreement by the Industrial

Commission on March 21, 2008, the SIF discharged its obligation under the Agreement by the
payment of the new money sum of$70,000.00. Neither the Agreement, nor the Commission's Order
approving the same, resolves the question of whether or not the medical care Claimant received
following the SIF's denial of responsibility was causally related to the subj ect accident. The Lump
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Sum Settlement Agreement only memorializes the parties' compromise of that disputed issue.
12.

The consideration paid pursuant to the Lump Sum Settlement Agreement is

unapportioned. Nothing in the Agreement reflects how much, if any, of the Settlement proceeds
were assigned by the parties to the resolution of the issue of Claimant's entitlement to payment of
disputed medical bills.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

!
The narrow issue before the Industrial Commission is whether Idaho Code § 72-802 prohibits
Blue Cross from pursuing its contractual right SUbrogation against the proceeds of the Lump Sum
Settlement.
Idaho Code § 72-802 provides:

72-802. Compensation not assignable - Exempt from execution.
No claims for compensation under this law, including compensation payable to a
resident of this state under the worker's compensation laws of any other state, shall
be assignable, and all compensation and claims therefor shall be exempt from all
claims of creditors, except the restrictions under this section shall not apply to
enforcement of an order of any court for the support of any person by execution,
garnishment or wage withholding under chapter 12, title 7, Idaho Code.
A plain reading of the statute demonstrates that two types of actions are prohibited:
1.

Assignment of claims for compensation; and,

2.

The claims of creditors against compensation, and all claims therefor.

Turning first to the prohibition against assignments, Blue Cross argues that no assignment of
the claim has been made in this case, and that this portion of the statute does not prohibit its claim,
which arises out of a contractual right of subrogation. Blue Cross relies on the case of Rinehart v.
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Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Company ofIdaho, 96 Idaho 115, 524 P.2d 1343 (1974) in support of
its position that the facts of this case do not implicate a prohibited assignment.
In that case, Rinehart was injured in an automobile/motorcycle collision. He incurred
medical expenses in the amount of$2,589.00. He made demands upon the driver of the automobile
involved in the accident, and eventually reached a settlement, under the terms of which he received
$11,500.00 in consideration of his full and final release of all claims and rights against the driver of
the other vehicle. Thereafter, Rinehart demanded the payment of $2,000.00 under the medical
expense provisions of his own automobile insurance policy. That policy contained the following
SUbrogation provisions:
'''Subrogation: (a) In the event of any payment under Section ill, the Company shall
be subrogated to all the insured's rights of recovery therefor against any person or
organization and the insured shall execute and deliver instruments and papers and do
whatever else is necessary to secure such rights. The insured shall do nothing after
loss to prejudice such rights.
'(b) In the event of any payment under the medical expense coverage of this policy
the Company shall be subrogated to all the rights of recovery therefor which the
injured person or anyone receiving such payment may have against any person or
organization and such person shall execute and deliver instruments and papers and do
whatever else is necessary to secure such rights. Such person shall do nothing after
loss to prejudice such rights. '"
Farm Bureau refused to make payment, on the grounds that Rinehart had breached the terms

of the policy by executing a general release which destroyed the right of subrogation retained by
Farm Bureau under the policy. In defense of his position, Rinehart argued that the subrogation

clause was nothing more than an attempted assignment of a claim for personal injuries. Asserting
that such assignments are not favored at common law, Rinehart argued that the release of claim
could not alter Farm Bureau's right of subrogation to its detriment, since no such right actually
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existed in the first place. The Idaho Supreme Court rej ected the assertion that the subrogation clause
ofthe contract constituted an assignment, relying on the following language from Imel v. Travelers
Indemnity Company, 281 N.E.2d, 919 (lll.App.Ct. 1972):
"'subrogation secures contribution and indemnity, whereas assignment transfers the
entire claim; the consideration in sUbrogation moves from subrogor (insureds) to
sobrogee (insurer), whereas in an assignment the consideration flows from assignee
to assignor; assignment contemplates the assignee being a volunteer, whereas
subrogation rests on a contractual duty to pay; assignment normally covers but a
single claim, whereas subrogation may include a number of claims over a specific
period oftime; subrogation entails a substitution, whereas assignment is an outright
transfer. '"
The same reasoning should apply in the instant matter. The SUbrogation clause at issue in
Rinehart, supra, is similar to that at issue in the case at hand. The Blue Cross policy contains no
language suggesting that what was contemplated was a prohibited assignment of the entire claim.
Rather, the policy language contemplates that Blue Cross will be substituted for Petitioner, up to the
amount of benefits that Blue Cross has paid on Petitioner's behalf.
While we agree with Blue Cross that the contract at issue does not constitute a prohibited
assignment of a claim, this conclusion, standing alone, does not support the proposition that Blue
Cross may proceed unimpeded against the proceeds of the Lump Sum Settlement. In addition to
prohibiting the "assignment" of claims, Idaho Code § 72-802 also specifies that all compensation,
and claims therefore, are exempt from the claims of "creditors. " In other words, notwithstanding that
the policy makes no prohibited assignment, does it nevertheless memorialize the claim of a
"creditor?"
However, just as the Blue Cross policy fails to create a prohibited assignment, neither is it in
derogation of the statutory exemption of compensation from the claims of creditors. Case law draws
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a clear distinction between "creditors" and "subrogees." Kenneth F. White, Chtd v. St. Alphonsus
Regional Medical Center, 136 Idaho 238, 31 P.3d 926 (2001).
In White, Krivanec was injured as a result of a motor vehicle accident. Following the

accident, Krivanec was hospitalized, and incurred medical expenses totaling $131,677.23. St.
Alphonsus' recorded a hospital lien pursuant to the hospital lien statute. Willte represented the
Krivanec's in their claim against the negligent driver of the other vehicle involved in the collision,
and eventually obtained for the Krivanecs a settlement in the amount $25,000.00.
In connection with its discussion ofthe applicability of the Common Fund Doctrine to the

facts of the case, the Court of Appeals noted the importance of ascertaining whether St. Alphonsus
was a "creditor" or a "subrogee." The hospital argued that it was not asserting a subrogation claim to
the settlement, but was, rather, a creditor of Ms. Krivanec. The Court agreed, noting that the hospital
did not stand in the shoes of the injured party as a subrogee, but was, instead, a creditor, who
possessed a lien on the tort recovery to secure payment of its charges for services rendered. Unlike a
true subrogee, the hospital was entitled to payment regardless whether or not Krivanec made any
recovery against the negligent third party, and was therefore, a true "creditor."
As applied to the facts of the instant matter, it is clear that Blue Cross is not a "creditor"
within the meaning of the statute, but is, rather, a subrogee, against whom the prohibitions of the
statute do not specifically apply.
Having found that the provisions ofIdaho Code § 72-802 do not apply to prohibit the claim
of a subrogated medical insurer who has made paymen~s on disputed medical bills, it is necessary to
consider how next to proceed in the instant matter. It is important to recall that this matter comes to
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us on Petitioner's claim for a declaratory ruling that the provisions ofIdaho Code § 72-802 prohibit
any claim to the proceeds of the Lump Sum Settlement. However, to date, Blue Cross has not
attempted to pursue its subrogation claim before the Industrial Commission. Although we have
found that the Industrial Commission does have jurisdiction to consider the applicability of Idaho
Code § 72-802 to these facts, we do not believe that the Commission has jurisdiction to consider any
claim that Blue Cross might be inclined to pursue against Petitioner.
In its August 5, 2009 Decision, the Commission did not feel that Owsley v. Idaho Industrial
Commission, 141 Idaho 129, 106 P.3d 455 (2005) prohibited the Commission from considering an
injured worker's petition for interpretation of the provisions ofIdaho Code § 72-802. However, we
do feel that that case does auger against the Commission accepting jurisdiction over any claim that
Blue Cross might attempt to bring before the Commission to pursue its right of subrogation against
the proceeds of settlement. Per Owsley, Supra, "an action by a worker against any entity besides a
surety or employer does not generally fall within the purview of the Commission." Here, any cause
of action owned by Blue Cross arises out of a contract between Blue Cross and Petitioner, a contract
that is not governed by, and arose outside of, the Workers' Compensation Laws of this state.
Moreover, Blue Cross is neither an injured worker nor an Employer/Surety. For these reasons, we
conclude that Blue Cross must pursue its remedy in some venue other than the Idaho Industrial
Commission.
The Commission recognizes that this case is complicated by the fact that there has been no
adjudication of the question of whether or not the disputed care is causally related to the subject
accidents. The parties agreed to compromise this dispute before it could be heard by the Industrial
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Commission, and that compromise is memorialized in the Lump Sum Settlement Agreement.
However, since Blue Cross is only subrogated to the rights of the Petitioner to recover workers'
compensation benefits, it might well be argued that before any right of subrogation can be said to
exist, it must be determined that Petitioner is entitled, under the Workers' Compensation Laws of
this state, to the payment ofmedical expenses he incurred following the SIF's denial of responsibility
for further medical treatment. Although this determination has not been made by the Industrial
Commission, there is no reason that this issue could not be adjudicated in the court in which
Petitioner pursues its SUbrogation claim.
The order approving the Lump Sum Settlement Agreement at issue in this case is a decision
of the Industrial Commission from which no appeal has been taken. As such, it is final and
conclusive as to all matters adjUdicated therein. See, Idaho Code § 72-718; W oodvine v. Triangle
Dairy, Inc., 106 Idaho 716, 682 P.2d 1263 (1984). However, as noted above, the Lump Sum
Settlement Agreement does not adjudicate the question of whether or not the Claimant's medical
treatment at issue is causally related to the subject accident. Since the Lump Sum Settlement
Agreement is only final and conclusive as to matters actually adjudicated, the Agreement does not
prohibit the downstream adjudication of this question by the state or federal court in which Blue
Cross pursues its contractual right of subrogation. I Of course, a determination on this issue would in
no wise impact Employer and Surety, who have bought their peace by the payment of the Lump Sum
Settlement.
Finally, although Blue Cross has argued that employer's non-occupational group insurance

1 Moreover, since Blue Cross is not a party to the Lump Sum Settlement, any "adjudication" of issues therein would
not bind it.
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policy is an ERlSA Plan governed by Federal law , because we have determined that the provisions of
Idaho Code § 72-802 do not prohibit Blue Cross' subrogation claim, we need not determine whether
the insurance contract in question is an "ERlSA Plan," much less whether ERlSA preempts the
provisions of Idaho Code § 72-802.

The instant matter can be narrowly decided on the basis that the provisions ofIdaho Code §
72-802 do not prohibit the claim of a medical insurer who has paid benefits to an injured worker
subject to a contractual right of subrogation. In reaching this conclusion, the Commission need not
reach the different, but closely related question, of whether or not the provisions ofIdaho Code §
72-802 exempt the proceeds of an award or settlement from the claim of a medical provider who has
contracted with a claimant for the provision of medical services, an entity that is assuredly a
"creditor" within the meaning ofIdaho Code § 72-802. Therefore, we decline to make any ruling on
this issue at this time. However, for purposes of guidance only, it seems doubtful that Idaho Code §
72-802 should be strictly read to exempt the proceeds of an award or settlement from the claim of a
medical provider who provided disputed care.
The recent case ofNeel v. Western Construction, 147 Idaho 146,206 P.3d 852 (2009), and a
plethora of similar Industrial Commission cases, stands for the proposition that where a surety denies
responsibility for certain medical treatment required by claimant following an industrial injury, thus
forcing claimant to independently contract with a medical provider for the provision of the required
care, a subsequent ruling by the Industrial Commission finding the care in question to be
compensable requires the surety to pay to the claimant 100% of the medical bills as originally
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invoiced to the claimant.
Implicit in this decision is the recognition that the award of disputed medical benefits is
payable to Claimant because it is he who has obligated himselfto the medical provider outside the
workers' compensation system. Absent a recognition that an injured worker has such an obligation,
it is impossible to justify a decision ordering surety to pay to the injured worker the invoiced amount
of the bills incurred. To interpret Idaho Code § 72-802 in the manner favored by Petitioner would
seem to give rise to an irreducible conundrum: ill a contested case, why should an injured worker be
awarded the value of disputed medical expenses he incurred outside the workers' compensation
system, if he has no corresponding obligation to repay those providers from the proceeds of the
award? ill other words, if the award is not intended to satisfy the injured worker's obligation to the
medical provider, then what is the justification for making the award in the first place? Construing
Idaho Code § 72-802 in the manner urged by Petitioner would seem to result in the payment of a
benefit to the injured worker of a type not recognized by our Workers' Compensation Law.
ill light of NeeI, supra, it would seem that Idaho Code § 72-802 is not intended to exempt the
proceeds of an award made following hearing from the claim of a medical provider, where it is
shown that in such award the injured worker was awarded payment of the disputed medical bills at
issue. To do otherwise would grant a windfall to claimant to which he is not entitled, and would
make pointless our many orders awarding medical benefits to injured workers for care received in
connection with a disputed claim that has been decided following hearing before the illdustrial
Commission. To the criticism that this interpretation appears to be in direct contravention of the
plain language of the statute, we believe that this construction may necessarily be implied in the
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Court's decision in Nee!, and, further, that this construction underlies all awards of medical benefits
payable to an injured worker in a disputed case.

As a practical matter, it is in the interest of the workers' compensation system to encourage
medical insurers and medical providers to continue to provide care where there is an initial dispute
between the injured worker and employer/surety over the compensability of the claim. In such
circumstances, ifthe employer/surety, reasonably or not, denies responsibility for a particular claim,
it may be a matter ofmany months before a decision is eventually rendered on the compensability of
the accident/injury or occupational disease. During the pendency of such a decision, it is in the
interest of the injured worker for medical providers to provide the needed care, against the chance
that they may be able to eventually recover payment for services rendered. However, if medical
providers receive the message that even if the Industrial Commission awards the injured worker a
sum of money in payment of medical expenses incurred in connection with a compensable injury, the
claimant has no obligation whatsoever to pay his provider from the proceeds of that award, they will
likely be disinclined to treat injured workers where there is a threshold dispute concerning the
compensability of a claim.
We recognize that our ruling subjects an injured worker to the possibility of litigation in
federal or state court following an award or settlement in a disputed case. However, it is the
experience of the Commission that most members of the claimant's bar recognize the importance of
resolving the claims of medical providers and third party insurers contemporaneous with the
settlement of a disputed claim. As Blue Cross has aptly noted, the process of resolving a disputed
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workers' compensation case provides the perfect opportunity to likewise resolve the claim of a
medical insurer who has paid medical bills on a disputed claim. If compensability is doubtful, and
the medical insurer/provider can be persuaded to this point of view, then it is likely that the
insurer/provider will be willing to resolve its claim for something substantially less than 100 cents on
the dollar.
Even though we have decided that the Industrial Commission does not have jurisdiction over
the claims of medical insurers, Practitioners are advised to attempt to resolve such claims
contemporaneous with the settlement of the underlying workers' compensation case, since failure to
do so may produce anomalous results. If, when considering a proposed lump sum settlement
agreement such as that at issue in this case, it becomes clear to the Commission that there are
disputed unpaid medical bills for which Claimant is to receive some compensation, and that the
claims of medical insurers and medical providers have not been resolved contemporaneous with the
proposed settlement, it may be difficult for the Industrial Commission to conclude that the proposed
lump sum settlement is in the best interest of all parties under Idaho Code § 72-404. It may not be in
the best interest of the injured worker to subject him or her to further litigation subsequent to the
settlement of a workers' compensation claim, and it may not be in the long term best interest of an
employer/surety for monies paid in compromise of disputed medical expenses to be applied to
something other than resolution of the outstanding claims of medical providers/medical insurers.
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ORDER
Based on the foregoing, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED that
Idaho Code § 72-802 does not prohibit the claim of a subrogated medical insurer against the
proceeds of an award following hearing, where it is shown that in such award, the injured worker
received payment for the disputed medical bills at issue. In the case of a lump sum settlement
reached prior to hearing, where it is shown that the claimant received some consideration for
disputed medical bills he claimed were incurred in connection with the work injury, Idaho Code §
72-802 does not prohibit the claim of a medical insurer who has a valid right of subrogation.
This decision does not address whether there are exemptions created by other law which
might exempt the proceeds of such an award or settlement from execution.
. ~~ ,2010.
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION, STATE OF IDAHO
PATRICK W. WILLIAMS,
I.C. No. 2006-509079
Petitioner,
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION

-vs-

BLUE CROSS OF IDAHO,

COMES NOW the
attorney,

Joseph

reconsider

its

above named Petitioner,

Jarzabek

and

by and through his

hereby

requests

this

Commission

Decision and Order on

Petition

for

Declaratory

Relief filed February 3, 2010.

Specifically, Petitioner requests

reconsideration of the following:
1)

On Page 9 through 10 of their decision the Commission

found the provisions of Idaho Code 72-802 do not apply to prohibit
the claim of a subrogated medical insurer.

The Petitioner requests

this Commission to reconsider this finding and amend its order to
state Idaho Code 72-802 does apply to prohibit the claim of a
PETITIONER'S MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION
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subrogated medical insurer.
2)

On Page 12 of their decision the Commission states Blue

Cross is subrogated to rights of the Petitioner to recover workers
Petitione~

compensation benefits.

requests the Commission to amend

its Decision to state Blue Cross is not subrogated to the rights of
the Petitioner to recover workman compensation benefits.
On Page 13 of their decision the Commission states the

3)

provisions of Idaho

§

72-802 do not prohibit the claim of a medical

insurer who has paid benefits to an injured worker subject to a
contractual

right

of

subrogation.

Petitioner

requests

the

Commission amend their decision to state the provisions of Idaho
Code

72-802 prohibit the claim of a medical insurer who has paid

§

benefits to an injured worker subject to a contractual right of
subrogation.
4)

On Page 13 of their decision the Commission states,

purposes of guidance only,
should be
settlement

from

decision to state
of

§

72-802

strictly read to exempt the proceeds of an award of

disputed care.

award

it seems doubtful Idaho Code

for

the

claim of

a

medical

provider

who

provided

Petitioner requests this Commission amend their
Idaho Code § 72-802 exempts the proceeds of an

settlement

from

the

claim of

a

medical

provider who

provided disputed care.
5) On Page 14 of their decision the Commission states
Idaho Code § 72-802 is not intended to exempt the proceeds of an
PETITIONER'S MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION

-2-
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award made following hearing from the claim of a medical provider.
Petitioner requests this Commission amend their decision to state
Idaho Code

§

72-802 exempts proceeds of an award made following

hearing from the claim of a medical provider.
6)

On Pages 15 through 16 of their decision under Paragraph

III the Commission appears to impose upon Claimant's and/or their
attorneys a duty to attempt to resolve claims of medical providers
and third party insurers contemporaneous with
disputed claim on a lump sum basis.
when

considering

a

proposed

lump

the settlement of a

The Commission states that

sum settlement

agreement

the

claims of medical insurers and medical providers which have not
been resolved contemporaneous with the proposed settlement may make
it difficult for the Industrial Commission to conclude the proposed
lump sum settlement agreement is in the interest of all parties
under Idaho Code

§

72-404.

Peti tioner requests the Commission

amend their order to state that claims of medical providers and
third party insurers are not to be considered as an element of the
best interest of the parties under Idaho Code
7)
Code

§

§

72-404.

On Page 17 of their decision the Commission states Idaho
72-802 does not prohibit the claim of a subrogated medical

insurer against the proceeds of an award following hearing.
Commission states in the case of a
prior to hearing where

it

is

The

lump sum settlement reached

shown the Claimant

received some

consideration for disputed medical.bills he claimed were incurred
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Idaho Code

72-802

the

claim of a medical

insurer who has a valid right of subrogation.

Petitioner believes

§

does

not prohibit

this is a mis-statement of the law.

He requests this Commission

amend its decision to read Idaho Code

§

72-802 prohibits the claim

of a subrogated medical insurer against the proceeds of an award
following hearing.
their decision to

Petitioner requests this Commission amended
state

in the case of

a

lump

sum settlement

reached prior to hearing where it is shown Claimant received some
consideration for disputed medical bills he claimed were incurred
Idaho Code

§

72-802 prohibits the claim of a medical insurer who

claims a valid right of subrogation.
CONCLUSION
Idaho Code
all

claims

landlords,
companies,

of

§

72-802 exempts workman compensation proceeds from
creditors

medical

whether

providers,

they

medical

credit card companies,

etc.

be

utility

insurers,

companies,

auto

finance

No contract of a health

insurance provider or claim of a medical

service provider can

circumvent the plain meaning of this statute.
DATED this 22nd day of
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Petitioner Williams has moved for reconsideration of the Commission's February 3,
2010 Decision and Order on Petition for Declaratory Relief in the above matter.
Petitioner presents no new arguments, case law or authority in support of his motion.
Blue Cross respectfully requests that the Commission deny Petitioner's motion for
reconsideration for the reasons and based upon the legal authority and evidence cited in
the Commission's February 3, 2010 Decision and Order, and for the reasons and based
upon the legal authority and evidence cited to the Commission by Blue Cross of Idaho in
the briefing and affidavits submitted by Blue Cross of Idaho in this Declaratory Judgment
action.
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Dated this

Zlf~ of February, 2010.

=
Timothy C. Walton
Attorney for Blue Cross of Idaho
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copy of the above and foregoing document was delivered as indicated below to:
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Boise, 10 83720-0044
Joseph Jarzabek
Elsaesser Harzabek Anderson
Marks Elliott & McHugh
P. O. Box 1049
Sandpoint, 10 83864
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Overnight Courier
Facsimile No.

D
D
D
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D

D
D
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Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
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CHASAN & WALTON, LLC

Timothy C. Walton
Attorneys for Blue Cross
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

F I LED
PATRICK W. WILLIAMS,
Petitioner,
v.

BLUE CROSS OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)

Respondent.

MAR 11 2010
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION
I C 2006-509079
(15-000089)

ORDER DENYING
RECONSIDERATION

)

On February 23, 2010, Petitioner filed a motion for reconsideration of the Commission's
Decision and Order on Petition for Declaratory Relief dated February 23, 2010. Respondent
timely filed a response to Claimant's motion on February 26, 2010. Petitioner did not submit a
reply brief in support of its motion for reconsideration.
Petitioner argues that the Commission misinterpreted the provisions of Idaho Code §
72-802.

Petitioner contends that Idaho Code § 72-802 prohibits the claim of a subrogated

medical insurer who has paid benefits to an injured worker subject to a contractual right of
subrogation, and Respondent is not subrogated to the rights of the Petitioner to recover workman
compensation benefits. Petitioner argues that Idaho Code § 72-802 exempts the proceeds of an
award of settlement from the claim of a medical provider who provided disputed care.

In

addition, Petitioner argues that the claims of medical insurers and medical providers are beyond
the scope of the Commission's inquiry under Idaho Code § 72-404 concerning the best interest
of all parties.

ORDER DENYING RECONSIDERATION - 1

Respondent argues that the Commission should deny Petitioner's motion for
reconsideration, because Petitioner has not presented any new arguments, case law or authority
to support his motion.
Under Idaho Code § 72-718, a decision of the Commission, in the absence of fraud, shall
be final and conclusive as to all matters adjudicated; provided, within twenty (20) days from the
date of filing the decision any party may move for reconsideration or rehearing of the decision.
In any such event, the decision shall be final upon denial of a motion for rehearing or

reconsideration, or the filing of the decision on rehearing or reconsideration. J.R.P. 3(f) states
that a motion to reconsider "shall be supported by a brief filed with the motion." Generally,
greater leniency is afforded to pro se claimants. However, "it is axiomatic that a claimant must
present to the Commission new reasons factually and legally to support a hearing on her Motion
for RehearinglReconsideration rather than rehashing evidence previously presented." Curtis v.
M.H. King Co., 142 Idaho 383, 388, 128 P.3d 920 (2005). On reconsideration, the Commission
will examine the evidence in the case, and determine whether the evidence presented supports

the legal conclusions. The Commission is not compelled to make findings on the facts of the
case during a reconsideration. Davison v. H.H. Keirn Co., Ltd., 110 Idaho 758, 718 P.2d 1196.
The Commission may reverse its decision upon a motion for reconsideration, or rehearing of the
decision in question, based on the arguments presented, or upon its own motion, provided that it
acts within the time frame established in Idaho Code § 72-718. See, Dennis v.School District
No. 91, 135 Idaho 94, 15 P.3d 329 (2000) (citing Kindred v. Amalgamated Sugar Co., 114
Idaho 284, 756 P.2d 410 (1988».
Here, Petitioner references arguments already presented, examined, and considered in the
initial action. While Petitioner disagrees with the Commission's Decision and Order on Petition
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for Declaratory Relief, Petitioner has adduced neither additional facts nor further argument in
support of his petition.
Based upon the foregoing reasons, Claimant's Motion for Reconsideration should be, and
is hereby, DENIED.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED this

X ;;cbday of ~L

2010.
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SANDPOINT ID 83864-1049
TIMOTHYCWALTON
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Attorneys at Law
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Attorneys for Appellant
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PATRICK W. WILLIAMS,

)
)
)
)

Appel1ant~

-vs-

)
)
)
)

BLUE CROSS OF IDAHO,
~E~e~s~p~o~n~d~e~n~t~.

TO:

I.C. No. 2006-509079
NOTICE OF APPEAL

____________________ )

THE ABOVE N.AMIm :RESPONDENT, BLUE

caoss

OF IDAHO, AND ITS
LLC. 1 P .0. BOX

ATTORNEY, TIMO'r.HY C. .WALTON OF CBASAN & WALTON f

1069, BOXSE, XOABO 83701
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1) The above-named appellant, Patrick W. Williams, appeals
against the above-named respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court
from the COMMISSION'S DECISION AND ORDER ON PETITION FOR
DECLARATORY

RELIE~,

entered in the proceedings inVOlving

Respondent, BLUE CROSS OF IDAHO, February 3, 2010, Chairman R.D.
Maynard, presiding and the Order Denying Reconsideration entered
in the

abo~e

entitled proceedings March 11, 2010, Chairman R.O.
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Joseph Jarzabek, ISB No. 2678
James S. Macdonald, ISB No. 7257
ELSAESSER JARZABEK ANDERSON
ELLIOTT & MACDONALD, Chtd.
Attorneys at Law
102 S. Euclid Avenue, Suite 307
P.O. Box 1049
Sandpoint, ID 83864
(208) 263-8517; Telephone
(208) 263-0759; Facsimile
Attorneys for Appellant
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION, STATE OF IDAHO
PATRICK W. WILLIAMS,
Appellant,

)
)
)
)

-vs-

)

BLUE CROSS OF IDAHO,

)
)

I.C. No. 2006-509079
NOTICE OF APPEAL

)
~R~e~s~p~o~n~d~e~n~t~.

____________________ )
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co
TO:
THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT f BLUE CROSS OF IDAHO, 'AND ITS
ATTORNEY, TIMOTHY C. WALTON OF CHASAN & WALTON, LLC., P.O. BOX
1069, BOISE, IDAHO 83701

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:

1) The above-named appellant, Patrick W. Williams, appeals
against the above-named respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court
from the COMMISSION'S DECISION AND ORDER ON PETITION FOR
DECLARATORY RELIEF, entered in the proceedings involving
Respondent, BLUE CROSS OF IDAHO, February 3, 2010, Chairman R.D.
Maynard, presiding and the Order Denying Reconsideration entered
in the above entitled proceedings March 11, 2010, Chairman R.D.
NOTICE OF APPEAL
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MAYNARD, presiding.
2)

That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho

Supreme Court, and the orders described in Paragraph 1 above are
appealable orders under and pursuant to Rule 11 (d) LA. R.
3) A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the
Appellant intends to assert in the appeal, provided, any such
list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the Appellant from
asserting other issues on appeal:
a) Whether or not Idaho Code § 72-802 prohibits the
claim of a subrogated medical insurer who has paid benefits to an
injured worker subject to a contractual right of subrogation;
b) Whether a medical insurer can subrogate to the
rights of the Appellant to recover workman compensation benefits;
c) Whether Idaho Code § 72-802 exempts the proceeds and
the award of settlement from the claim of a medical provider who
provided care;
d) Whether the claims of medical insurers and medical
providers are beyond the scope of the Commission's inquiry under
Idaho Code §

4)

72-404 concerning the best interests of all parties.

There has been no order entered sealing all or any

portion of the record.
(a)

Is a reporter's transcript requested?

NOTICE OF APPEAL
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Yes.
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(b) The Appellant requests the preparation and
inclusion in the record on appeal of the reporter's transcript of
all hearings which took place with regard to this case.
6)

The Appellant requests the following documents to be

included in the Clerk's records in addition to those
automatically included under Rule 28, LA. R.:
(a) Any stipulations, and any exhibits thereto, which
were submitted by the Parties;
(b) All transcripts of all hearings conducted; copies
of all exhibits offered, whether admitted into evidence or not,
and all written material including but not limited to letters,
memorandums, notes, and any other documents contained in the
Industrial Commission file regarding this case filed with this
Commission;
(c) All motions, memorandums in support thereof,
affidavits and decisions thereon, whether such motions,
affidavits, etc., were filed prior to or after the dates of
hearing(s) in this matter;
(d)

All decisions of the Industrial Commission in this

matter, whether such decisions were published or not; and

7)

I certify:
(a)

That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been

served on the reporter;

NOTICE OF APPEAL
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(b) That the Clerk of Administrative Agency has been
paid the estimated fee for preparation of the reporter's
transcript;
(c)

That the estimated fee for preparation of the

Clerk's or agency's record has been paid;
(d)

That the appellant filing fee has been paid.

(e)

That service has been made upon all parties

required to be served pursuant to Rule 20 LA. R.
DATED this 19th day of March, 2010.

JOsEP

/

~

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that I mailed
true and correct copy of the foregoing, was mailed, by regular
mail, postage paid, addressed
to:
Timothy C. Walton
Chasan & Walton, LLC
P.O. Box 1069
Boise, Idaho 83701
and served by facsimile transmission to:
Commission at 208-332-7558 and
-345-0288
of March, 2010.
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BEFORE THE SUPRKME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

PATRICKW. WILLIAMS,
Claimant!Appellant,

)
)
)

31?;2 3

SUPREME COURT NO.

)

v.
BLUE CROSS OF IDAHO,
DefendantJRespondent.

)
)
)
)
)

CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL

Appeal From:

Industrial Commission,
R. D. Maynard, Chairman presiding

Case Number:

IC 2006-509079

Order Appealed from:

Decision and Order on Petition for
Declaratory Ruling, filed February 3, 2010
and Order Denying Reconsideration,
filed March 11, 2010

Attorney for Appellant:

Joseph Jarzabek
POBox 1049
Sandpoint, ID 83864
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Attorney for Respondent:

.;:> rit

Timothy Walton
PO Box 1069
Boise, ID 83701
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Appealed By:

'--

Claimant!Appellant

..d,

Appealed Against:

DefendantJRespondent

Notice of Appeal Filed:

April 19, 2010

Appellate Fee Paid:

$86.00 to Supreme Court and
$150.00 to Industrial Commission
Checks were received.
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FILED - ORIGINAL
CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL FOR PATRICK WILLIAMS - 1

APR 232010

\1~

prame Court_Court o~eals_
Entered on ATS by l.,..'L;)
,

N arne of Reporter:

No hearing

Transcript Requested:

No hearing

Dated:

April 22, 2010

CERTIF1CATE OF APPEAL FOR PATRICK WILLIAMS - 2

CERTIFICATION

1, Carol J. Haight, the undersigned Assistant Commission Secretary of the Industrial

Commission of the State of Idaho, hereby CERTIFY that the foregoing is a true and correct
photocopy of the Notice of Appeal; Decision and Order on Petition for Declaratory Ruling and Order
Denying Reconsideration; and the whole thereof, in IC case number 2006-509079 for Patrick W.
Williams.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the official seal of said

~~

Commission this"<~ day o f , 2010.

CERTIFICATION (pATRICK WILLIAMS)

CERTIFICATION OF RECORD

I, Carol J. Haight, the undersigned Assistant Commission Secretary of the Industrial
Commission, do hereby certify that the foregoing record contains true and correct copies of all
pleadings, documents, and papers designated to be included in the Agency's Record Supreme Court
No. 37623 on appeal by Rule 28(3) of the Idaho Appellate Rules and by the Notice of Appeal,
pursuant to the provisions of Rule 28(b).
I further certify that all exhibits offered or admitted in this proceeding, if any, are correctly
listed in the List of Exhibits. Said exhibits will be lodged with the Supreme Court upon settlement
of the Reporter's Transcript and Agency's Record herein.

IQ~'

DATED this +-L day of ~

,2010.

CERTIFICATION OF RECORD (SC # 37623 - WILLIAMS) - 1
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BEFORE THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

PATRICK W. WILLIAMS,

)

)

Claimant!Appellant,

)
)
)
)
)
)

v.
BLUE CROSS OF IDAHO,
DefendantJRespondent.

TO:

SUPREME COURT NO. 37623
NOTICE OF COMPLETION

)

STEPHEN KENYON, Clerk of the Courts; and
Joseph Jarzabek, for Petitioner/Appellant; and
Timothy Walton for DefendantJRespondent.
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that the Agency's Record was completed on this date, and,

pursuant to Rule 24(a) and Rule 27(a), Idaho Appellate Rules, copies of the same have been served
by regular U.S. mail upon each of the following:
Attorney for Claimant!Appellant:
JOSEPH JARZABEK
POBOX 1049
SANDPOINT ID 83864
Attorney for DefendantJRespondent:
TIMOTHY C. WALTON
POBOX 1069
BOISE ID 83701-1069

YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that, pursuant to Rule 29(a), Idaho Appellate Rules, all
parties have twenty-eight days from this date in which to file objections to the Agency's Record,
including requests for corrections, additions or deletions. In the event no objections to the Agency's

NOTICE OF COMPLETION (SC # 37623 - WILLIAMS) - 1
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Record are filed within the twenty-eight day period, the Agency's Record shall be deemed settled.

DATEDthis~Of rJtZ~
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,2010.
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